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Avery Dulles’s Journey of Faith
A Lifelong Adventure
Anne-Marie Kirmse, O.P.

In order to appreciate Avery Dulles’s theological insights, it is important to
understand how much his conversion and faith meant to him. Once he
accepted the Catholic faith, he never wavered in his commitment to it, and it
sustained him throughout his life, especially in the many physical deprivations he endured in the months before he died. One of his favorite scripture
passages was the parable of the pearl of great price. Like the merchant in the
story who had sold everything to buy the field that held the pearl, Avery considered the faith he found as the treasure worth everything. It is no surprise
that when he became a cardinal in 2001, he chose as his motto “Scio cui credidi” (“I know whom I have believed,” 2 Tm 1:12).
As he himself described it, his journey to the Roman Catholic Church took
a rather circuitous route. His early childhood was spent within the confines of
his religious family environment. His family members were liberal Presbyterians, and his paternal grandfather, Rev. Allen Macy Dulles, was a noted Presbyterian theologian of the early twentieth century. Avery recalled how he
found Sundays difficult as a child. The shades were drawn in the house, playing games was not permitted, and he had to wear his Sunday best, including
the stiff and uncomfortable Buster Brown collar, all day long. The day began
with Sunday School classes and continued with a church service. After a special Sunday dinner, the family would go for a walk around Central Park Reservoir, an outing to which he looked forward each week. Then it would be
back to church for another service.
When Avery’s immediate family purchased a summer home in Centerport,
Long Island, in 1928, Sundays were no longer celebrated as they had been
in New York City. There was no Presbyterian Church nearby, so the strict
1
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religious observance of Sunday was no longer kept. It became a family day
with all types of recreation permitted.
At the age of twelve, Avery was sent to Le Rosey, a preparatory school in
Switzerland. It was here that his own personal beliefs, as meager as they were
by that time, began to wane. He was attracted to various materialistic philosophies, and by his own admission, he even became an atheist. However, this
admission needs to be tempered by the fact that at other times he also described
himself as an agnostic. Which of these terms is more accurate? We will never
know for sure, but what we do know for a fact is that God had no place in his
life. After graduation from Choate Preparatory School in Connecticut, Avery’s
desire to study history and literature led him to Harvard College.
It was while an undergraduate student at Harvard that Avery began the
search, which would eventually lead him to rediscover faith. Already in his
freshman year, he became disenchanted with personal pleasure as the sole
criterion for life’s decisions. If philosophy had led him away from God, it was
philosophy that would help to lead him back again. Through his college
courses, he became acquainted with Plato, Aristotle, and the medieval philosophers. Their teachings provided an antidote to the materialistic philosophies
that once claimed his allegiance. In the spring of his junior year, he had a true
conversion experience when he saw a tree budding along the Charles River.
This incident led him to encounter God once again as a loving, personal
Being, and he was able to pray for the first time in many years. So strong was
this memory that almost seventy years later he told me that he could find that
tree along the Charles with no difficulty all.
Avery Dulles’s search for a Church in which to nurture his reclaimed belief
was a serious venture. Specializing in Italian Renaissance studies at Harvard,
he realized that “at every point, I found myself more at home with the Catholic tradition than with its Protestant counterparts,” no mean feat for someone
raised in the Presbyterian faith. The piety of the parishioners in the local
Cambridge Catholic churches also made a deep impression on the young
Dulles. He watched the blue-collar workers attending morning Mass in Lent,
carrying their lunch pails in the dark just before dawn, and knew that something was drawing so many people to make this sacrifice each day. Finally, his
careful application of the four marks of the true Church and his assiduous
research led him to desire to become a Catholic, even though at the time he
did not even know how to meet with a priest.
He assumed that his parents had an inkling of what he was preparing to do.
He had not been confirmed in the Presbyterian Church as a teenager, since
his father had accepted the fact that Avery had no desire to do so. Avery never
claimed to have converted from the Presbyterian Church, but instead held
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that he was an unbeliever at the time of his reception into the Catholic
Church. However, when he announced his decision, his father tried to dissuade him. Avery was adamant. Then his father begged him to wait until his
own mother, Edith Watson Dulles, the widow of Rev. Allen Macy Dulles and
Avery’s grandmother, passed away, She was quite ill at the time and was not
expected to live much longer. Again, Avery was adamant. He said he would
contact Grandmother Dulles himself, and he did. She was not opposed to his
becoming a Catholic. Actually, what grandmother would not be happy that a
beloved grandchild had moved from unbelief and found a religion to practice,
even if it were not her own?
On November 26, 1940, Avery Dulles was conditionally baptized in the
Catholic Church, which was the practice at the time. He seemed to think that
he was originally baptized by a relative, but he wasn’t sure of this fact, since it
wasn’t prominent in family history. One time he was made aware of an even
earlier baptism. In 1984, he gave a talk at the Cenacle Retreat House in Long
Island. While I was chatting with him afterward, a member of the audience
stopped to speak with him. She told a story of a friend’s niece who had come
from Ireland and was a maid in the Dulles household in New York City. The
young lady, who was a devout Catholic, was concerned that baby Avery was
not being baptized as soon as she felt that this should be done. So she took
matters into her own hands—literally—and baptized him a Catholic. After
hearing this story, which was all hearsay but had been handed down for at least
a generation, Avery smiled and said, “Well, I guess it worked, didn’t it?” A year
after his baptism World War II began, and Avery enlisted in the United States
Naval Reserve, during which time he wrote A Testimonial to Grace, the academic and somewhat abstract account of how he became a Catholic.
There are a few examples of how Avery lived out his faith that are relatively
unknown. In the early 1950s he received a letter from a young man who was
about to be drafted and was concerned about how he could be a faithful
Catholic while serving in the military. Avery replied with a long letter based
on his own experience. It gives some very practical and common sense advice
on how to deal with questions about Catholicism, how to avoid cursing and
immoral conversations, how to act on weekend passes, and the like. He also
encouraged him to look for other men who were of the same mindset so that
they could go to Mass together and find interesting places to visit while on
leave, other than the usual bars and brothels that so many servicemen visited.
Above all, Avery told the young man that his demeanor would speak volumes
to his comrades. Without saying as much, Avery pointed to the truth of the
adage “actions speak louder than words”—or, as we Dominicans like to say,
“We preach from the pulpit of our lives.”
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In the late 1950s Avery spent his tertianship in Germany, where he was
introduced to various theologians who were working in ecumenism. It was a
great preparation for what was to come, but I would like to recount his one
experience as a retreat director. In the late 1980s, before either he or I came to
work at Fordham, a woman who had heard that I was writing a dissertation on
him wanted to meet me. She had quite a story to tell me. It seems that her
brother had wandered away from his Catholic faith and was serving in the
British military stationed in Germany. Avery Dulles was giving a retreat for
American servicemen, and since there were available spaces, the British were
invited. Her brother had no interest in a retreat, but it was a weekend off base,
so he went. Whatever Avery said at that retreat, it touched this man, who
returned to the Church and remained a faithful Catholic and active member
of his parish until his death. Years later, when Avery and I had a conversation
about retreats, he admitted that he only gave one retreat in his life and that it
was an utter failure. So I asked if this was the retreat given to servicemen while
he was a tertian in Germany. He looked at me with surprise and asked how I
knew. I then told him the story as related to me. His surprise turned to actual
shock to hear about the effect the retreat (the dismal failure in his own words)
had on this young man.
During the years he taught revelation, apologetics, and faith at Woodstock,
the Catholic University of America, and Fordham, Avery was disappointed
that there wasn’t a comprehensive book on faith available in English. He followed the advice, “If there’s a book that you want to read and it hasn’t been
written yet, then go and write it.” The Assurance of Things Hoped For is his
response to this challenge. It was quite a task, and it took place over several
years. He had notes on the back of envelopes (he said that he was a child of
the Depression, so he didn’t like to waste paper), on yellow pads where the ink
was fading, on mimeographed sheets where the print was sometimes smeared.
Even the supposedly carefully written notes were hard to decipher. His own
judgment on this book was that it was “a labor of love,” as he wrote in the
inscription in the copy he gave me: “For Sister Anne-Marie Kirmse, for whom
this, too, was a labor of love.”
There were many instances in his last illness that tried his faith, although
he never complained. He gradually became a prisoner in his own body. When
he first went to Murray-Weigel Hall, the Jesuit infirmary, in February 2008, he
was able to use his computer. Gradually, he was unable to move his hands on
the keyboard, so I moved the stylus around until he indicated the correct letter. He was thus able to dictate what he wanted to write. It was a long and
tedious process, but he was able to meet all his deadlines and answer his
correspondence.
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Early on the morning of December 12, I received the call telling me that
Cardinal Dulles had died. I was able to get to his room before the undertaker
came, so I was able to say my good-byes in private. Cardinal Dulles looked so
peaceful, and there was a slight smile on his face. His chin was resting on a
throw pillow that bore the inscription, “Faith is being sure of what you hope
for and certain of what you do not see.” I had given him this pillow because it
had a slightly different translation of the title of his book on faith, The Assurance of Things Hoped For. Now his faith and hope had come to their completion, and the treasure was forever his.
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He Knew the One Whom He Loved
Patrick J. Ryan, S.J.

Avery Dulles, a priest of the Society of Jesus, and, during the last eight years
of his life a cardinal of the Roman Church, deeply affected my life and the
lives of many who were his students, Jesuit and non-Jesuit alike. Those students, in turn, affected countless others: his spiritual and intellectual progeny survive. Avery did not start out his life as a Catholic, but by the time he
taught me, 1965–68, Avery was catholic with a small c—open to all aspects
of truth and all ways of knowing—and Catholic with a capital C, a faithful
son of the Church. Avery was known within the Jesuit community at Woodstock College by his first name. We who were his students, as well as his
brother Jesuits more than fifty years ago, always called him that, and we
continued to call him Avery when he became a cardinal. He would have it
no other way.
Avery was born on August 24, 1918, the feast of St. Bartholomew; he was
baptized a Christian in the Calvinist Presbyterian tradition he had inherited
from his parents. We Jesuits used to remind him that he was born on the 346th
anniversary of the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre of Huguenot Calvinists in
1572, the work of Catherine de’ Medici. The Dulles family, descended from
Scots Presbyterians named Douglas, had settled around Limerick in Ireland
in the aftermath of the Battle of the Boyne in 1690, but they came to what is
now the United States in the eighteenth century. As a family, they contributed
a great deal to the service of the United States, providing it with two vice presidents and three secretaries of state. The third of these secretaries of state was
Avery’s father, John Foster Dulles. Avery’s uncle, Allen Welsh Dulles, headed
the Central Intelligence Agency from 1952 until 1961, and his fabled aunt, the
economist Eleanor Lansing Dulles, who died at the age of 101 in 1996, had
6
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managed the American aid program after World War II that rehabilitated
West Berlin and West Germany.
Avery finished his secondary education in 1936 at the Choate School in
Wallingford, Connecticut, now Choate-Rosemary Hall. When I saw the
newly released film Dead Poets Society with Avery in 1989, he reminisced
afterward about Choate and one particular teacher of poetry there in his
student years, Dudley Fitts. Fitts instilled in his students a love of literature
that deeply marked Avery’s imagination ever after. By the time he finished
Choate in 1936, however, Avery considered himself an atheist—or at least an
agnostic.
Although his father had gone to Princeton, Avery attended Harvard, later
characterizing his freshman year there as a wild and chaotic time. He was
nearly expelled because of an incident in which he and two of his friends
commandeered a cab left with the motor running and keys in the ignition
outside a diner near Harvard Square. Avery and his friends, arrested in Boston shortly thereafter, spent the weekend in jail. His fellow cab thieves, academically insouciant freshmen, were expelled from Harvard; Avery, who was
doing well academically, got off with a stern warning. Chastened by this
experience, Avery made better use of his Choate background as a sophomore, choosing to major in Renaissance history and literature. Struck by the
cogency of much of the medieval scholastic philosophy he studied as background for understanding Renaissance humanism, Avery faced up to the
question of God only in the middle of his third year as an undergraduate.
One February afternoon in 1939, as he wrote some years later, he took a
break from his studies in the Widener Library to walk along the banks of the
Charles River:
I was irresistibly prompted to go out in the open air. . . . As I wandered
aimlessly, something prompted me to look contemplatively at a young
tree. On its frail, supple branches were young buds. . . . While my eye
rested on them, the thought came to me suddenly, with all the strength
and novelty of a revelation, that these little buds in their innocence and
meekness followed a rule, a law of which I as yet knew nothing. . . .
That night, for the first time in years, I prayed.1
A little over a year and a half later, Avery completed his journey from Choate
faithlessness through deistic awakening to Catholicism. He was received into
the Catholic Church during his first semester at the Harvard Law School,
precisely on November 26, 1940, the feast of the Belgian Jesuit scholastic John
Berchmans, the patron saint of altar-servers, who had died in Rome at the age
of twenty-t wo in 1621.
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Two experiences of Avery’s senior year at Harvard College can give us some
insight into the scholar—and the human being Avery eventually became. His
senior honors thesis focused on the fifteenth-century Italian humanist
Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, an intellectual whose interests ranged widely
over the areas of philosophy, theology, the natural sciences, and even Kabbalah. Harvard published it as the Phi Beta Kappa Essay for 1940. The title was
prophetic for Avery’s later career as a reconciler of differing theological points
of view: Princeps Concordiae [Prince of Concord]: Pico della Mirandola and
the Scholastic Tradition.
In another development during his last years at Harvard, Avery joined with
another undergraduate, Langdon Gilkey, to lead an organization opposed to
the entry of the United States into “Europe’s War,” as they then characterized
the Second World War, which had erupted in September 1939. In the late
1960s, however, nearly thirty years later, Gilkey, by then a distinguished theologian at the Divinity School of the University of Chicago, came to give a
lecture at Woodstock College in Maryland, where Avery was teaching. Avery
introduced him, remarking that both he and Gilkey had come to regret their
participation in that Harvard anti-war movement. Gilkey spent several years
as a Japanese prisoner of war in the Shantung Compound in China. Avery
broke off from law school at Harvard to serve as an officer in the U.S. Navy on
the Mediterranean front.
Just before his duties in the Mediterranean were ending, Avery contracted
poliomyelitis while stationed at the naval base in Naples. He had hoped to
enter the Society of Jesus after the war, but he was afraid that his affliction
would prevent this. On returning to the United States, Avery arranged, after a
period of hospitalization and physical rehabilitation in Washington, DC, to
become an outpatient at the medical center connected with the Boston Navy
Yard so that he would not have to make his application to the Jesuits from a
hospital address.
While a student for three semesters in the Harvard Law School (1940–1941)
Avery, newly received into the Catholic Church, had helped to organize a
Catholic study circle in the Harvard area. Before his departure for the Navy,
this study circle had morphed into the Saint Benedict Center, a Catholic student and faculty meeting place across the street from Saint Paul’s Catholic
Church in Cambridge. It was not a Harvard Catholic chaplaincy but a venue
for Catholic intellectual and spiritual exchange. As a naval officer on leave
and visiting the Center, Avery came to know the Jesuit Father Leonard Feeney,
a popular religious writer, who in 1942 had become the de facto director of the
Saint Benedict Center. Avery also participated in Saint Benedict Center
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discussions and other events in the first half of 1946, while he was applying for
admission into the Society of Jesus. Eventually, especially in the years following Avery’s entrance into the Society of Jesus, Feeney and some other Catholics from the Boston-Cambridge area led some members of the Saint Benedict
Center into schism from the Catholic Church. They did this by espousing a
very narrow interpretation of Catholic Christian belonging, centering on the
Latin axiom of Saint Cyprian of Carthage (d. 258), extra Ecclesiam nulla salus
(“No salvation outside the Church”).2 Feeney’s influence on the members of
the Saint Benedict Center community prompted Jesuit superiors to reassign
him to another apostolate, a reassignment he refused to accept. This refusal
led to his dismissal from the Society of Jesus. Eventually, a 1949 Decree of the
Holy Office (now the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith) excommunicated Feeney and his closest disciples. A quarter of a century later, Feeney
and most of his surviving followers were quietly received back into full communion by the then Bishop of Worcester, Massachusetts, the diocese in which
they had settled. Avery resumed his friendship with some of those newly reconciled Catholics. In a tribute written after Feeney’s death in 1978, Dulles
wrote that he found it hard to understand how Feeney had degenerated from
his manner in the early 1940s to the point that he was shouting anti-Semitic
diatribes in the Boston Common by the early 1950s.3
Avery finally started his new life as a Jesuit novice on August 14, 1946, at St.
Andrew-on-Hudson, near Poughkeepsie, New York. After two years of novitiate, three years of philosophical studies at Woodstock College in Maryland,
two years of teaching undergraduate philosophy at Fordham College at Rose
Hill in the Bronx, and his first three years of theological studies, once again at
Woodstock, Avery was ordained a priest in the Fordham University Church on
June 16, 1956. The most important theological influence on him while he was
at Woodstock was that of the American Jesuit ecumenist Gustave Weigel, who
first introduced Avery to the thought of Paul Tillich and other contemporary
Protestant theologians. Avery finished his theology studies at Woodstock a
year later and went for a final year of Jesuit spiritual formation in West Germany, 1957–58. Two years of graduate work at Rome’s Pontifical Gregorian
University followed. His dissertation concentrated on an ecumenical theme,
the vestigia ecclesiae, or the traces of the one true Church evident in non-
Catholic Christian ecclesial bodies. Avery was directed in this dissertation by
a Dutch Jesuit, Jan Witte, who was a specialist on Protestant theology.4
The years in Rome prepared Avery to start his career teaching theology,
a task he fulfilled for fourteen years at Woodstock (1960–74), for fourteen
years at the Catholic University of America (1974–88), and for twenty more
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years at Fordham University as the Laurence J. McGinley Professor of Religion and Society (1988–2008). Through all those years, not unlike Pico della
Mirandola, the Princeps Concordiae, Avery worked within Catholic circles and
also ecumenically to reconcile opposing ideas and work out new syntheses,
especially of theological thought. In his later years, somewhat in reaction
against the theological trends among some of his own former students, Jesuit
and non-Jesuit, Avery became a close student and explicator of the theological
thought of Pope Saint John Paul II and Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI. Avery
never claimed his own thought was very original, but he underestimated himself; more than a synthesizer, he forged a passionate middle course between
many theological polarities. Avery by the time of his death had written twenty-
three books. His most important theological writings—Models of the Church
(1974, expanded edition 1986), Models of Revelation (1983), and The Assurance
of Things Hoped For: A Theology of Christian Faith (1994)—synthesized many
theological viewpoints and sought to find multiple convergences. Admired by
colleagues, Catholic and Protestant, theologically liberal and theologically
conservative alike, he was widely revered for his fairness and his ability to learn
from the thought of others.
Avery had no special techniques as a lecturer or professor. Taking over a
quip made about his father, Avery said that his surname was the superlative in
the series “dull, duller, dulles.” In the classroom he simply stood at the podium
and talked. To be frank, he sometimes droned, occasionally writing a word or
two on the blackboard. His only gestures were made with his left hand, pulling at a nonexistent beard or gesturing downward in the general direction of
hell. Somehow or another, I found it mesmerizing. He had so much to say, so
many thoughts to provoke. Dulles introduced us not only to fundamental theology in the Catholic tradition but also to such challenges to Christian faith
as the writings of Sigmund Freud and Arnold Toynbee. I also participated in
seminars with him on missiology and on modern non-Catholic theologies of
revelation.
The prankster who once had collaborated in commandeering a cab in his
freshman year at Harvard still delighted in elaborate practical jokes. Just a
week before my ordination in 1968, America, the Jesuit journal of opinion,
published an article of mine entitled “Why I Want to Be a Priest.” Alas, an
error crept into the article between its birth on my typewriter and its appearance in the magazine. I had enjoyed my years studying at Woodstock College
and had written in the original draft of the article that “I do not feel cheated
by the largely seminary education I have received, though I have to admit that
the seminaries I have lived in were academically a cut above the average.”
Alas, the not in the first part of that sentence dropped out.
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I quickly wrote a note to the editors asking them to correct the error in a
forthcoming issue, which they did. I also asked them to send a letter to the rector
and the faculty of Woodstock pointing out the misprint, which they also did.
The letter was posted on the bulletin board at Woodstock just before the date
of my ordination. Avery arrived in New York to concelebrate the ordination
mass at Fordham University with a gift for me, a book of articles he had just
published on ecclesiology and ecumenism, which I had proofread. The
inscription was vintage Dulles: “To Pat Ryan, S.J., on the occasion of his ordination to the priesthood and as a memento of his seminary education. Avery
Dulles, S.J., June 13, 1968.”
In the concluding synthesis of The Assurance of Things Hoped For, Avery
summed up his ideas on faith in several theses. He began with the phenomenon of faith as “a constant feature of human cognition and existence,” a theme
much developed in the work of the European polymath Michael Polanyi,
whose ideas on the fiduciary component in human knowledge, evident in all
scientific discoveries, deeply affected Avery’s theological development. Avery,
however, went much further to develop what the Catholic tradition means by
faith as a theological virtue: “Faith . . . is a self-surrender to God as he reveals
himself.” In an earlier work, The Survival of Dogma (1971), he had developed
this theme at great length, describing faith as a combination of deep conviction, firm commitment, and trust. Not only a Catholic but an Anglican, a
Lutheran, or a Calvinist could recognize what Avery was describing—and, I
dare say, a Jew or a Muslim as well. The Princeps Concordiae was drawing us
all together. Avery’s thousands of students, Jesuits and others, remember him
for the clarity of what he taught and wrote as a theologian and teacher, but
Avery did much more than that.
The source of the Latin inscription on the coat of arms of Cardinal Dulles,
Scio cui credidi, is the Second Letter of Paul to Timothy: “I know the one in
whom I have put my trust” (2 Tm 1:12). Another way of translating that phrase
is “I know the one in whom I have placed my faith.” That is so much more
than the natural law of God perceived in an early blossoming tree. There is a
quantum jump between deistic intuition and living faith in the Lord Jesus,
and Avery spent his life making that quantum jump.
The Greek original of that inscription says more than the Latin: oida gar
ho pepisteuka. Oida is a Greek word for intimate knowing, very different from
gignosko, the word for objective knowing. The author is telling us that he is
deeply familiar with the One in Whom he has placed his faith, the One in
Whom he has placed his trust. That is what faith, in its deepest sense, is all
about: intimate knowing and trusting faith/faithful trust. Judy Collins some
decades ago made popular a Scots-Irish ballad, the first three lines of which
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remind me of that inscription on Avery’s coat of arms: “I know where I’m
going / I know who’s going with me / I know whom I love.” Avery Dulles knew
intimately the One in Whom he trusted, the One with Whom he kept faith,
the One Whom he loved.
Avery walking across the Fordham University campus on a sunny, windy
day, looked like a sailing ship struggling against the wind. He did, quite often,
tack against the prevailing theological winds, and that was good for some of
us stormy types. I distinctly remember the longest theological discussion I ever
had with Avery and a small group of fellow Jesuits about what the “indelible
character” of ordination might mean. We argued back and forth for about two
hours, as Avery sipped his traditional half-glass of beer. He listened to his interlocutors, pondered, and came to his judgments with a fairness that was beyond
compare. It was obvious that he loved and respected those of us who argued
with him, just as he loved the God, the Christ, in whom he put his faith, in
whom he put his trust. Avery’s life was, like his early autobiography, a testimonial to grace.
Avery, you have gone before us, a witness to God’s grace. We who were your
students can never forget you. The chorus of the song returns: “I know where
I’m going / I know who’s going with me / I know whom I love.” In his thirty-
ninth and final McGinley lecture at Fordham University (April 1, 2008),
Avery—reduced to silence by the secondary effects of polio that recurred in
his last years of life—still managed to compose some of his most moving
words, even if they had to be read for him: “As I become increasingly paralyzed and unable to speak, I can identify with the many paralytic and mute
persons in the gospels. . . . If the Lord now calls me to a period of weakness, I
know well that his power can be made perfect in infirmity.”5 Avery died on
December 12, 2008, three and a half months after his ninetieth birthday. We
who were his students over many years remember Avery as a teacher not at all
unlike Chaucer’s Good Clerk of Oxenford: “gladly wolde he lerne and gladly
teche.” For his learning and teaching we remember him on the centenary of
his birth.
Notes

1. See Avery Dulles, S.J., A Testimonial to Grace and Reflections on a Theological
Journey, 50th anniversary edition (Kansas City, MO: Sheed & Ward, 1996), 35–38.
2. My Jesuit colleague Father Joseph Lienhard, a scholar of Christianity in late
antiquity, has brought to my attention a more precise reference to Saint Cyprian’s
teaching. “In the Letter to Iubaianus on the baptism of heretics Cyprian wrote ‘quia
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salus extra Ecclesiam esse non potest’ and ‘quia salus extra Ecclesiam non est.’
Condensing those phrases to ‘extra Ecclesiam nulla salus’ is common.”
3. See “Leonard Feeney: In Memoriam,” America 138 (February 25, 1978), 135–137.
4. See Patrick W. Carey, Avery Cardinal Dulles, SJ: A Model Theologian, 1918–
2008 (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 2010), 144–151.
5. “Farewell Address as McGinley Professor,” in The Legacy of Avery Cardinal
Dulles, S.J.: His Words and His Witness, ed. Anne-Marie Kirmse, O.P., and Michael
M. Canaris (New York: Fordham University Press, 2011), 101–102.
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Avery Dulles, Theology, and the Twentieth
Century
Joseph T. Lienhard, S.J.

Avery Dulles’s life and career are, in many ways, a microcosm of the history
and development of Catholic theology in the twentieth century.1
This essay has two parts: history, the events and institutions that Dulles
was, in some way, part of, and theology, his own thought, as it developed in
parallel with the history.
The history can be divided into three eras. The first extends from the middle of the nineteenth century (even though Dulles was born in 1918) up to
about 1960; Dulles was active toward the end of that era. The second is the era
marked by the Second Vatican Council (1962–65) and its aftermath. The third,
the least clearly defined, began—for Dulles, at least—about twenty-five years
after the Council.
The era roughly from the middle of the nineteenth century to the middle
of the twentieth has been called the Pian century. More precisely, it runs from
the election of Pius IX in 1846 to the death of Pius XII in 1958. That era was a
high-water mark of papal authority. It was also a Marian century, from the
definition of the Immaculate Conception, in 1854,2 to the definition of the
bodily Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, in 1950.3 Finally, it was a defensive century, from the Syllabus of Errors4 in 1864 through Lamentabili sane5 in
1907 to Humani generis6 in 1950.
The characteristics of that century are easy to enumerate: neo-scholastic
theology, taught in Latin in Rome and in most seminaries; resistance to, and
anxiety about, modern culture, exemplified in the condemnation of rationalism and modernism; and fear of post-K antian historicism, especially when
applied to the Bible.

14
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But the era was not wholly uniform or static. Movements that culminated
in Vatican II were already underway: an early Thomistic revival (Aeterni
patris);7 the liturgical movement and historical studies of the liturgy; new readings of the Fathers, in what came to be known as “la nouvelle théologie”;8 and
Pius XII’s encouragement of biblical studies with Divino afflante Spiritu9 in
1943 and of the renewal of the liturgy with Mediator Dei10 in 1947.
Avery Dulles experienced the last years of this era. He was ordained a priest
in 1956 and followed a standard Jesuit program: a final year of theology, as a
“fourth-year father”; tertianship, a sort of third year of novitiate, in Münster in
Germany; two years in Rome, the “biennium,” to complete the doctorate in
sacred theology (S.T.D.) degree at the Gregorian University. (The reigning
joke was that the first year was the time to see Europe, the second year the
time to write a dissertation.)
In 1960, Dulles’s formation was complete. He took up residence at Woodstock College in Maryland, a seminary for Jesuits who were studying theology
in preparation for ordination, a place very much out in the country: a big piece
of land, with a large, and not very modern, seminary building on the top of a
hill; a famous “mile path” around its perimeter, used as jogging first became
popular; and a lot of woods, with a swimming hole and a homemade golf
course. The nearest neighbors were as likely to be cows as people. In the community, each priest celebrated Mass individually, early in the morning, with a
scholastic as server. The standard dress in the house was a cassock or habit. A
lot of bells rang during the day. I would guess that Dulles expected to spend
the rest of his active life in that setting. That was not to be.
The second era is the Second Vatican Council and the events that occurred
in the years just after it. Countless histories of the Council and analyses of its
teaching have been written.11 I will not attempt to repeat them here. A personal recollection, though. Soon after Pope John XXIII convoked the council,12 a Jesuit priest from the staff of America magazine visited Bellarmine
College in Plattsburgh, New York, where I was studying shortly after entering
the Jesuits. He gave a conference on some anodyne topic, like “What it’s like
to work for America.” During the question period, someone asked, “Father, we
heard that there’s going to be a council. What can you tell us about it?” At the
time, we had no TV and practically no newspapers. He said, “Oh, two thousand miters walk in, a new Marian dogma is proclaimed, and a month later
two thousand miters walk out. Nothing to be concerned about.” Many did not
know what to expect of the Council, and some expected very little.13
Even during the Council, the search for its meaning began. In the United
States, one of the most widely read interpreters of the Council was the
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mysterious Xavier Rynne, who published a series of articles in the New Yorker
entitled “Letter from Vatican City.” Rynne—years later the Redemptorist
Francis X. Murphy admitted that he was the author14—interpreted the council
mostly in political terms: liberal versus conservative, progressive versus traditionalist, with the evil Cardinal Ottaviani as the archconservative villain and
the northern European hierarchy and their theologians, the so-called Rhine
Alliance, as the heroic good guys.15 One history of the council, published
shortly after it ended, was entitled The Rhine Flows into the Tiber.16
As the Council ended, social turmoil broke out in Western Europe and in
North America. The year 1968 marked the high point of unrest and rebellion
in the universities, especially in Europe. In the United States, resistance to the
war in Vietnam was taking on daunting proportions. In the Church, Andrew
Greeley could write of a “new breed” of seminarians—numerous, energetic,
activist.17
The Jesuits were hardly exempt from these movements. Woodstock College,
in rural Maryland, became a small hotbed of resistance. Anti-Vietnam conferences were held there, and lefty lay guests were frequent. Daniel Berrigan, on
trial in Baltimore as one of the Catonsville Nine, spoke aggressively to the
community. Scholastics regularly cut classes to participate in anti-war activities. On the day before a huge March on Washington, Dulles told his class, “I
presume there’s no point in my trying to have class tomorrow.”18
The style of religious life also changed rapidly. Mass was no longer celebrated in half-hour shifts before breakfast. Bells no longer rang in the house;
there was no daily order. Meals were buffet, without common grace. The habit
was abandoned for sport shirts. Formal dress was now jacket and tie, which
resulted (for these middle-aged celibates) in some of the worst taste imaginable. Professors abandoned the lecture style and ran courses, even introductory courses, as discussions. Many faculty members left the priesthood.
But more significant for Dulles and theology, Woodstock College was
moved to New York City in 1969–70. The move was a combination of starry-
eyed hope and breathtaking naiveté.
On balance, I would say that Dulles went along with these changes, from
neckties to group living in apartments and celebrating Mass on dining room
tables, even though he was not comfortable with all their elements. (A legend
still circulates that he once tried to do his laundry in the dishwasher.) This is
no place to recount the confusion and disorder that ensued. The outcome was
that, five years after an expensive move, Woodstock College was closed. The
closing of Woodstock was a shock and a disappointment to Dulles, and he and
another faculty member made a quiet trip to Rome to protest the closing to
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the Jesuit general—to no avail. Avery Dulles then accepted a position on the
faculty of the Catholic University of America.
What of Dulles’s theology? Here I rely principally on his book The Craft of
Theology: From Symbol to System, published in 1992.19 An excellent bibliography, edited after Dulles’s death by Anne-Marie Kirmse, O.P., and Michael
Canaris, is also of great help.20
The first point about theology that Dulles makes in the preface to that book
is a negative one, but not about the 1990s. When he was studying philosophy,
around 1950, he writes, a professor advised him “against becoming a theologian, on the ground that theology gave no scope for original thought.”21
The theology that Dulles had in mind was the neo-scholastic synthesis,
which he was critical of. It was a single theological school, he wrote, and not
especially tolerant of other views; in particular, it “resisted the emergence of
other types of theology, based more directly on Scripture, on the fathers, or on
contemporary experience.”22 Further, it “gave quasi-canonical status to concepts derived from Aristotelian philosophy.”23
Dulles found a remedy in three places: critical thinking, symbolic communication, and the use of models. Theology is “a disciplined reflection on
faith,”24 he wrote, and makes a claim on truth. It is prejudiced in favor of faith,
in a hermeneutic of trust; its purpose is constructive. But there is also a critical
moment, since the sources contain apparent gaps or contradictions and
deficiencies.25
On symbolic communication, Dulles wrote, “the Christian religion is a set
of relationships with God mediated by Christian symbols.”26 The word “symbol,” of course, entails a risk, if it is understood as meaning less than reality.
In Dulles’s symbolic realism, however, reality itself has a symbolic structure:
that is, it points to a meaning beyond itself. Revelatory signs evoke what lies
beyond the range of explicit statement.27 Revelation is salvific because it introduces one into a world of meaning and value that unaided human effort could
not attain.28
Finally, Dulles proposed “models” in theology, by which he meant constructing theological typologies, or different types of theology, built upon different metaphors. In his classic Models of the Church, for example, Dulles
treated the Church as institution, living body, sacrament, herald, and servant.29 His point was to acknowledge theological pluralism while hoping to
illuminate and overcome conflicts, acknowledging that full agreement or uniformity was unattainable and perhaps undesirable. The best way forward he
called “dialectical retrieval.”30
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A glance through his bibliography for the decades immediately after Vatican
II shows that Dulles’s main interests in those years were theological method,
authority, doctrine, infallibility, dogma, and ministry, often in light of ecumenism. (Striking is a one-page article, “Is the Pope Unfair to Women and
Should He Resign?” published in 1973, remarkably, in the Ladies’ Home
Journal.31)
In the early decades after Vatican II, Dulles was optimistic, but he later
began to perceive tendencies that troubled him. The hope that marked his
early career yielded to a certain disappointment several decades later. He saw
a breakdown within Catholic theology. The freedom encouraged by Vatican
II had devolved into chaos. It is best described in his own words:
At Vatican II (1962–65) a certain number of theological opinions that
had previously been suspect seemed to win official endorsement. This
shift contributed to a new theological climate in which novelty was not
only tolerated but glorified. Many took it for granted that the heterodoxy of today would become the orthodoxy of tomorrow. To be a
leader, then, was to venture onto new and dangerous territory, and to
say what no Catholic theologian had dared to say.32
He continued:
During the decades after Vatican II the Holy See and the bishops were
almost powerless to prevent the dismemberment and reconstruction of
Catholic theology by revisionist theologians.33
Dulles’s line in the sand may have been his evaluation, published in Commonweal, of the proceedings of the Catholic Theological Society of America’s
meeting in 1997, on the theme of the Eucharist.34 Departing from his usual
style, he did not try to balance two sides of an issue. He wrote: “The convention speakers mounted a series of attacks on Catholic doctrine more radical,
it would seem, than the challenges issued by Luther and Calvin”; and a little
later, “in an orchestrated chorus they rejected fundamental articles of Catholic belief regarding priesthood and Eucharist.”35 He ends: “My own conclusion
. . . is that the 1997 convention of the CTSA confirms the presence of severe
fault lines in contemporary American Catholicism, especially in the theological community.”36
The severely critical Commonweal article may have been an outlier. More
generally, though, around 1995, Dulles’s interests turned to more controversial
topics, such as the interpretation of Vatican II (continuity or rupture),37 the
document Dominus Iesus,38 capital punishment, the ordination of women,39
and the Dallas Charter.40 His thirty-nine McGinley lectures, published in
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2008, in which he took up many topics that were under current discussion, are
a sort of Quaestiones disputatae for the twenty-first century.41
To come to a conclusion: What can be said? To analyze Dulles’s theology in
terms of liberal or conservative, right wing or left wing, finally does not get to
the man himself but sees him by others’ standards. I suggest that the man
himself is ultimately grasped in the motto he chose for his coat of arms as a
cardinal, “Scio cui credidi” (2 Tim 1:12): “I know in whom I have believed.”
Dulles’s principles remained constant. Theology is a disciplined reflection
on faith. Its basic stance is trust in revelation, which is accessible in Scripture
and the Tradition. Theology has an essentially ecclesial character. But theology
also calls on contemporary experience, with space allowed for careful theological dissent.
“Scio cui credidi”: “I know in whom I have believed” affirms precisely the
right relationship of faith or belief to understanding or knowledge. Dulles
began in faith and sought understanding, often successfully, sometimes
brilliantly.
Notes

1. This essay was first presented as a paper at a conference on Fr. Avery Dulles at
Fordham University Lincoln Center in September 2018. It has been revised for
publication.
2. By the bull of Pius IX, Ineffabilis Deus, promulgated on December 8, 1854.
3. By the apostolic constitution Munificentissimus Deus of Pius XII, promulgated
on November 1, 1950.
4. The Syllabus of Errors, a list of eighty propositions on the errors of the times,
was attached to Pius IX’s encyclical Quanta cura, promulgated on December 8, 1864.
It repeated propositions previously rejected in Pius’s writings.
5. A decree of the Holy Office published on July 3, 1907, which listed sixty-five
errors of the modernists, especially in biblical studies and the philosophy of religion.
On December 8, 1907, Pius X published the encyclical Pascendi dominici gregis,
which treated the errors of the modernists in a more systematic way.
6. An encyclical of Pius XII published on August 12, 1950, which rejected new
tendencies in sacred science, that is, theology.
7. An encyclical of Leo XIII published on August 4, 1879, on restoring Christian
philosophy according to the mind of St. Thomas Aquinas.
8. A phrase coined by Fr. Réginald Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P., a determined
opponent of some contemporary theologians. A not-unsympathetic biography of
Garrigou-Lagrange was published some fifteen years ago: Richard Peddicord, The
Sacred Monster of Thomism: An Introduction to the Life and Legacy of Reginald
Garrigou-Lagrange (South Bend, IN: St. Augustine’s Press, 2005).
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9. An encyclical of Pius XII published on September 30, 1943 (the memorial of
St. Jerome), which encouraged the scholarly study of the Scriptures using modern
methods.
10. Encyclical letter Mediator Dei of Pius XII, promulgated on November 20, 1947.
11. A relatively recent, massive publication is History of Vatican II, ed. Giuseppe
Alberigo and Joseph A. Komonchak, 5 vols. (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1995). Subtitles of
the volumes: 1. Announcing and Preparing Vatican Council II: Toward a New Era in
Catholicism. 2. The Formation of the Council’s Identity, First Period and Intersession,
October 1962–September 1963. 3. The Mature Council, Second Period and Intersession,
September 1963–September 1964. 4. Church as Communion, Third Period and
Intersession, September 1964–September 1965. 5. The Council and the Transition, the
Fourth Period and the End of the Council, September 1965–December 1965.
12. Pope John XXIII announced his intention to convoke a council on January 25,
1959. He had been elected on October 28, 1958.
13. An excellent account of the chronological progress of the council, and a highly
personal history of it, is Yves Congar, My Journal of the Council, trans. Mary John
Ronayne and Mary Cecily Boulding, ed. Denis Minn (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical
Press, 2012). The French original was published in 2002. Congar died in 1995.
14. Xavier Rynne (Francis X. Murphy), Vatican Council II (orig. publ. 1968; repr.
Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1999), 581.
15. See further Joseph T. Lienhard, “ ‘Faith of Our Fathers’: The Fathers of the
Church and Vatican II,” in Divine Promise and Human Freedom in Contemporary
Catholic Thought, ed. Kevin A. McMahon (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books,
2015), 1–14.
16. Ralph M. Wiltgen, The Rhine Flows into the Tiber: The Unknown Council
(New York: Hawthorn, 1967).
17. Andrew M. Greeley, “The New Breed,” America (April 22, 1964): 21–22, 24–25.
In this article Greeley included a passing remark that foreshadowed much that
affected Avery Dulles in the years that followed: “As a Jesuit college administrator
observed: ‘For four hundred years we have been in the apostolate of Christian
education, and now we suddenly find that our seminarians are demanding that we
justify this apostolate.’ And a confrere added: ‘Jesuit seminarians are the most radical
people in the American church—bar none.’ Neither of the two was opposed to the
New Breed, just puzzled by them.”
18. A helpful account of these years in Dulles’s life is found in Patrick W. Carey,
Avery Cardinal Dulles, SJ: A Model Theologian, 1918–2008 (New York: Paulist Press,
2010), 190–210, “From Vatican II to the Closing of Woodstock,1966–1974.”
19. Avery Dulles, The Craft of Theology: From Symbol to System (New York:
Crossroad, 1992); 2nd rev. ed. 1995.
20. Anne-Marie Kirmse and Michael M. Canaris, eds., The Legacy of Avery
Cardinal Dulles: His Words and His Witness (New York: Fordham University
Press, 2011).
21. Dulles, The Craft of Theology, vii.
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22. Ibid., viii.
23. Ibid.
24. Ibid., 3.
25. Ibid., 10.
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid., 22.
28. Ibid.
29. Avery Dulles, Models of the Church (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1974). A
second edition and a third, expanded edition followed.
30. Dulles, The Craft of Theology, 50.
31. Avery Dulles, “Comment on Questions, ‘Is the Pope Unfair to Women and
Should He Resign?’ ” Ladies’ Home Journal (January 1973), 129.
32. Dulles, The Craft of Theology, vii.
33. Ibid.
34. Avery Dulles, “How Catholic Is the CTSA?” Commonweal 125 (March 27,
1998): 13–14.
35. Ibid.
36. Ibid.
37. See, for example, “Vatican II: The Myth and the Reality,” America 188
(February 24, 2003): 7–11.
38. “A Declaration of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith on the
Unicity and Salvific Universality of Jesus Christ and the Church,” published on
August 6, 2000. See, for example, Avery Dulles, “Dominus Iesus: A Catholic
Response,” Pro Ecclesia 10 (2001): 5–7.
39. Both were subjects of one of Dulles’s McGinley lectures, collected in Church
and Society: The McGinley Lectures, 1998–2007 (New York: Fordham University
Press, 2008).
40 See “Rights of Accused Priests: Towards a Revision of the Dallas Charter and
the ‘Essential Norms,’ ” America 190 (June 21–28, 2004): 19–23.
41. Dulles, Church and Society.
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Imaging the Church in the Age of Migration
The Legacy of Avery Dulles for Asian Christianities
Peter C. Phan

There are four themes in my essay in honor of Cardinal Avery Dulles on the
centenary of his birth: Avery Dulles’s theological legacy, contemporary ecclesiology, global migration, and Asian Christianities. I intend to explore how
these four issues impact each other. At first blush, they seem to be remote from
each other, especially given the fact that global migration and Asian Christianity were barely on Dulles’s theological radar. However, in spite—perhaps
because—of this lack of prima facie connections among these four themes,
bringing them together may yield novel and surprising insights into ways to
meet some of the challenges facing the Church today.
I begin with a brief summary of the key elements of Dulles’s model ecclesiology, which I presume is well-known and therefore requires no lengthy
exposition. Next, I discuss how mass migrations have constituted the American Catholic Church and Christianity as a whole. Third, I outline a model
of the Church as the People of God on the Move, as a Migrant Church, as a
Church of, by, and for migrants, and propose it as a complement to Dullesian
models of the Church.

Avery Dulles’s Model Ecclesiology
A glance at Dulles’s bibliography reveals his many and diverse theological interests, including apologetics, revelation, and theological method. There is no
doubt, however, that ecclesiology occupies the lion’s share of Dulles’s research
and writing. He is rightly celebrated as one of the preeminent ecclesiologists
of the twentieth century, along with such luminaries as Yves Congar, Francis
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Sullivan, Hans Küng, Hermann Pottmeyer, Peter Hünermann, and Joseph
Komonchak, just to cite a few of his contemporaries.
No doubt the work that brought Dulles into the theological limelight is his
Models of the Church: A Critical Assessment of the Church in All Its Aspects,
first published in 1974, with an expanded edition in 1986, which adds the sixth
model of the Church as the community of disciples to the five models elaborated in the first edition, and issued again in 2002, with an appendix on the
ecclesiology of John Paul II. This path-breaking work is followed by four other
volumes whose titles and subtitles provide helpful clues to their ecclesiological
focus: Resilient Church: The Necessity and Limits of Adaptation (1977); A
Church to Believe In: Discipleship and the Dynamics of Freedom (1982); The
Catholicity of the Church (1985); and The Reshaping of Catholicism: Current
Challenges in the Theology of Church (1988).
With the exception of Models of the Church and The Catholicity of the
Church, which consists of the Martin G. D’Arcy Lectures Dulles delivered at
Campion Hall, Oxford University, in 1983, all of Dulles’s books are collections
of previously published essays on various and sundry topics concerning the
Church. These collected essays might not lend the volumes the tight thematic
unity of a monograph, composed as they were at various stages of Dulles’s long
theological career, but the essays provide a helpful documentation of their
author’s diverse theological interests and intellectual development and of the
various problems and concerns facing the Church at a particular time to
which he attempted to respond.
Dulles’s Model Ecclesiology

It is not my intention here to provide a comprehensive exposition of Dulles’s
ecclesiology, much less his theology in general, nor to engage in a critical
evaluation of his theology of the Church in particular. There exists already a
plethora of scholarly studies of Dullesian theology and ecclesiology in the
form of dissertations, extended critical reviews, and commentaries. For my
present purpose, I simply note that my inquiry into Dulles’s theological legacy
by examining the impact of global migration on contemporary ecclesiology
and Asian Christianities is much in line with Dulles’s own theological method,
especially his use of model, to elaborate his ecclesiology. Briefly, the question
before us is: Beside Dulles’s six models of the Church, is it possible, and perhaps even necessary, to explore another, one that is shaped by one of the most
pervasive signs of the time, namely worldwide migration? This new model is
not simply an addition—the seventh—to Dulles’s six; rather, it assumes and
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integrates them—a sort of Hegelian Aufhebung—and gives them a richer contour and a fuller meaning.
Before doing so, a few words on Dulles’s use of the model in what he calls
“comparative ecclesiology” are in order. Dulles’s ecclesiology, with its deep
roots in Vatican II’s Lumen Gentium, is predicated on his fundamental
understanding of the Church as mystery. As such, the Church, Dulles argues,
cannot be analyzed by means of clear and distinct ideas, in Cartesian fashion,
out of which general principles on the nature of the Church can be formulated, quasi-syllogistically, as was the common practice of Neo-Scholastic
theology.
Dulles himself gives an example of ecclesiology of this type. One might,
for instance, invoke Robert Bellarmine’s list of the three elements of the true
Church, namely, profession of the true faith, communion in the sacraments,
and submission to the legitimate pastors, and use them as premises from
which conclusions are drawn about what the true Church is and where it is
exclusively found.1 While this ecclesiology helpfully identifies the three visible
elements of the Church, it misses the Church’s invisible reality, of which they
are the signs, namely, the communion between God and humans in grace,
and through God’s self-gift, communion among humans themselves. Thus, at
the heart of the Church one finds, as the title of the first chapter of Lumen
gentium declares, mystery, the meanings of which can only be illuminated by
a variety of images and their cognates: symbols, models, and paradigms.
The use of image, metaphor, and model is of course widespread in all fields
of human knowledge. When an image or metaphor is used in the religious
sphere, it is termed a “symbol.” When a symbol is used critically and systematically to understand and express reality, it is called a “model.” When a model
has proved successful in explaining and solving a great number of problems
and anomalies and has been adopted by a majority of scholars in a particular
academic field, it is called a “paradigm.” Needless to say, there is no mutual
opposition among these four realities; rather, the same image is given different
names on account of its progressive power to explain the same reality.
The use of image or root metaphor in secular academic fields has been in
vogue only in recent times. By contrast, in theology, and especially in ecclesiology, Dulles points out, the use of images to explain the Church is as old as
the New Testament, which, by Paul Minear’s count, employs some ninety-six
images for this purpose.2 The use of images continued unabated throughout
the Christian Tradition. Their necessity is explicitly affirmed with respect to
the nature of theological language, which is said to be neither univocal nor
equivocal but essentially analogical. Analogical language, of course, is by
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nature made up of metaphors and images in which there is greater dissimilarity than similarity between the reality and the language used to describe it.
Essential Elements of a Model of the Church

There are several elements in a model of the Church that are of great significance for our later discussion of migration as an ecclesiological model. The
first is the nature of model itself, of which Dulles notes that there are two
kinds. The first is explanatory; its function is to synthetize what we already
know about the Church into a coherent whole, and its value lies in its power
to understand, explain, and live the Church’s reality as mystery. The second
is exploratory or heuristic; its role is to lead us to the discovery of new aspects
of the mystery of the Church that still remain hidden from our understanding or to retrieve dimensions of the Church that have been known but now
are forgotten or even suppressed from the corporate consciousness of the
Church.3
Second, a model of the Church, according to Dulles, must be deeply rooted
in the corporate experience of the faithful and resonate with it. The more it
does so, the greater is the isomorphism between the image and the reality of
the Church. This resonance determines the effectiveness of the model for the
Church’s life, preaching, liturgy, and esprit de corps.4
Third, a model of the Church must produce concrete positive effects on
the life of individual Christians. Dulles describes well the impact of a model
on spiritual life:
[Symbols] speak to man existentially and find an echo in the inarticulate depths of his psyche. Such images communicate through their
evocative power. They convey a latent meaning that is apprehended in
a nonconceptual, even a subliminal, way. Symbols transform the horizons of man’s life, integrate his perception of reality, alter his scale of
values, reorient his loyalties, attachments, and aspirations in a manner
far exceeding the powers of abstract conceptual thought.5
I will return to these three elements of a model of the Church when we
examine whether migration can serve both as an explanatory and exploratory
model of the Church; whether it is deeply rooted in and resonate with a corporate experience of Christians; and whether, migration, if adopted as an
ecclesiological model, will have a beneficial impact on the individual’s Christian life. Meanwhile, we need to take a look at the current global migration as
the context for constructing a new ecclesiological model.
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The Age of Migration: An Inconvenient Question
for the Church
By any standard, migration is currently a phenomenon of global and immense
proportions such that our time has been rightly dubbed “The Age of Migration.”6 According to the annual Global Trends report of the UN Refugee
Agency, UN High Commissioner for Refugee (UNHCR), released on June 19,
2018, a day before the World Refugee Day, worldwide forced displacement as
a result of war, violent conflict, persecution, and human rights violations
reached a new high in 2017 for the fifth year in a row, with 68.5 million refugees or forcibly displaced persons by the end of 2017.7
Types of Migrant: Refugee, International Migrant,
Internally Displaced Person

Here I use the term “migrant” to refer to people who have changed residence
within their countries of birth (internal displaced persons, or IDPs) or across
national borders beside people forced to migrate (refugees). The UNHCR
uses the term “refugee” exclusively for people forced to flee from their home
or country due to “well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.” It does not use the term “migrant” to designate people of forced migration. While this restricted use of the term “refugee” is rooted in international
legal instruments, refugees of course are not the only migrants. In other words,
every refugee is a migrant, but not every migrant is a refugee.
If, however, we consider migration in general, that is, as the phenomenon
of people living, temporarily or permanently, outside their places of birth due
to reasons other than war and persecution, then the number of migrants
worldwide is vastly greater than that of refugees as reported by the Global
Trends report. According to the United Nations Population Division, in 2010,
there were 214 million international migrants, about three percent of the
global population.
In addition to the number of migrants, migration is an enormously complex and varied phenomenon. The UNHCR speaks of forced migrants or refugees as opposed to voluntary migrants. Other dichotomies include temporary
vs. permanent, legal vs. illegal or undocumented, skilled vs. unskilled, and
internal vs. and international. Of these categories of migrants, insofar as the
number of migrants is concerned, the internal vs. international migrant dichotomy is the most significant. Whereas in 2010 there were 214 million international migrants, according to the United Nations Population Division, in
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2009 there were 740 million internal migrants or displaced persons, that is,
people forced for any reason to leave their home but who remain within their
own countries, about three and a half times the number of international
migrants.
Typically, the greatest proportion of the IDPs is made up of the old, the
sick, and the poor, who cannot afford international travel. Unfortunately,
when we speak of migration, the focus is most often on international migrants
and not IDPs, and there are no specialist UN agency and no binding international policy offering them protection. Admittedly, the sufferings and challenges facing refugees are significantly more severe and numerous than those
of migrants in general and require special care. Nevertheless, the economic,
psychological, sociopolitical, cultural, and religious needs of migrants in general should receive no less attention from the state as well as from the Church.
That migration is a real global phenomenon and not “fake news” is beyond
doubt. If proof is needed, a Google search on migration will quickly dissipate
any trace of skepticism as mist in the noonday sun. To those of us living in the
United States and paying a modicum of attention to events from the 2016 and
2020 presidential elections campaigns, it is painfully obvious that migration in
general and more specifically immigration into the United States are hot political issues.
However, while there has been a veritable avalanche of scholarly studies of
migration in history, anthropology, sociology, economics, politics, and law,
only a trickle of literature on migration has begun to flow in religious and
theological studies. There have been some serious studies on migration in
Catholic ethics and moral theology but little if anything in systematic theology. This lack of theological attention has bolstered the common notion that
migration is mainly if not exclusively a political and economic issue to be dealt
with by enacting laws and policies and not also a profoundly ethical and spiritual reality that lies at the core of our discipleship to Jesus. By contrast, I
believe that migration and other social issues such as global warming are
intrinsically moral and spiritual issues, and that they cannot be adequately
dealt with unless moral and religious resources, in our case the Bible and the
Christian wisdom distilled in the two-millennia Tradition, are brought to bear
upon them.
Ethical, Spiritual, and Theological Dimensions of Migration

My focus on global migration here is to highlight it as an ethical, theological,
and spiritual issue. Suffice it to list here, without the benefit of commentary,
some of the key problems connected with migration, and their profound and
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disturbing ethical and spiritual challenges to the Christian conscience will be
obvious: warehousing of refugees in quasi-permanent camps, asylum seeking
as an inviolable human right, separating children from their asylum-seeking
parents at the borders, migration-causing climate change, irregular/illegal/
undocumented migration, smuggling or trafficking of migrants, death while
migrating, feminization of migration, marriage for migration, unaccompanied migrating children, student migration, and sending of remittances to the
home countries. Each of these issues cannot be understood, much less
resolved, without attending to their ethical and spiritual dimensions.
In addition to ethical and spiritual issues, migration poses serious theological challenges. Among these the following questions loom large: Who is
God for migrants? Was Jesus a migrant? What role does the Holy Spirit play
in migration and in the lives of migrants? What part have migration and
migrants played in the formation and spreading of Christianity as a world
religion? What are the marks of the true Church if the Church is a community of migrants? Is Mary the mother and protector par excellence of migrants?
How are the sacraments, especially the Eucharist, and the liturgy to be celebrated in light of migration? How is eschatology to be reconceptualized if
migration is an essential part of humanity’s journey toward the eternal kingdom of God? These questions suggest that there is an urgent need to reformulate the whole gamut of Christian systematic theology from the perspective
of migration.

A Migrant Church: A New Model of Church
With these reflections on migration as background we can now broach the
question I raised above: Beside Dulles’s six models of the Church, is it possible, and perhaps even necessary, to explore another, one that is shaped by one
of the most pervasive signs of the time, namely worldwide migration? This
new model is not intended to be simply an addition—the seventh—to Dulles’s
six; rather, it assumes and integrates them, thus giving them a richer contour
and a fuller meaning. In particular, we need to inquire whether this model of
the Church fulfills Dulles’s three criteria for a theologically viable model: its
potential for explaining and exploring the reality of the Church as mystery, its
deep roots in and resonance with the corporate experience of the Christian
people, and its positive impact on the spiritual life of individual Christians.
The model or root metaphor for the Church today that meets all of Dulles’s
criteria is, I submit, the People of God on the Move, or the Migrant Church,
that is, the Church of, by, and for migrants.
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Migration in the Corporate Experience
of the American Catholic Church

For those living in the United States, that American Christianity was brought
into existence by migrations is a truism requiring no elaborate historical proof.
No survey of the historical origins, geographical expansion, demographic
growth, and continuing vitality of American Christianity is needed to show
that each and every American church—Catholic, Episcopalian, Protestant,
Orthodox, Pentecostal, and Evangelical—was and continues to be indissolubly intertwined with the coming of waves of migrants to the United States.
While this is true of all Christian denominations, here I limit myself to the
American Catholic Church. Perhaps the following two facts will suffice to
illustrate the active presence of migrants in the American Catholic Church.
In the archdiocese of Los Angeles, Sunday Mass is celebrated in forty-two
languages. In the Bronx, where Fordham University is located and where Cardinal Dulles resided during the last years of his life, at St. Lucy’s parish, Sunday Mass is said in five languages: English, Spanish, Italian, Albanian, and
Creole. In addition to founding the American Catholic Church, augmenting
its demographics, and filling the pews on Sunday, migrants have increased the
dwindling number of white male and especially female religious and priests.
Furthermore, Catholic migrants bring with them different ways of being
Christian that enrich the mainly white form of American Christianity. Any
decent history of the American Catholic Church will supply facts and figures
to flesh out this narrative.
Given the essential contributions of Christian migrants, both the older
European groups, notably Irish, Germans, Italians, Poles, and Czechs, and
the more recent cohorts, in particular from Central and South America, Asia,
and Africa, without whom there would have been no Christianity at all in the
United States, it is possible to advance a historical thesis: extra migrationem
nulla ecclesia catholica Americana, outside migration there is no American
Catholic Church. To give just an example, a study by Antonio De Loera-Brust
on Latino migrants concludes:
Within the Catholic Church, Latinos are on the path to becoming the
new majority; among Catholics under 30, 52 percent are Latino. That
is why the geographic center of the Church in the United States, long
located in the Northeastern and Midwestern cities where Irish, German, Italian and Polish immigrants settled, is moving south and west,
toward the U.S. Latino. . . . For the Church, then—and the broader
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U.S. society, from its media to its political system—opening up opportunities for Latinos will be critical to institutional success over the 21st
century.8
Thus, in the United States, migration not only reflects and resonates with the
corporate experience of the Catholic Church; it also originates and constitutes
the Church itself.
The Church Made Catholic/Universal by Migration

This historical thesis about North American Christianity being constituted by
migrants can be enlarged to apply to the Church universal itself. Without
migration the Church as a whole, and Christianity as such, would not exist as
“catholic.” This second thesis, namely, outside migration there is no Church
as a global and catholic (small “c”) institution (extra migrationem nulla ecclesia), is not as obvious as the first and hence requires some justification.
To validate this thesis, we need to challenge the customary account of how
Christianity spread throughout the globe in the course of the past two millennia. In this hierarchy-centered and Eurocentric Church historiography, the
geographical expansion of Christianity is attributed mainly if not exclusively
to the work of the twelve Apostles, who laid the foundation of the true Church,
and to Christian missions, whose main agents were bishops, who are said to
be the successors of the Apostles, priests, and religious. Furthermore, the
development of the Church is presented as an arc punctuated by institutional
events such as ecumenical councils, schisms and heresies, the tug of war
between popes and emperors, the division between East and West, the Reformation, and the clash between the Church and modernity. Little account is
taken of the impact of mass migratory movements that transformed Christianity from a Jewish sect into a world religion and its catholicity from an
abstract dogma into a historical reality. Perhaps one of the reasons for this lack
of attention to these migrations is the fact that more often than not they were
caused by sociopolitical and economic factors over which the Church had
little or no control.
It is of course impossible to provide a detailed rereading of the history of
Christianity from the perspective of migration. Here I can only offer the barest
outline of ten migrations that have stamped Christianity as a permanent institutional migrant, each of them producing a distinct face of the Church. My
choice is somewhat arbitrary; a different set of people mass movements and a
greater number of them can of course be selected.9
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1. The first Christian migration, one that radically transformed Christianity
from a Jewish sect into a worldwide migrant institution, occurred with the
Jewish Diaspora after the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 CE. The
face of the Church here is that of Jewish-Christian migrants.
2. Following on the heels of this first migration was another exodus, much
more extensive, of the Christian community out of Jerusalem and Palestine.
The destruction of the Temple and the subsequent suppression of the Jewish
revolts of 115–117 and 132–135 caused migrations not only of Jews but also of
Christians. Five areas were the destinations of this second Christian migration where eventually Christians built a great number of vibrant and mission-
minded communities: Mesopotamia and the Roman province of Syria;
Greece and Asia Minor; the Western Mediterranean; Egypt; and Asia, especially India. The face of the Church here is that of the Mediterranean and
Syrian migrants.
3. The third migration, which had an enormous and permanent impact on
the shape of Christianity, was occasioned by the emperor Constantine’s transfer of the capital of the Roman Empire from Rome to Byzantium in 330 and
the subsequent establishment of the imperial court at Constantinople (the
“New/Second Rome”). As a result, there were not only momentous geopolitical changes but also a shift of the Christian center of gravity. Gradually there
emerged a new and different type of Christianity, commonly known as
“Orthodox Christianity,” both within the “Byzantine Commonwealth,” which
was part of the Holy Roman Empire, and outside the Byzantine/Roman sphere
of influence. Each church developed its own liturgy, theology, monasticism,
spirituality, and organization. Migration, both forced and voluntary, played a
huge and determinative role in shaping the future of the Orthodox Church.
4. The fourth major population movement in early Christianity was the
migration of the Germanic tribes, which include the Vandals, the Goths, the
Alemani, the Angles, the Saxons, the Burgundians, and the Lombards. The
Vandals, the Goths (both the Ostrogoths and the Visigoths), and the Lombards invaded southern and eastern Europe, particularly Spain, whereas the
Angles and the Saxons spread to the British Isles. Once converted to Christianity, these Germanic tribes established churches in their lands. The face of
the Church here is that of the migrating Germanic tribes.
5. The fifth migration, which radically altered the map of Christendom,
coincided with the “discovery” of the New World during the “Age of Discovery” under the royal patronage of Spain and Portugal, when Christian missions were carried out on the largest scale ever. From the end of the fifteenth
century the two Iberian countries competed with each other in discovering
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and occupying new lands outside Europe. Once again, it was migration—the
movement of massive numbers of religious missionaries and secular Europeans to Latin America and Asia—that built up a new form of Christianity
which, though at first heavily marked by European Christian traditions,
eventually developed distinctive ways of being Christian that reflect the cultures and religious traditions of its own indigenous peoples. The face of the
Church here is that of Spanish and Portuguese migrants and Latin Americans and Asians.
6. From about 1650 to World War I (1914–18), migration played an increasingly vital role in modernization and industrialization in world economy.
Warfare, conquest, the emergence of empires and nation-states, and Europe’s
search for new wealth produced enormous migrations, both voluntary and
forced. By the nineteenth century other European powers joined the commercial and colonizing projects started by Portugal and Spain: France, Belgium,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, and Holland vied with one another in the
“scramble for Africa,” with almost every African country, except Liberia and
Ethiopia, falling under the domination of Europe. Almost all Asian countries,
too, were colonized. Between 1800 and 1915 an estimated 50 to 60 million
Europeans moved to overseas destinations, and by 1915, an estimated 15 percent of Europeans lived outside Europe. Again, it is the massive migrations of
Europeans to Africa and Asia that, together with a large number of missionaries, especially Protestant, expanded Christianity in ways hitherto unimaginable and produced new forms of Christianity that eventually bear little
resemblance to the European churches. The face of this Church is the colonial Church.
7. The seventh migration was brought about by the transatlantic slave trade
which from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries brought more than 12
million Africans—the largest and the most brutal forced migration in history—to the Americas and transformed the Christianity of this continent.
After the slave trade was abolished during the nineteenth century, the scarcity
of cheap labor was made up by the globe-spanning migrations of indenture,
mostly from China and India. Since the 1830s around thirty thousand indentured workers emigrated from India. The face of the Church here is that of
European colonialists and the peoples they conquered, especially Asians and
Africans, and slaves.
8. The eighth migration is that of Europeans to the United States. Driven
out of Europe by poverty and unemployment, and dreaming of a better life,
more than fifty million Europeans emigrated to the United States during the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the largest ever international voluntary mass migration. Different forms of Protestant and Catholic Christianity
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were transplanted to the United States, and eventually new churches were
formed that bear little resemblance to the old European Christianity. Subsequently, there were also major internal mass migrations within the United
States, notably the westward journeys during the Gold Rush and the northward migration of Black Americans, also known as the Great Migration, fleeing racial oppression in the south to seek freedom and work in the north,
bringing with them a distinctive Christianity—the Black Church—with different spiritualities, ways of worship, and theology. The face is that of the
American Church, composed of European migrants, African Americans, and
Native Americans.
9. World War II, more than any other armed conflict, caused large-scale
worldwide migrations. After the war, massive migrations were also spawned by
events such as decolonization, which was accompanied by the return of former colonists to their countries of origin and the migration of colonial subjects to colonizing countries. In Asia, while European countries were closing
their doors to migrants, countries that were economically advanced or oil-rich
but with small or declining demography (Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore, Japan,
Saudi Arabia, and the Arab Emirates) imported workforces from poorer Asian
countries such as the Philippines, Indonesia, China, India, and Vietnam. The
African continent was in full transformation. The wars of anticolonial liberation, the establishment of dictatorial regimes, the exploitation of mineral
riches, the apartheid system in South Africa, and regional, interregional and
tribal conflicts produced a steady stream of refugees and migrants. The face
of the Church now is that of Christian migrants in the diaspora.
10. The tenth migration is taking place in our own day, with the last fifty
years having been designated the “Age of Migration.” Recently, in the Middle
East, the wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon, and Syria have caused massive
migrations. In particular, the Iraq War wrought havoc upon the most ancient
centers of Middle Eastern Christianity, reducing them to rubble. In addition
to wars, globalization and ease of travel have made international, transnational, and transcontinental existence a normal fact of life. The contemporary
face of the Church is the global migrant institution and gives the expression
“local church” a new meaning. For the first time, the Catholic Church is truly
“catholic,” that is, global, or “glocal.” Christianity itself is now “World Christianity,” a world religion that has always been but is becoming more than ever
diverse, multiple, transnational, transcultural, and polycentric in all aspects of
its life, due to the demographic shift of the Christian population from the
Global North to the Global South, globalization, and the presence of migrants
from everywhere to everywhere in all the six continents. This is the face of the
Global Church.
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Explanatory and Exploratory Power of the Model
of Migrant Church

As noted earlier, a model can be explanatory and exploratory. One of the
explanatory strengths of the model of Church as the People of God on the
Move lies in its power to synthetize what we already know about the Church
or retrieve truths about the Church we have known but have forgotten.
One of the truths that is central to the identity of early Christians but that
suffered an eclipse after Christianity became a religion of the Roman Empire
is their self-consciousness as migrants. Though early Christians believed that
they were no longer “sojourners and strangers” but “fellow citizens” with Jews
in God’s household, paradoxically, they greeted one another as paroikoi, foreigners and migrants. Clearly, for them, migration is an essential part of the
Christian’s permanent self-consciousness and their theological—and not
merely sociological—identity. No doubt this self-description has an eschatological and spiritual overtone insofar as Christians consider themselves to be
the pilgrim people of God on the march toward the kingdom of God. At the
same time, their social and political status as migrants and strangers, without
a permanent residence and citizenship, as well as the persecutions they suffered, lent depth and poignancy to their theological reflections on their social
condition.
Among early Christian writings there is arguably no more eloquent description of Christians as migrants, and hence the Church as an institutional
migrant, than the anonymous letter known as the Letter to Diognetus.10 Written in the second or third century by an unknown Christian to an equally
unknown inquirer, it seeks to answer three questions: Who is the God Christians believe in and worship? What is the source of their loving affection for
each other? Why does Christianity appear now and not earlier? In the course
of answering these three queries, the author contrasts, in a string of striking
antitheses, Christians with their contemporaries.
Elsewhere I have provided an extended commentary on this text.11 Here I
simply highlight the ways in which the model of Church as the People of God
on the Move retrieves an essential but forgotten aspect of being a Christian.
For the author of the Letter to Diognetus, a Christian qua Christian does not
possess a separate country, language, or customs. As Christian, therefore,
migrants may adopt any of these things as their own, wherever they live. Moreover, though strangers, they must do their best to contribute to the welfare of
their new homeland. But as migrants, Christians will and must remain to
some extent strangers to their adopted country, of course not in language and
customs, which they share with others, but in their religious worldview and
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moral behavior. In powerful words the Letter describes the status of Christians
as permanent migrants:
They live in their own countries, but only as aliens [paroikoi]. They
have a share in everything as citizens [politai], and endure everything
as foreigners [xenoi]. Every foreign land is their fatherland, and yet for
them every fatherland is a foreign land. They live in their own countries, but only as aliens. They have a share in everything as citizens,
but endure everything as foreigners.12
In describing the Christian migrant, early Christian writers had at their
disposal the three biblical terms of stranger (or alien), foreigner, and sojourner.
Though these terms are often used interchangeably in English translations of
the Bible, they denote three distinct categories of people in biblical times. A
stranger (Hebrew zār, Greek xenos, Latin hospes) is one who does not belong
to the house or community or nation in which he or she lives and is often
considered an enemy (Is 1:7; Jer 5:19; 51:51; Ez 7:21; 28:7, 10; Ob 11). A foreigner
(Hebrew nokri, Greek allotrios, Latin alienus) is one of another race, and
because non-Jews were regarded as idolatrous, the term also designates someone worshiping idols. Hence, Jews were forbidden to marry a foreigner (Dt
7:1–6). A sojourner (Hebrew gēr, Greek paroikos, Latin peregrinus) is someone
whose permanent residence is in another nation, in contrast to the foreigner
whose stay is only temporary. Sojourners were protected by the Law. Jews are
commanded not to oppress them (Ex 22:21); they must even love them (Dt
10:19). Sojourners are grouped with orphans and widows as defenseless people
whom God protects and whose oppressors God will judge severely (Jer 7:6;
22:7, 29; Zec 7:10; Mal 3:5). On the other hand, sojourners must observe some
of provisions of the Law, such as observance of the Sabbath and the Day of
Atonement (Ex 20:10; Lv 16:29) and abstention from eating blood (Lv 17: 10, 13),
immorality (Lv 18: 26), idolatry (Lv 20: 2), and blasphemy (Lv 24:16).
The Good News of Jesus is that those who were strangers (apēllotriōmenoi,
Eph 2:12) from Israel, and so were “strangers and sojourners” (xenoi kai paroikoi, Eph 2:19) have been made “fellow citizens [sumpolitai] with the saints and
of the household of God [oikeioi tou theou]” (Eph 2:19). It is most interesting
that early Christian writers, while convinced that Christians were no longer
“strangers and sojourners” but “fellow citizens” with regard to Israel and constituting the household of God, considered themselves as paroikoi—sojourners, displaced people without a home and a nation, migrants—by far the early
Christians’ favorite term to describe themselves.
This self-consciousness of Christians as foreigners, strangers, and sojourners is found in Clement of Rome’s letter to the Christians in Corinth (c. 96).13
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It was sent from “the church of God which sojourns [paroikousa] in Rome” to
“the church of God which sojourns [paroikousei] in Corinth.” Polycarp, the
bishop-martyr of Smyrna (d. 155), also addressed his letter to the Christians in
Philippi: “To the church of God which resides as a stranger [paroikousei] at
Philippi.”14 Similarly, the Martyrium Polycarpi was sent “from the church of
God which resides as a stranger [paroikousa] at Smyrna to the church of God
residing as a stranger [paroikousei] at Philomelium and to all the communities
of the holy and Catholic Church residing in any place [paroikiais].”15 While
this self-awareness as sojourners and foreigners may be given an eschatological and spiritual interpretation, and thus a migrant ecclesiology is by necessity an eschatological ecclesiology, it was quite likely exacerbated by the fact
that Christians in these areas—Rome, Corinth, and Asia Minor—were mostly
migrants, without full civic rights, and were subject to discrimination and
persecution.
The model of the Church as a migrant community has also exploratory
power. In fact, it demands the reformulation of a systematic theology that is
steeped in the sufferings of 68.5 million refugees, 214 million international
migrants, and 740 million internally displaced persons. From their cries for
food, shelter, safety, and human dignity, which have reached the heart of God,
we are challenged to explore who is the God who has migrated from the far
country of omnipotent divinity into the world and the human family he has
created but which will reject him; who is the God who accompanied the
people of Israel and dwelled with them in their migration from Egypt to
Canaan, their migration into Assyria and Babylonia, and their return migration from Babylonia back to the land of Israel and Judah; the God who follows
and sustains them in their diaspora, especially their darkest hours of the Holocaust; and who is the God who continues to be present with the Israelis in the
State of Israel and, most important, demands that they find a place for the
Palestinians by reminding them that they were once and forever migrants and
foreigners. Only this Deus Migrator will be credible to migrants as their God.
From the migrants’ experiences we are also challenged to explore a migrant
Christology in which Jesus declares that “foxes have holes, and birds of the air
have nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head” (Mt 8:19–20; Lk
9:57–58, italics added). To migrants who too have nowhere to lay their heads,
only a Jesus who from the moment he was born was brought into Egypt as a
baby by his migrating parents, who grew up in a town that was not his birthplace, who moved constantly and crossed geographical borders throughout his
public ministry, who was not welcomed and accepted in his hometown, who
showed special love to foreigners and strangers, and who died outside the city,
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hanged between heaven and earth. Only this Christ the Paradigmatic Migrant
will be meaningful to migrants as their Redeemer.
From the migrants’ deep wellspring of hope and courage we are challenged
to explore a pneumatology in which the Holy Spirit is experienced as the
source of new life, the future who beckons migrants to dream of a better life
for themselves and for their children, who inspires them with courage and
perseverance, who sustains them as they struggle to stay alive in the desert and
on the high sea, in their thirst and hunger. Only this Holy Spirit, the Power of
migration, will be accepted by migrants as their Sanctifier.
Space does not permit the elaboration of how the model of the Church as a
migrant community enriches our understanding of the eschatological dimension of the Church, impacts worship and liturgy, shapes sacramental celebrations, especially of the Eucharist, and determines ecclesial pastoral practices.
It is not difficult to visualize the new face of the Church when we see it as of
migrants, for migrants, and by migrants, where the migrants are no longer
recipients of the local church’s largesse but active agents in shaping the future
of the Church of which they are full and equal members.
The Transformation of the Person by the Migrant Church

Avery Dulles’s last criterion for a good model of the Church is whether it reorients a person’s perception of reality, alters the scale of values, facilitates moral
conversion, and promotes the practice of specific virtues. Kristin E. Heyer has
proposed a Christian ethic of immigration in which “civic kinship” and “subversive hospitality” serve as the guiding principles for our relationship with
migrants.16
The first transformation is an intellectual conversion that rejects the tendentious narratives of contemporary migration to serve political purposes. It
brings about attentiveness to “real facts,” even if they are inconvenient, and
thus removes prejudices, the darkening of the mind (skotosis), and the habit
of lying.
The second transformation is a moral conversion that generates solidarity
with migrants. This solidarity takes the triple act of welcoming, protecting,
and loving the strangers. “Welcoming” the migrants entails generous hospitality, a virtue to which all Catholic theologians of migration have given pride
of place. “Protecting” the migrants requires defending their human rights.
“Loving” the migrants takes the form of compassion (suffering with) and solidarity. In this compassionate solidarity, not only do I love the migrant as—in
the way in which and as much as—I love myself (as enjoined by the command:
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“Love thy neighbor like yourself”) but also I love the migrant because the
migrant is myself inasmuch as I myself am a migrant (as implied in Dt 24:17–
18: “You shall not violate the rights of the alien or of the orphan, nor take the
clothing of a widow as a pledge. For, remember, you were once slaves in
Egypt”).
The third transformation is a religious conversion that makes us love God
with all our heart and with all our soul and with all our strength and with all
our mind by loving the migrants as icons of the Deus Migrator. In this way,
both the native-born and the migrants form together God’s People on the
Move, journeying with one another to the kingdom of God.
Dulles’s Models and Asian Christianities

Finally, a concluding word on Dulles’s legacy for Asian Christianities. That
Dulles’s comparative ecclesiology has much to teach not only the universal
Church but also Asian Christianities in particular needs little demonstration.
Throughout his theological career Dulles constantly tackled the burning
issues affecting the mission of the Church. It is interesting, as mentioned earlier, that all his books save one are collections of previously published essays
dealing with controversies of the day and not promoting some overarching
ecclesiological system, perhaps with a summa ecclesiologica.
Revisiting his model ecclesiology in the early 1980s, Dulles argued that
there was a need for “a guiding vision” to heal the Church that was being
deeply torn by polarities and divisions. Following John Paul II, he proposed
the model of Church as “community of disciples” and used it to retrieve and
improve the five models of Church he had proposed earlier.17 It is highly significant that it is this guiding vision of the Church that is most appealing to
the Asian Catholic Church, as can be seen in the numerous documents of the
Federation of Asian Bishops’ Conferences.
Though Dulles has not written extensively on interreligious dialogue,
which is one of the central concerns of Asian Christianities, his openness to
and appreciation of theological diversity and pluralism is of great help to the
Asian churches living in the midst of other religions. On the other hand, Dulles’s theological signature method is to look for points of convergence among
competing and even conflictive positions to achieve theological harmony,
another distinctive mark of Asian way of thinking and living. Consequently,
his various models of the Church allow Asian Christians to shape their own
ecclesial identities with great freedom. Dulles’s words about his model are
liberating and assuring:
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Each model of the Church has its own weakness; no one should be
canonized as the measure of all the rest. Instead of searching for some
absolutely best image, it would be advisable to recognize that the
manifold images given to us by Scripture and Tradition are mutually
complementary. They should be made to interpenetrate and mutually
qualify one another. None, therefore, should be interpreted in an
exclusive sense, so as to negate what the other approved models have
to teach us.18
It is in this Dullesian spirit that I propose the model of the Church as
“People of God on the Move,” “the Migrant Church,” “the Church of, by, and
for migrants,” not as an alternative model but as one that retrieves, sublates,
and enriches Dulles’s models of Church as institution, mystical communion,
sacrament, herald, servant, and disciple.19
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Fluency of Interpretation
A Key to Avery Dulles’s Practice of Theology
Elizabeth A. Johnson, C.S.J.

“To prevent the gospel from losing its impact, we must not shirk the task of
modernization. It is not enough to repeat the verbal formulations of an earlier
time or even to translate them, one by one, into a new idiom. We live in an
age that differs radically from anything that went before. Humankind has
been projected, as it were, overnight into the computer age.” Thus did Avery
Dulles begin the striking conclusion to the Tuohy Chair Lecture he delivered
at John Carroll University in 1969. New questions are being asked, he continued, that demand new answers. Consequently, theology needs to work on a
dynamic restatement of the faith as a whole for people today. “We cannot
nourish them with the stale fragments of a meal prepared for believers of the
fourth or the thirteenth or the sixteenth century.” Rather, theologies in our
day must be based on a fully contemporary understanding of human beings
and the world. True, such theologies “may be as different from the medieval
systems as the computer is from the abacus.” But they will serve their purpose
if they orient people of our time to Christ, and, in his final words, “if they help
to relay the Christian message to ages yet to come.”1
Note the keen sense of cultural change coupled with the passion to encourage people in their faith. The context of this lecture was a moment fraught
with roiling currents of change in Church and society. Earlier in the decade
the Second Vatican Council had opened the windows to dialogue with the
modern world, creating unexpected possibilities of thought and action. Catholics had departed from a centuries-old liturgical tradition and were participating in the Mass in English rather than Latin, forming a community
face-to-face with the priest instead of watching his back. This led to new experiences of God “in our midst” as well as a new sense of lay people being holy,
41
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rightful members of the Church, the People of God. Disputes over artificial
contraception, triggered by the encyclical Humanae Vitae,2 raised questions
not only about sexual ethics but also about the magisterium’s teaching authority on such matters. The civil rights movement and the murder of Martin
Luther King by a white supremacist brought issues of justice and equality
before the American conscience. Opposition to the war in Vietnam magnified
distrust in civil government and its collusion with the military-industrial complex. Woman were struggling to emerge in the professions and public life in
greater numbers, demanding that their voices be heard; Mary Daly’s book The
Church and the Second Sex (1968) analyzed sexism in the sacred square, criticizing Catholicism as a Father-and-Son kind of religion in which there was no
room for women’s equality.3 The watchword “women’s rights are human
rights” was just around the corner.
There were as yet no laptops or cell phones, but Dulles’s contrast between
people of the era of the abacus and people of the era of the computer was precisely on target. What are people today supposed to believe, to do, to hope? As
evidenced in this Tuohy lecture, he felt one thing that would help was a new
interpretation of the faith in a contemporary idiom. His approach was at the
same time keenly intelligent and deeply pastoral. I propose that this lecture
holds a key to the major works of his theological corpus.
Avery Dulles was a careful, complex, and critical thinker. His body of published works gives evidence that over his lifetime he considered an amazingly
broad expanse of subjects in fundamental and systematic theology. Some writings address matters of faith directly, proposing ideas that could make sense to
believers who sought meaning in an increasingly fractured world. Some bring
an awesome knowledge of the Catholic tradition as well as an appreciative,
listening ear to the table of ecumenical dialogue in the effort to heal divisions
in the churches of the Reformation. Still others take up a position on particular points of Church practice and discipline. Given this diversity of topic,
genre, and circumstance, Dulles’s work cannot be pinned down to any one
method or stance. Upon reflection, however, a distinctive trait emerges, one
that not only gives a basic unity to his own approach but also has influenced
later generations. I would call this characteristic, put forward in the Tuohy
lecture, as a consciously chosen fluency in theological interpretation. Such
fluency enabled his thought to avoid fundamentalism not only of scripture but
also of doctrine on the one hand, while generating a powerful impetus for
fidelity to tradition on the other. It enabled him to navigate between the heart
of the gospel mystery and pressing historical changes that affect how it is
expressed and practiced. To make this case, I invite readers to ponder the
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argument Dulles presented in the Tuohy lecture at some length, and to consider how this fluency runs through his body of work.
The published version of this lecture begins by describing a crisis. Nothing
has been more characteristic of Catholicism in the past than a multitude of
doctrines taught with a strong degree of authority, to which the faithful gave
their assent. But in our day people are beginning to question. They ask, “Do
we still have to believe in angels?” and move on to question transubstantiation,
the virginal conception of Christ, papal infallibility, and so on. What is happening? Has a spirit of unbelief been let loose in the Church? Dulles thinks
not. The problem arises because our cultural difference from previous historical generations makes former ways of expressing gospel truth seem unreal.
Hence, we reject it. Rather than reject what our ancestors believed and said,
however, our task is to make it our own and express it in contemporary form.
Practically speaking, how are we to do this? How can we distinguish the
good grain of revealed truth from the chaff of time-conditioned formulas? It
is here that Dulles presents six principles that can function as criteria of discernment. With them, people can interpret what is wheat and what is chaff
not only in ancient established doctrines but also in current teaching of the
magisterium. In his understated way he suggested, “The following six principles are, I believe, important.”4
1. “In the interpretation of doctrinal statements, heed should be paid to variations in literary conventions.”5
This principle has already influenced the study of the Bible. Exegetes who
employ it can identify genres and forms of speech that govern their interpretation of particular texts. They have no trouble recognizing metaphor, hyperbole, myth, prophetic oracle, apocalyptic imagery, and so forth. Consequently,
they do not feel obliged to take literally many statements that were previously
thought to refer to miraculous divine interventions. What has not yet been
done is to apply this principle of literary form to official Church documents.
In the past Popes and councils often spoke in ways common to high officials
of their time, using a majestic, triumphalistic style, issuing anathemas against
those who disagreed. Interpret this rhetoric according to its proper form. “If
hyperbole is to be admitted in the Bible, who is to deny that it may also be
found in ecclesiastical pronouncements?”6
2. “An antiquated world view, presupposed but not formally taught in an
earlier doctrinal formulation, should not be imposed as binding doctrine.”7
Cosmology has changed. In the ancient world people assumed a three-
storied universe: the earth and its creatures lay at the center, surrounded by
the heavens with God and the angels above and the underworld with Satan
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and his demons below. The New Testament writers did not invent this world
or teach it, but they took it for granted and presented the gospel in terms of the
thinking of their time. To force this worldview today is pointless. The teaching
of gospel truth needs to be framed by our contemporary understanding of the
world. Teilhard de Chardin made one such attempt, and there need to be
others. In the process, many classical concepts will be transformed. Revisions
will be made to our ideas of creation, miracle, and resurrection, for example,
when they are rethought in terms of a contemporary rather than an obsolete
cosmology.
3. “Technical terms should be interpreted in terms of the systematic framework presupposed by those who used them.”8
Philosophy has also changed. Most Christian doctrine has been phrased in
categories of Greek philosophy such as spirit and matter, substance and accident, and the like, drawn from the works of Plato and Aristotle. As with cosmology, these terms need to be understood in a historically conditioned way
and not taken as literal descriptions. For example, transubstantiation makes
sense as an explanation of the Eucharistic mystery only if one thinks that physical realities are made up of substance and accident. But different philosophical systems of today, such as personalistic phenomenology or process
philosophy, do not think of physical entities in those terms. This requires that
the real presence of Christ be spoken of in a different way.
4. “In the interpretation of biblical and theological terms, cognizance should
be taken of connotation as well as denotation.”9
Truth being taught is often wrapped up in imagery and concepts that are
not of the essence; these need to be interpreted accordingly. Dulles spends
almost the whole explanation of this point on the doctrine of redemption. The
good news is that we are saved by the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus
Christ. At times the New Testament declares that we have been redeemed by
the blood of Christ, “blood” being laden with connotations from the Exodus,
Temple worship, and Mosaic law. The medieval theologian Anselm interpreted this blood as a penalty paid to God to make satisfaction for sin. Today
these bloody conceptions of redemption, embedded in patriarchal and feudal
culture, are unintelligible and even repugnant. There is urgent need to forge
a new vocabulary of salvation for popular usage. Theology needs to come at
the problem of sin, salvation, and redeemed life in God from new, contemporary directions.
5. “No doctrinal decision of the past directly solves a question that was not
asked at the time.”10
This principle has frequently been abused. Church authorities use biblical
and conciliar texts to answer questions that are asked today but were not
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remotely in the minds of the original authors. For example, the apostle Paul
in Romans and the Council of Trent quoting Paul declare that Adam was a
single individual and his actions were the source of original sin. Modern science has raised the likely scenario that the human race evolved from more
than one original couple. Quoting Paul and Trent to support monogenism, as
some have tried to do, is illegitimate, because neither of them was dealing
with the question of the origin of the human race. In fact, the question never
entered their minds. They read the creation narrative in the first chapters of
Genesis as history and took for granted that Adam was a single individual.
Extending this principle further, Dulles declares that “whenever the state
of the evidence on any question materially changes, you have a new question
which cannot be answered by appealing to old authorities.”11 Some decisions
taken at Trent and Vatican I, for example, do not stand up very well today since
they are based on scriptural and historical arguments that we now know are
not in accord with the historical formation of the New Testament. New biblical scholarship has changed the state of the question. Dulles’s chosen example
here deals with the papacy. Mirroring monarchical governments of its own
time in western Europe, Vatican I declared that Christ made Peter “prince of
all the apostles and visible head of the Church militant,” and gave him “primacy of true and proper jurisdiction.” Today, theologians need to talk about
the Petrine office more in accord with the New Testament view and contemporary political forms.
6. “In Holy Scripture and in authoritative doctrinal statements one should be
alert for signs of social pathology and ideology.”12
The Church “has been an organization of weak and sinful men. . . . Those
in authority are naturally inclined to govern in a way that increases the docility
of the faithful, even if this means suppressing certain facts that might raise
embarrassing questions.”13 Curial-type rhetoric uses hyperbole in support of
the established order and set doctrines and condemns vaguely adumbrated
errors to induce fear and maintain authority. Defensive and fanatic teaching
against the Jews who did not accept Christianity, against Protestants who questioned late medieval forms of governance, and against the modern idea of
freedom, are due to sociopathic forces at work. These forces gave rise to teaching marked by narrowness (outside the Church there is no salvation), exorbitant claims, and harshness toward adversaries. Divine truth is not taught by
the Church in divine form but in human form, and we must take care to draw
a line between what is a matter of faith and what is to be set aside as a human
perversion. Even today, “the more precious the truth, the more the heirs of the
tradition are tempted to indulge in pride, fanaticism, and calumny.”14 We need
to interpret accordingly.
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This brilliant essay of fifteen pages reaches its conclusion with a summary
statement: we have to reckon with the historical conditioning of all dogmatic
and ecclesiastical statements and interpret them in light of the situation in life
(Sitz im Leben) out of which they arose. What literary genres, cosmology, and
philosophy are employed? What connotations attach to their terms? What
precise question are they seeking to answer and how does it differ from ours?
What effects of human weakness and sinfulness are embedded in the formulation of doctrine itself? The purpose of such fluency of mind is deeply evangelical and pastoral: to envision new possibilities for the gospel.
Some may feel, Dulles surmises, that clarifying these principles of interpretation is an excessively negative exercise, but “my intention is to clear the
way for a more positive appreciation of the tradition.”15 Many people reject
ecclesiastical teaching and authority because they think it prevents them
from criticizing inherited ways of speaking about the Christian message. But
there can be no absolute equation between the word of God and the words
of human beings. To acknowledge the relativity of dogmatic statements,
then, is not to fall prey to relativism but to escape imprisonment within the
limitations of any cultural period. True, the truth of the gospel must come to
us through human teachings. But none of these words are eternally valid;
they are drawn from the historical world, which changes. To prevent the gospel from losing its impact, we must refocus the message so that it speaks
directly to the deepest concerns of the present day. “It is not enough to repeat
what our predecessors have said; we must imitate their courage and their
leadership.”16
One detects here a hospitality to the contemporary era coupled with a suppleness of mind capable of discerning the core message of the gospel. Five
years later such fluency shaped what may well be Dulles’s most successful
book, the groundbreaking Models of the Church, a work still in print decades
later, with twenty-three bound copies in English plus various translations held
in Fordham University’s libraries, and still being used in colleges, universities,
and seminaries around the world.17 In the century before the Second Vatican
Council, anyone interested in studying theology of the Church needed to
consult a manual where ecclesiology was presented as a uniform doctrine in
a text that followed a standard format. A thesis about the Church, or its origin,
structure, authority, and offices, was set forth; support for the thesis gleaned
from scripture and tradition was listed in the form of proof texts; the thesis was
explained, to the degree any explanation was given, using neo-scholastic categories; having been duly demonstrated, the thesis was assigned a note as to
its level of certainty. To learn and teach about the Church, one just needed to
study the theses and understand their justification.
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After the Council, this uniformity cracked open. Catholic theologians ventured different understandings of the Church, often in dialogue with Protestant colleagues to whose ecclesial communities the council had extended a
hand of respect. As a result, conflict broke out in the previously quiet field of
ecclesiology. Avery Dulles took this as a sign of vitality, the work of the Spirit
renewing the Church. Rather than get bogged down in dispute by opting for
this or that view, his powerful systematic mind ranged around different positions and created a way forward. After reading widely in the field, he identified
five different ways of understanding the Church currently on the table. With
supple ease, he framed each one as an approach, that is, a model or type of the
Church, built up from different basic assumptions and experiences of God in
community.
The Church can be understood as an institution, visibly constituted by its
structure and exercise of authority. Again, the Church can be seen as a mystical communion, a community of people united by the Holy Spirit to form the
Body of Christ; in the language of the council, this is the Church as the
People of God. The Church can also be viewed as a sacrament, committed to
bodying forth the merciful love of Christ to the world the way the moon
reflects the light of the sun (a conciliar image). Or the Church can be interpreted primarily as a herald, sent into the world with a mission to proclaim the
Word of God, a theology typical of Protestant traditions. Or the Church can
be perceived as first and foremost a servant, functioning to minister compassionately to the needs of the poor and oppressed in this world. In a later edition
of the book Dulles, acknowledging the influence of biblical scholarship and
the rise of liberation theology, added a sixth model: the Church as community
of disciples, each member and all together following the gospel path of Jesus
down through the centuries.18
With insightful analysis Dulles shows that each of these models has
strengths, while each also has weaknesses and no one in itself is sufficient to
do justice to the full reality of the Church. Rather than set them in competition, it would be better to set up dialogue among them and develop a theology
that draws from the major insights of each. This not only produces a more
robust understanding of the Church but also has positive existential and pastoral effects. As he argued, “The method of models or types, I believe, can
have great value in helping people to get beyond the limitations of their own
particular outlook, and to enter into fruitful conversation with others having
a fundamentally different mentality. Such conversation is obviously essential
if ecumenism is to get beyond its present impasses. . . . [It] should also help to
foster the kind of pluralism that heals and unifies, rather than a pluralism that
divides and destroys.”19
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Note the fluency of interpretation here. It’s not an “anything goes” kind of
approach, for Dulles has a strong critical intuition of what does and does not
count as Church. But the use of models allows for and indeed legitimates different ideas, even different experiences, of what it means to be Church. This
helps wean theology from a one-horse-sleigh way of traveling. It honors the
diversity actually existing among believing Christians, diffuses polarization
within the Church communion, places people in fruitful conversation beyond
their comfort zone, promotes ecumenical relationships, and makes theology
itself more at peace with pluralism.
Underlying this example is Dulles’s basic way of interpreting religious
speech. On the one hand, the subject of faith is the infinite mystery of the all-
holy God, a mystery of love beyond imagining. The transcendence of this
mystery means that God can never be totally captured in the net of theological concepts or nailed down completely in human language without remainder. On the other hand, historical change in cultures means that no language
can be taken as absolute for all time: recall the abacus/computer analogy.
Consequently, the religious and even doctrinal language of one period needs
to be revised for the faith to remain vital for people in another time. Transcendence of the divine subject and historicity of the speakers: if one is alert to
these realities, one will inevitably start thinking with a certain fluency.
Prior to Models of the Church, and perhaps even preparatory for its use of
models, Dulles had traced the diversity present over the centuries in apologetics, or ways of making a case for the reasonableness and truth of Christian
faith. In this earlier study, A History of Apologetics, he showed how theologians
from the New Testament through the medieval period up to the present day
crafted their arguments.20 Responding to the needs of their respective times
and framing their evidence to address the particular issues of their day, they
pressed a colorful array of ideas and logics into service. This is legitimate,
because what appeals in one era most likely fails to persuade in another. What
Models of the Church enabled readers to see was that the diversity characteristic of theology throughout different historical periods was now present all at
once in our current contemporary period. This, too, is legitimate, if one sees
the Spirit at work in different Church communities.
Dulles deployed his strong conviction about the worth of models in a later
study on revelation. How is one to understand that God has communicated
divine truth to the world? The prevailing propositional answer boiled revelation down to divine words being rather literally communicated and entrusted
to the Church. Models of Revelation again uses models to consider alternative
views.21 Revelation can be understood as doctrine, or as history, or as inner
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experience, or as dialectical presence, or as new awareness. In a further step,
Dulles gleans what he judges to be of value in each model and offers his own
synthetic proposal based on the notion of symbolic mediation. Interpreting the
symbol of revelation then becomes the theological task. Again, the fluency of
his thinking shows readers the unsuspected richness of the idea of revelation.
Fluency of interpretation in the face of traditional and current magisterial
teaching and disputed theological questions: this practice reveals an enduring
habit of mind that Dulles was wont to characterize as creative fidelity. Such
disciplined flexibility opens a way to think deeply and critically about faith in
our day, and consequently to carry out the theological vocation with integrity.
Avery Dulles himself used this approach broadly, as seen in his numerous
essays on revelation, faith and reason, justification, the Church, the Eucharist,
doubt, hope, Catholic social teaching, the religions, and on and on. Teaching
and modeling a fluency of interpretation, he crafted a rich and lasting legacy
for the work of theology.
Notes

1. This lecture was given the title “The Hermeneutics of Dogmatic Statements”
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Mutual Enrichment
A Remembrance of Avery Dulles
James Massa

My association with Avery Dulles began exactly half my lifetime ago. In the
spring 1991, I enrolled in a doctoral seminar of Father Dulles’s that applied
his models approach to the study of faith. I had been a priest only five years,
after pursuing an unusual path to ordained service by somehow bypassing
Catholic seminary training and instead earning a master’s degree at Yale
Divinity School. My formation for ministry took place in that ecumenical
context, and Father Dulles was generous in allowing me to test in research
papers and course discussions the proposals of leading Protestant scholars
like George Lindbeck, the Yale professor whose postliberalism had a great
influence on me.
One of the virtues so evident in Father Dulles was his capacity to leave
room for respectful debate over positions that he himself rejected. I had actually witnessed Dulles’s disagreements with what had been called the Yale
School, and Lindbeck’s cultural-linguistic theory of doctrine in particular.
When the Lutheran scholar’s book The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Postliberal Age was published in the spring 1984, Fortress Press held
a symposium in the Yale Divinity School Common Room.1 Avery was paired
with the Reformed theologian Hans Frei to offer short papers in response to
Lindbeck’s long-awaited postliberal synthesis. Whereas Frei was largely
encouraging about the book, Avery was noticeably less so. Yet ever the bridge-
builder between divergent schools, he identified points of contact between his
own ecclesial-transformative model of theology and Lindbeck’s cultural-
linguistic approach. His commentary on postliberalism would appear in various talks and essays in the following years, and always with reserve toward
what he perceived to be a tendency toward fideism (truth depends solely on
51
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what has been revealed through faith) and relativism (truth remains always
relative to one’s cultural perspective).
After the symposium concluded, I went home that evening and read Lindbeck’s book cover to cover. The following morning, I ordered from the campus bookstore Dulles’s latest work, Models of Revelation,2 and made a list of
his other books available in print. His classic Models of the Church soon
became a primer for me in identifying the distinctive images and core concepts that give rise to different understandings of the nature and structures of
the Church. By the time I joined the 1991 seminar, Dulles had become my
guide as a student of ecumenical theology and as someone who aspired to
share in the work of dialogue between the Catholic Church and her ecumenical partners.3
Yet the early 1990s also marked a shift in Dulles’s assessment of the ecumenical task. He had just been through a contentious round of the Lutheran-
Catholic Dialogue in the United States, of which Lindbeck was also a member.
Round 8 had achieved a modest consensus on the topic of Mary and the saints
in light of Christ as mediator of salvation. Despite having two teams of eminent scholars from both confessional traditions, the dialogue labored for seven
years to test whether the two sides had really found agreement on the doctrine
of justification, which it had claimed to have achieved in the previous round.
In this round the issue at stake was whether the justified in Christ, particularly
the saints, cooperate in the work of salvation for those others still on the way.
There was a moment in the dialogue, recorded in the minutes, in which
Father Dulles became exasperated over the perceived unwillingness of Lutherans to admit that the Catholic cult of the saints and the two modern Marian
dogmas of the Immaculate Conception and Assumption were not forms of
idolatry. “If we have studied Vatican II for six years and not been able to conclude whether or not it recommends idolatry, again I think we failed in our
mandate and we should frankly confess that we have failed.”4
What had been happening to Dulles’s theology in the 1980s likely shaped—
and was influenced by—a growing sense that the dialogues had pretty much
stalled over intractable problems such as Luther’s contention that even the
justified remain sinful. In an earlier time, Dulles showed confidence in the
historical critical method as a confessionally neutral tool in aiding theologians
to reconcile opposing doctrines by appealing to new interpretations of scripture and the common tradition. But in this new area, when scholars of various
disciplines were employing postcritical methods to arrive at truth propositions,
Dulles argued for a type of exegesis that went beyond the historical-critical
meanings of scripture to include voices of the larger theological tradition.
“The word of God must be read diachronically” (through time), he said to me
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in a conversation that helped orient my dissertation, which he directed, on the
work of Joseph Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI).
Therefore, it isn’t enough to determine how St. Paul understood justification in the Letter to the Romans. As a Catholic, one had to tend to the exegesis
of Augustine and the Eastern Fathers, of Trent and the commentaries of the
great Scholastics. On this very core issue of how human beings are restored to
a right relationship with God, Dulles never believed that the consensus
between the Catholic Church and the member churches of the Lutheran
World Federation escaped the mutual condemnations of either Trent or the
Lutheran Confessions.5 The Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification, encouraged by Pope John Paul II as a sign of hope for the new millennium, was in Dulles’s view flawed in many of its claims. While he acknowledged
a limited consensus found in the core statement of paragraph 15, he remained
unconvinced of any substantial agreement on what Catholics said about issues
like the concurrence of justification and sanctification or the capacity of the
justified to merit eternal life. He said the same about Lutheran assertions in
relation to the anathemas of Trent.
The Dulles seminars and lectures I attended in the time of my doctoral
studies all seemed to revolve around issues that had surfaced in the ecumenical dialogues of the 1990s and early 2000s. By the time I was appointed Executive Director of the USCCB’s Secretariat for Ecumenical and Interreligious
Affairs in 2005, Avery seemed to be more of a friendly critic than enthusiastic
supporter of the work I was charged with coordinating. How odd it was for me
to hear him question the usefulness of the bilateral dialogues between our
bishops’ conference and its historic Protestant and Anglican partners, and
between the Holy See and the global bodies representing Protestants and
Evangelicals. After all, Avery was largely responsible for providing me with the
tools for engaging in this work. Yet, nearing the end of his long career, he
questioned whether the dialogues could yield any more convergences, short
of one side having a true theological conversion.
Of course, Cardinal Dulles never reversed himself in supporting the mission of Christian unity. That would have implied rolling back the mandate of
Vatican II. On one of the Cardinal’s last trips in 2007, I heard him say at the
Faith and Order Conference in Oberlin, Ohio, that he personally stood by all
the ecumenical statements he had ever signed, including those of the
Lutheran-Catholic Dialogue and of Evangelicals and Catholics Together.6
But the tone and substance of his Oberlin keynote indicated how much Avery
believed the ground had shifted from those early years just prior to and after
the council. So much had changed in society and in the Church since he
himself had been a graduate student in Rome writing on the “vestiges of the
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Church” in non-Catholic Christian communities, or teaching at Woodstock
Seminary alongside the pioneering ecumenist Gustave Weigel.
For such a changed landscape, a new method was needed. Avery gave it a
name: “mutual enrichment by means of testimony.” By that he meant not a
dialogue aimed at producing agreements on doctrine as a means of advancing
toward full communion in faith, sacraments, and ministries. No, something
more modest: a sharing of one’s gifts, including the theological convictions that
are germane to one’s confessional identity. “Within a framework of witnessing
to one’s own identity, Catholics would want to hear from the churches of the
Reformation the reasons they have for speaking as they do of Christ alone,
Scripture alone, grace alone, and faith alone, while Catholics tend to speak of
Christ and the Church, Scripture and tradition, grace and cooperation, faith
and works. We would want to learn from them how to make better use of the
laity as sharers in the priesthood of the whole People of God. We would want
to hear from evangelicals about their experience of conversion and from Pentecostals about perceiving the free action of the Holy Spirit in their lives.”7
Conversely, he added, Catholics would want to share what they hold to be
sacred to them: “We are not ashamed of our reliance on tradition, the liturgy,
the sense of the faithful, and our confidence in the judgment of the Magisterium.”8 Eventually, hearts may open and conversion of orientation on critical
matters of belief may ensue. The point is to give witness and allow God’s grace
to overcome prejudices that prevent our discovering the truth in common.
In the atmosphere of a shift toward a reconfessionalizing of theology and
pastoral practice among segments of the respective churches, Dulles’s proposal found a receptive audience. Yet, I could not help but wonder aloud with
him in the airport on the way home whether he had sidestepped the critical
responsibility theologians have in helping their communities of faith arrive at
a common profession of faith, the basis for recognizing each other’s ministries
and celebrating together the Eucharist. If we give up on this quest, then
authentic communion in the essentials of faith will remain elusive or unattainable. Though sympathetic to what I had to say, the Cardinal reminded me
that he had lived a very long life.
In closing, one of my fondest memories of Avery Dulles was on the day of
the Consistory in 2001 when he became a Cardinal. In the courtyard at the
Pontifical North American College, His Eminence sat in a chair before a long
receiving line of guests from all walks of life. As I approached and saw him
dressed in his cardinalatial robes and looking ever so much the part, he
smirked at me and said, “James, this is such a poor excuse for missing class.”
How I miss his class—that is, both his manner of deportment and the space
he provided for generations of scholars, clergy, and religious to engage the craft
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of theology. With such a model theologian to guide us, we students of the
Cardinal can resonate with his motto in knowing so much better “the one in
whom we have believed.”
Notes

1. George Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Postliberal
Age, 2nd ed. (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2009).
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3. Avery Dulles, Models of the Church (New York: Image Books, 2002). For a good
discussion of how the method of modeling in this text demonstrates both Dulles’s
concern to identify distinctives in confessional traditions and at the same time
mediate between them, often by means of a “bridge model,” see Thomas A. Baima,
“Models of the Church and Its Contribution to Ecclesiology and Ecumenism,”
Chicago Studies 47, no. 2 (Summer 2008): 173–189.
4. Cited from the minutes of Round 8 of the United States Lutheran-Catholic
Dialogue, entitled “One Mediator, the Saints and Mary,” by Patrick Carey in Avery
Dulles: A Model Theologian (New York: Paulist Press, 2010), 374. See Carey’s excellent
chapter on Dulles, “The Ecumenist 1971–1996,” 349–390.
5. Avery Dulles, “Two Languages of Salvation: the Lutheran-Catholic Joint
Declaration,” First Things (December 1999): 25–30; “Justification: The Joint
Declaration,” Josephinum Journal of Theology 9 (Winter/Spring 2002).
6. Cardinal Avery Dulles, “Saving Ecumenism from Itself,” First Things 178
(December 2007): 23–27.
7. Ibid., 26.
8. Ibid.
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Avery Dulles on Luther and Lutheranism
H. Ashley Hall

Avery Dulles both inherited and contributed to an emerging appreciation
within the Roman Catholic tradition for Martin Luther as a theologian and a
reformer by critically evaluating Luther’s historical context and ongoing influence. Though direct references to Luther are rare in Dulles’s writings (he was
not, properly speaking, a Luther scholar), his reflections on Luther and Lutheranism reveal a direct engagement with Luther research throughout his career.
Moreover, Luther research among Protestants and Roman Catholics became
liberated from the overly polemical perspectives of the previous centuries. In
particular, Lutherans and Roman Catholics began to appreciate what their
respective traditions share in common and to see a recovery of Luther’s theological insights as a living voice for the future of both traditions and the possibility of a fellowship between them.
This essay first describes the development of Roman Catholic Luther
research in the twentieth century. Second, it examines the direct comments
on Luther and the Lutheran tradition by Dulles in light of this context. In all,
we will see that Dulles’s had an appreciation of Martin Luther and the
Lutheran tradition and that this perspective appears early in Dulles’s writings.
In his characteristic manner, Dulles’s criticisms were balanced and well
researched, always with an eye for where the Holy Spirit might be leading the
Church in the truth “ever ancient yet ever new.”

Roman Catholic Luther Research
Avery Dulles developed his perspective on Martin Luther within the “golden
age of Catholic Luther research.”1 The grandfather of this golden age was
56
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certainly the German Church historian Joseph Lortz (1887–1975).2 His two-
volume Die Reformation in Deutschland (1939–40) offered a sympathetic
portrait of the Reformer, in sharp contrast to the work of earlier Roman
Catholic historians, notably Heinrich Suso Denifle, O.P. (1844–1905), and
Hartmann Grisar, S.J. (1845–1932).3 Lortz makes two contributions to the
discussion: first, he acknowledges sincere and faithful theological principles
in Luther’s life and work; and second, he acknowledges that the late medieval Church was indeed in sharp decline and thus Luther’s criticisms were
not invalid.
Though Lortz remained critical of Luther, his portrait praises Luther as a
deeply religious person (homo religiosus). Luther lacked neither piety nor zeal.
Yet, two deficiencies collided: the first was Luther’s own faulty education in
the via moderna (Nominalism), which led him to misunderstand and caricature proper Scholastic theology.4 The second was the demonstrable corruption
and apathy of the institutional Church, which for too long had proven intractable. According to Lortz, then, Luther’s diagnosis of the disease in late medieval Christianity was insightful, yet his prescription for a cure would have only
hastened the patient’s death. Luther sparked the wild flame, but only the
Council of Trent was able to harness both the authentic fidelity and the scope
of vision necessary for true, purifying reform. Lortz’s work stands a sluice gate,
shifting the channel of Roman Catholic scholarly and popular interest in
Luther away from the blindly polemical and toward irrigating new fields of
historical and theological analysis that were generally sympathetic and even,
at times, appreciative.5
The golden age of Catholic Luther research would be refined under those
who embraced and expanded upon Lortz’s method and insights. Theo Bell
notes the development of two schools of Catholic Luther research.6 The first
school to emerge (following Lortz) was the “historical” school. The most noteworthy proponents of this perspective are Lortz’s successor at the Institute for
European History (Mainz), Peter Manns (1923–1991); Lortz’s former student,
the German historian Erwin Iserloh (1915–1996); and Iserloh’s own former
student, the American theologian Jared Wicks, S.J. (b. 1929). The second to
emerge was the “systematic” school, interested in how Luther’s themes could
contribute to the ongoing theological discourse, particularly related to the
objective work of salvation of God through Jesus Christ and its related influence on the questions of justification, faith, and the sacraments. Noteworthy
contributors to this systematic approach were Albert Brandenburg (1908–1978)
and Otto Hermann Pesch (1931–2014). By the mid–twentieth century, the
perspective among Roman Catholic Luther scholars was that Luther’s complaints were not unfounded and his theological insights should not be lightly
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dismissed; indeed, many of Luther’s concerns and remedies gave voice to
essential aspects of the Catholic tradition.7
In particular, and most striking, is the willingness of significant Roman
Catholic scholars to convey upon Luther titles appreciative of his influence
and perspective. Again, though not lacking in criticism, some see in Luther
a laudatory model of the Christian faith. The first title has already been discussed: Lortz’s homo religiosus. Peter Manns expanded this appreciation by
referring to Luther as a father in the faith—a person who, for the sake of truth,
is willing to stand against anything opposed to the will of God.8 Otto Hermann Pesch identified Luther as a common teacher (doctor communis)—for in
Luther’s work we see a deeply Catholic sensibility. Though Luther’s theology
was “a new form of language and understanding of faith in the gospel,” it
remained consonant with Catholic doctrine, both of his time and as manifested at the Second Vatican Council.9 Moreover, according to Pesch, Luther’s
expression of faith in existential terms (as one radically dependent upon God’s
grace in the person and work of Jesus Christ) is most relevant for postmodern
humanity. On the occasion of the five hundredth anniversary of Luther’s birth
(1983), the Lutheran–Roman Catholic Commission for Dialogue declared in
a joint statement that Luther was a witness to the gospel. Such appreciative
evaluations of Martin Luther by Catholic scholars has been affirmed by Cardinal Johannes Willebrands, Pope John Paul II, Pope Benedict XVI, and, as
will be demonstrated, Cardinal Avery Dulles. Thus, Thönissen concludes,
“one can speak of the implicit reception of theological insights of Luther by
the Magisterium of the church.”10 Bell and Cardinal Karl Lehmann, however,
strike a more cautious tone, arguing that while great progress and consensus
has been reached among Luther scholars and ecumenical theologians (both
Roman Catholic and Lutheran), this “new Catholic image of Luther is still far
from being received yet.”11 Thus, some popular polemical representations of
Luther endure.12
Nonetheless, the ecumenical implications for this golden age of Catholic
Luther research are seen in Avery Dulles’s own comments on Luther and
Lutheranism, as well as his contributions to ecumenical dialogue.13 At the risk
of oversimplifying, the Catholic theologians engaged in ecumenical dialogue
did not draw exclusively from either the historical school or the systematic
school; both have made significant contributions. Especially noteworthy is the
call from the Working Group of Evangelical (Lutheran, that is) and Catholic
Theologians to drop the mutual condemnations of the sixteenth century.14
While the document acknowledges that real differences of doctrine and praxis
remain, more often than not the condemnations of the sixteenth century were
based on caricatures instead of substance. The lifting of the condemnations
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is not an effort to ignore substantial differences; rather, it is to more accurately
focus on issues that continue to divide.
A second development in the theological method was an embrace of “differentiated consensus” or a “reconciled diversity” when proper and applicable.
This method affirmed the importance of true unity over uniformity. It was not
necessary for Lutherans and Roman Catholics to affirm the same thing using
identical words and methods; rather, each was allowed to use the language of
their respective traditions to express a unifying chorus around essential doctrines.15 All of these developments helped contribute to one of the greatest
ecumenical documents of the last century, the Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification (1999). Avery Dulles both contributed to the crafting of
this document and offered some critical reflections.16
Finally, it should be noted that these developments in Catholic Luther
research were not without parallel among Lutherans. During this same time
period, Protestants generally, and Lutherans in particular, began to rethink
the importance of Luther and the contributions of the Lutheran tradition.
Given the nature of this essay, we will not discuss these developments in
detail but will highlight the more significant points. First, starting in the late
nineteenth century, there was a “Luther Renaissance,” spurred by the four
hundredth anniversary of Luther’s birth and the publication of the Weimar
edition of Luther’s works, D. Martin Luthers Werke (1883–1993) in seventy-
three volumes. The Luther Renaissance revived interest in Luther’s writings
and helped to foster different “schools” of Luther research.17 Likewise, over
against earlier post-Enlightenment appropriations of Luther as a great figure
or model (e.g., “Luther as the First Modern Man” and “Luther as the Father
of German Nationalism”), the Luther Renaissance helped to bring greater
attention to the nuance, developments, and continuities of Luther’s thought
and the historical context in which they formed. By and large, those influenced by the early leaders of the Luther Renaissance tend to look for what is
unique in Luther, examining where and in what way he broke with the tradition and “rediscovered” the gospel.
Another strand of the Luther Renaissance, however, was an emerging
movement that emphasized Luther’s continuity and indebtedness to the Catholic tradition; these scholars were dissatisfied with the concerted (and in some
cases, enforced) effort to unite the Lutheran and Reformed traditions in the
early nineteenth century.18 Though often compared to the Oxford Movement
within Anglicanism, this Neo-Lutheran movement was an earnest effort not to
add but to retain the Catholic elements of its confessional documents (especially
as they relate to sacramentology, ecclesiology, and the liturgy). These Lutherans understood themselves as “Evangelical Catholics” and as “Confessional
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Lutherans” who emphasized the “Catholic Luther,” and worked for improved
relations with Roman Catholics.19 By the mid–twentieth century, two strands
of Protestant Luther research stood side by side (and unresolved) among
Lutherans in both Europe and North America.20
Avery Dulles developed his understanding of Luther and the Lutheran
tradition at the unique confluence of events during his lifetime: Luther
research that became less polemical, with an emerging appreciation of Luther
by Roman Catholic scholars as well as renewed and concentrated study of
Luther’s writings and historical context among Protestant scholars; the vitality
of Roman Catholic thought and engagement in the wake of the Second Vatican Council; and the distinct desire for improved ecumenical relationships
between Roman Catholics and most mainline Protestants. In the midst of
these developments stood the young Avery Dulles, whose personal history,
ample talent, and early interest in ecumenism would offer some of the most
substantial contributions to Christian theology in the twentieth and twenty-
first centuries.

Dulles’s Writings on Luther and Lutheranism
Three articles (1959–1961) define Dulles’s early interactions with ecumenical
theology and the encounters between Protestants and Roman Catholics in
Europe. In 1957, as part of his formation in the Society of Jesus, Dulles began
his tertianship in Münster, Germany, before starting two years of doctoral
work at the Gregorian University in Rome (1958–60).21 While in Germany,
Dulles was able to witness firsthand the flourishing of Lutheran–Roman
Catholic dialogue. He first records his experiences in an article for America
magazine, “Protestants and Catholics in Germany” (1959).22 Dulles begins
with a broad overview of the religious landscape in Germany and then
describes particular encounters and potential developments between the two
traditions. He notes that among many Protestants in Germany, there is a
strong conviction that if Luther were alive in the twentieth century, he would
not find within Catholicism the abuses against which he protested.23 Moreover, many faithful Germans—Protestants and Roman Catholics—believe
that they bear a special responsibility for repairing the fracture of the Church,
since the Reformation was born there.
Throughout the article, Dulles describes his visits to newly founded ecumenical institutes (Münster, Heidelberg, and Paderborn), where he encountered provocative lectures from leading theologians and engaged in informal
conversations with many interested bishops, pastors, and laity.24 Additionally,
he mentions attending an annual retreat for Protestants and Catholics hosted
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by the Una Sancta movement at the Benedictine Abbey of Niederalteich
(Bavaria). Dulles noted that the emphasis at all such retreats was on conversation and meditation, not disputation; and yet “no attempt was made to minimize or bypass the points of disagreement.”25 Dulles affirmed that through
such frank and open discussions, “many ghosts have been laid low” between
Protestants and Catholics and how the participants on each side were open to
being changed through dialogue. Casting his eye to how this experience
might enrich and inform ecumenical dialogue in the United States, Dulles
offers two cautious observations: first, “we must not accept the fact of religious
division with fatalism, as though it were inevitable”; and second, “it is imperative that Protestant and Catholic theologians take each other’s thinking seriously,” such that each participant undertakes a concerted effort “to read and
understand each other’s work.”26 The reader today can see how, in 1959, Dulles
had already articulated a vision for ecumenical engagement that would guide
his career.
A second and very short article (1959), more in the nature of a report,
describes Dulles’ interactions with a German Lutheran theologian on the eve
of the Second Vatican Council.27 Hans Asmussen (1898–1968) was a pastor
and dean (Propst) in Heidelberg. When the Second Vatican Council was
announced, Asmussen wrote to his Lutheran colleagues affirming what they
should do with and for Roman Catholics, “since Church unity is the desire of
every sincere Christian.” First, Protestants should offer private and public
prayers for the success of the Council. Further, since the one who prays must
also be ready to act on the responses of the Holy Spirit, Protestants should
examine three areas of potential collaboration: Lutherans must prepare for
greater dialogue with Roman Catholics by getting their own theological house
in order, since intra-Protestant divisions related to justification, the liturgy, and
the resurrection (in light of critiques of these doctrines from Liberal Protestantism) would hinder a more comprehensive and conclusive dialogue. Reflecting a more conservative, confessional Lutheran perspective, Asmussen asks
his colleagues if they could still commit to definitive truths within Christianity. If not, how could they dialogue about truth with Roman Catholics? Second, Lutherans should be prepared to work with Catholics in the political
realm against the threats of Communism. Asmussen argues that Protestants,
for the sake of the Orthodox Christians of eastern Europe, would have a vested
interest in seeing better relations between the Orthodox churches and Rome.
Finally, Protestants should be prepared to learn from Catholics regarding
ecclesiastical organization, namely, that Lutherans in particular need to reaffirm the visible and institutional nature of the Church as a tangible witness to
the Body of Christ in the world. Dulles concludes by affirming the perspective
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of Asmussen, writing, “We should like to think that many non-Catholics will
share his constructive attitude toward the coming Council.”
A third and more detailed article reflecting upon Dulles’s experiences in
Germany appeared in 1961, “Protestant-Catholic Relations in Germany.”28
Striking many of the same themes here as in “Protestants and Catholics in
Germany,” this article reflects both a deeper awareness of Lutheran–Roman
Catholic relations in Germany and a broader perspective on its implications.29
Dulles begins with a nonpolemical approach: instead of placing blame for the
Reformation, he assumes the perspective of Lortz’s historical school of thought
that Luther and his colleagues were sincere in their efforts. Moreover, both
sides (Lutheran and Roman Catholic) should view the Reformation as “unfinished business” because neither side achieved the goal of their reform efforts:
a unified and purified Church.30
The bulk of the article is a discussion of five factors that helped lead to the
new opportunities for Lutheran–Roman Catholic dialogue in Germany: the
disestablishment of the Lutheran Church in 1918; the rise of the Neo-Lutheran
movement and appreciation for the continuity of the Lutheran Confessions to
the larger tradition; the more recent history of modern biblical scholarship;
the liturgical movement of the early twentieth century; and a shared fraternal
experience of persecution of faithful Christians under National Socialism.31
On the whole, Dulles’s description reveals an appreciation for the ways that
the more conservative elements of confessional Lutheranism resonates with
Roman Catholic perspectives, both historically and in the twentieth century.
Each of the five developments helped reawaken and reaffirm among some
Lutherans the vigor and substance of Luther’s faith—a faith that substantially
“never lost most of his Catholic convictions.”32 Testimony of this Catholic
substance are Luther’s and the Lutheran Confessions’ affirmation of the ancient Trinitarian and Christological formulations in the Creeds, a retention of
the Mass and sacramental realism, and the affirmation of the benefits of private
confession. All of these provide an arena for discussion with Catholics on several mutually agreeable principles. Moreover, biblical studies had emerged as
another “powerful bond” between the two traditions. Though differences in
interpretation on key texts remain, the basic hermeneutic principles of modern biblical scholarship are depolemicized such that Protestant and Catholic
scholars and pastors “make full use of each other’s biblical studies.”33 Likewise,
the liturgical renewal movement of the early twentieth century moved Lutherans and Roman Catholics beyond the controversial issues related to the medieval Mass toward a focus on the broader patristic consensus both traditions
shared (this would be especially evident in the liturgical reforms to come as a
result of the Second Vatican Council). Finally, both Lutherans and Catholics
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suffered persecution and martyrdom under the Nazi regime. As each bore
faithful witness to Christ, “in the underground and in concentration camps
Protestant ministers and Catholic priests often found themselves closely associated in the defense of Christian values against the new paganism.”34
In the final two sections of the article, Dulles reflects on Catholic contributions to meeting and addressing the new reality these five factors helped to
create. First, he notes the contributions of Joseph Lortz as well as Karl Adam
(1876–1966). Adam, a Catholic dogmatic theologian at the University of
Tübingen, helped to establish the Una Sancta movement in 1947. Beginning
with a small volume of three lectures, Adam outlined not only the abuses of
the late medieval Church, which would have legitimately driven a man of
Luther’s piety to rebellion, but also the deeply Catholic sensibilities within
Luther’s works. These sensibilities, if Lutherans rediscovered and embraced
them, would lead them to see that the Catholic Church is no longer an
enemy.35 After some initial hurdles, the Una Sancta movement (and a journal
of the same name) spurred the kind of interconfessional exchanges and shared
retreats among Lutherans and Roman Catholics that Dulles also described in
his previous article.36 Dulles also highlights again the work of the newly
founded ecumenical institutes in Germany, especially the work of the
Catholic-sponsored institute at Paderborn and its journal, Catholica. Though
each has a unique tone and perspective, both the Una Santa movement and
the ecumenical institute at Paderborn “admirably supplement each other.”37
Dulles concludes this article with caution and circumspection. He acknowledges that despite the progress outlined in Germany, the differences between
Protestantism and Catholicism are substantial and will not be easily overcome. An ecumenical dialogue must be rooted in honesty and authenticity
lest it “degenerate into a vague fusionism or a sterile debate.”38 Moreover, the
situation in Germany is unique and not at all easily applied to the North
American context (where the religious landscape and historical context are
quite different). Reflecting on the situation in the United States, Dulles notes
the tremendous investments of resources and personnel that would be required
to adequately assess the possibilities of ecumenical dialogue. He concludes
that Christians in the United States are in a pre-dialogue phase, rich with
possibilities but of such diversity that “before we discuss detailed points of
agreement and disagreement, we should try to get to know each other better.”39 Little could Dulles have known that just three years later the Second
Vatican Council would issues its Decree on Ecumenism (Unitatis Redintegratio, 1964) or that, in 1965, the first official bilateral ecumenical dialogue
between Lutherans and Roman Catholics would begin not in Germany but
in the United States.40
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In January 1965, Dulles gave a sermon as part of what would become known
as the Week of Prayer for Christianity Unity at the National Shrine of the
Immaculate Conception in Washington, DC. This sermon was published a
few months later as an article entitled “Luther’s Unfinished Reformation.”41
Capturing both the spirit of the times as well as reflecting his studied observations, Dulles strikes a cautiously optimistic perspective. Most noteworthy is
that he speaks directly to the virtues of humility, patience, and charity the
ecumenical moment should evoke from faithful Catholics. Reflecting his earlier affirmations, Dulles notes that Roman Catholics have much to learn from
Luther, beyond the admonition “that he stands as a warning of the great evil
that can ensue from a private interpretation of the Christian message.” Such
simplistic notions must be abandoned. Quoting Cardinal John Henry Newman, Dulles reminds his audience that many sincere and devout Christians
are found within the Protestant traditions. Thus, the proper response of Catholics is not disdain or ignorance but the search for a common proclamation.
Catholics ignore Protestants and Luther’s appeals at their peril. Dulles
begins by noting that one positive outcome of Luther’s protest was that Roman
Catholicism was finally rallied to address necessary reforms at the Council of
Trent. And yet, Dulles continues that the Church of the Counter-Reformation
did not give “sufficient value” to “sound Lutheran principles,” such as the centrality of the Word of God in the Christian life, a theology centered on the
dynamic message of Scripture, a vital liturgy, restoring to the laity the sense
of dignity in their calling, a clergy that modeled servant leadership, and the
necessity of vibrant preaching and biblical study.42 Only now, in the twentieth
century, had Catholicism become “genuinely self-critical.” It belongs to the
Second Vatican Council to go beyond the defensiveness of the Council of
Trent to embrace what is good and vital and held in common with separated
brethren in a spirit of “humility, charity, and Christian freedom thoroughly in
accord with the gospel,” making it clear that the Church is “capable of genuine self-reform.”43 While many Protestants marvel at the breathtaking scope
and dynamic evangelism of the Second Vatican Council, Dulles asserts that
“the current renewal could not have gotten off to such a good start without the
assistance of our Protestant brethren” because “for the first time in centuries,
we see how important their criticism is for us.”44
The same accountability and humility must apply to Protestants as
well.45 Too often, the history of Protestantism—in spite of Luther’s Catholic
sensibility—has defined its doctrine, liturgy, and piety in opposition to Catholicism. This reality diminishes the light of the gospel whenever Protestants
have also demonstrated complacency in light of the scandal of Christian division. Have Protestants not lost the zeal and sensibility which once so fueled
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their reforming movements? If the Second Vatican Council was a time when
Catholics could receive and embrace the vital insights of Protestants, is it not
time for Protestants to consider their own “Catholic reformation,” in which
the ancient and common heritage is reevaluated and restored? If both sides
remain committed to a true dialogue, “it seems obvious then, that as Catholicism becomes more concerned with the purity of the gospel and Protestantism with its plenitude, we shall see better prospects for an ultimate reunion
of the fullness and purity of Christian truth.”46 As long as there are two separate Christianities—one Catholic and one Protestant—the objectives of both
Luther and the Council of Trent to reform the one, holy, catholic, and apostolic Church remain only partially achieved.47 Though the obstacles are many,
Dulles concludes that the goal of all sincere Christians should be one common
articulation of faith and one common Eucharist within a single united Church.48
We can round out our discussion in this section by examining two articles
in which Dulles contemplates the possibilities of a true union between Lutherans and Roman Catholics. The first relates to a concerted but ultimately failed
attempt to have the Augsburg Confession recognized as a Catholic document,
leading up to the commemoration of the 450th anniversary of its composition
(1980).49 Consisting of twenty-eight articles, the Augsburg Confession was presented by the Lutheran princes and estates of the Holy Roman Empire as a
draft for a common confession of faith. The document is divided into two
parts: twenty-one articles that outline the fundamental doctrines Lutherans
and Roman Catholics affirm together; and seven articles on doctrines and
practices that are in dispute and require reform. The document was rejected
by the Papal Legate and the Emperor, though its moderate tone was noted and
praised by many representatives at the Diet.
In anticipation of the 450th anniversary and in light of the great progress
made in Lutheran–Roman Catholic relations, the question was posed whether
it was now time for Roman Catholics to affirm all or part (viz., the first twenty-
one articles) of the Augsburg Confession as a “legitimate expression of Christian truth.” This noteworthy proposal for recognition was offered from the
Roman Catholic side.50 Though the recognition of the Augsburg Confession
did not become a reality, the desire to formulate a common profession of faith
between Lutherans and Roman Catholics nonetheless found later expression
in two official documents commemorating the five hundredth anniversary of
the Reformation: From Conflict to Communion (2013) and Declaration on the
Way (2015).51
Dulles’s commentary on the effort is instructive.52 Dulles begins by affirming that in its original purpose and tone, the Augsburg Confession is an
ecumenical document and therefore the question of recognition was not
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unwarranted. Dulles offers and examines four fundamental questions about
the proposed recognition: Can the Augsburg Confession be considered by
itself? What is the force of the Augsburg Confession today? Is the Augsburg
Confession compatible with Catholic teaching? What would recognition of
the document mean? The first two questions relate to a perennial and legitimate questions from Roman Catholics to Lutherans: wherein is your teaching
authority and how binding are the historical confessional documents and subsequent declarations made by Lutheran officials upon members of the various
Lutheran church bodies? Dulles argues that, though these preliminary questions about authority will demand some eventual answer, Catholics can proceed to wider questions of common affirmation by acknowledging the
historical and broad consensus among Lutherans that the Augsburg Confession has a regulative function upon Lutheran doctrine and praxis.53
For Dulles, the last two questions are far more substantial. He begins by
noting that the final seven articles of the Augsburg Confession—outlining the
controversial issues needing reform—no longer carry the weight of the charge,
since Catholic practices around these them (e.g., the Latin Mass, giving the
chalice to the laity, and the temporal power of bishops) have radically changed.
Moreover, the “edge of Lutheran protests against monastic vows and clerical
celibacy is blunted” due to the now relative ease with which dispensation to
these obligations is granted.54 So, at first glance, there seem hardly any concerns remaining.
However, Dulles notes that the deeper question of what recognition would
mean; namely, the necessity for Catholics to accept the theological and exegetical foundation upon which Lutheran proclamations are made.55 For
instance, though Catholics in the twentieth century began offering again the
chalice to the laity (as Lutherans did in the sixteenth century), would recognition of the Augsburg Confession require Catholics to accept the Lutheran
arguments that withholding the chalice is contrary to the command of Christ?
Likewise, would Catholics be required to embrace the Lutheran argument
that required celibacy for clergy is contrary to nature (something Catholic
doctrine denies)? Concomitantly, would an acceptance of the Augsburg Confession imply a rebuke by the twentieth-century Catholic Church of the
sixteenth-century Catholic authors who crafted the official response to the
Augsburg Confession?56 Finally, the faithful Catholic must inquire about what
is missing in the Augsburg Confession, such as its most brief treatment on
ordination or any statement regarding the papacy.
While finding much that is laudatory in the Augsburg Confession, Dulles
notes that due to both the theological justifications within the text and its
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omissions “it seems hardly likely that the Catholic Church in our time will be
able to recognize the [Augsburg Confession] as an unexceptional statement of
Catholic doctrine.”57 Dulles concurs with Joseph Ratzinger that whatever may
come, using the term “recognition” should be avoided, since it both awakens
false expectations and actually harms vital ecumenical dialogue.58 Dulles
then considers the constructive potential of ongoing ecumenical dialogue to
resolve some of the remaining contested issues and perspectives. Perhaps,
once resolved, his critical analysis of the proposed recognition might be
softened.
Dulles concludes by asking the reader to consider a possibility greater than
a Catholic recognition of the Augsburg Confession. The Second Vatican
Council enshrined the concept of a hierarchy of truths (Unitatis Redintegratio,
§11). Without overlooking or excusing what is missing, the Catholic Church
could view the Augsburg Confession favorably for its articulation of the
“immense common heritage” of the Scripture, Creeds, and core doctrines.
When examined from this perspective, the “discrepancies” of the document
become relatively minor, such that there may soon come a time when Lutherans and Roman Catholics could mutually affirm that they belong to the same
“ecclesial fellowship.”59 It appears that Dulles is gesturing here to the emerging concept of “reconciled diversity”: that two entities could affirm that they
see much that is good in the other and that while substantial differences
remain (such that would prevent full union or recognition) the differences are
not of the quality to warrant condemnation. However, his brief conclusion
offers no illustration of what he might have specifically had in mind.
Some indication of what he might have meant may be found in a short
article Dulles wrote for the monthly newsletter of the American Lutheran
Publicity Bureau, the Forum Letter.60 That particular issue was dedicated to
evaluating the latest document from the international Lutheran–Roman
Catholic dialogue, Facing Unity: Models, Forms and Phases of Catholic-
Lutheran Church Fellowship (1984).61 This comprehensive analysis lays out
several models of unity, communion, and fellowship and which models might
fit the status of current Lutheran-Catholic relations. Dulles was asked to
respond with his vision for the ongoing and distinctive role of Lutheranism,
should such a proposed reconciliation and some form of ecclesial unity occur.
Dulles asserts that Lutheranism would still have a vital role to play and that
structural forms should be put in place so that the distinctive elements of
Lutheranism would be preserved.62 In particular, there are four strengths
that the Lutheran tradition offers: Luther and the Lutheran tradition manifest a unique theological genius, which “stands alongside Augustinianism,
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Thomism, and several others as one of the major Christian options”; Lutheranism presents a biblical orientation and contributes to biblical scholarship;
Luther avoided of “the pitfalls of a detached objectivism” and models how to
“integrate biblical study with a vital existential appropriation of God’s saving
Word”; and Luther launched a powerful reform movement “based on a living
response to the Word of God” that is “linked to positive renewal” in the
Church—which was also the understanding of ongoing reform expressed at
the Second Vatican Council.63
Dulles, as we have now repeatedly seen, affirms Luther as a proper reformer,
understood as offering “corrective” (as opposed to constitutive) principles.64 To
the extent that Lutherans affirm Luther’s own desire for a reform of the one
Church and the dialectical relationship of Lutheranism to Catholicism,
Dulles sees no major obstacles to the proposed visions for an institutional
union or fellowship. After such a union, any remaining Lutheran critiques
would be on the same level as those of Roman Catholics who offer objections
or concerns about certain Church teachings and practices.65

Conclusion
This brief survey of Dulles’s reflections on the significance of Luther and the
Lutheran tradition should only be seen as a prologue for a deeper examination
of Dulles’s contributions to ecumenical theology, providing a historical and
theological context for his substantial contributions to the Lutheran–Roman
Catholic dialogue in the United States. Far from being the result of relativism
(as has often been charged), the ecumenical progress among Christians in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries discussed here has been the result of historical research and appreciation for historical context. Moving beyond
polemics and simplification has spurred Christians toward a greater appreciation for the common catholic tradition shared among Roman Catholics and
magisterial Protestants. Among Lutherans and Roman Catholics in the early
twenty-first century, this received legacy and sense of vital urgency for the
mission of the Church catholic lives on in the most recent conclusions of
bilateral dialogues, especially in relation to baptism, the teaching authority,
and need for a common witness.66 Therein, Lutherans and Roman Catholics
today (along with all faithful Christians of good will) have benefited from the
legacy of Avery Dulles: a frank and honest assessment of real theological differences; to not accept those differences cynically or with fatalism; and a
prudent yet persistent effort toward a common affirmation of the one, holy,
catholic, and apostolic faith.
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22. Avery Dulles, “Protestants and Catholics in Germany,” America 100 (January
24, 1959): 493–495.
23. Ibid., 493.
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24. These are the Institute for Ecumenical Theology, University of Münster;
the Ecumenical Institute, University of Heidelberg; and the Johann Adam Möhler
Institute for Ecumenism in Paderborn. Dulles also mentions the founding of the
Institute for Ecumenical Research in Strasbourg. Upon completing his doctoral
studies in Rome, Dulles would make a visit to another center of ecumenical
engagement, the Community of Taizé; see Carey, Avery Cardinal Dulles, 151.
25. Dulles, “Protestants and Catholics in Germany,” 494.
26. Dulles, ibid., 494–495. In 1963, soon after writing those words, Dulles would
become more engaged in ecumenical discussions in the United States, giving a
lecture at Concordia Seminary (Lutheran Church–Missouri Synod), St. Louis and
participating in a Protestant-Catholic-Orthodox dialogue at Harvard University; see
Carey, Avery Cardinal Dulles, 181–182.
27. Avery Dulles, “A Lutheran on the Ecumenical Council,” America (August 22,
1959): 626. As a single-page document, all quotations that follow for this section are
directed here.
28. Avery Dulles, “Protestant-Catholic Relations in Germany,” The Epistle 27
(Winter 1961): 2–11.
29. Though the article focuses on Germany, Dulles introduces the article by
noting, “I had some opportunity to see the contacts between Catholics and Protestants
in several countries. I made brief visits to Holland, Belgium, France, and Switzerland,
and stayed some time in Italy. Everywhere I saw signs of an almost passionate interest
in all that touches on Christian union. I cannot believe that this vast movement,
surging up in every region of Christendom, is not inspired by God, or that it will not
produce rich blessings.” See “Protestant-Catholic Relations in Germany,” 2.
30. “Educated Protestants and Catholics are alike aware that the Reformation in
an unfinished business. It never achieved what it set out to achieve. In fact, it went
askew and brought about something quite different. Luther and his colleagues
wanted to correct what they conceived to be abuses and corruptions within the Holy
Catholic Church, to which they wished to belong. It was far from their intention to
split the Church or to found a new Church. The Catholic Counter Reformation was
a failure likewise: for while it did correct certain abuses within Catholicism, it failed
to win back Protestants who had originally called for the Reform and the Council.
Thus, from both points of view—Protestant and Catholic—the desired objective
remains to be achieved—a single, undivided Church in which the Christian faith is
preached and practiced in its fullness and purity.” Ibid., 3.
31. Ibid.
32. Ibid., 4.
33. Ibid., 5.
34. Ibid., 6.
35. Ibid., 7. Embedded within Adam’s description of Luther are echoes of Lortz’s
affirmation Luther as a homo religiosus and Pesch’s doctor communis.
36. Specifically, Dulles mentions the retreat at Abbey Niederaltaich, ibid., 8;
see also “Protestants and Catholics in Germany,” 494. There were reports (Dulles
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indicates that they may have been unfounded) that Lutherans and Roman Catholics
were worshiping together. The Vatican issued two disciplinary decrees in 1948 and
1949 that clarified and resolved the matter, to the extent that it ever applied to the
Una Sancta gatherings; see Dulles, “Protestant-Catholic Relations,” 7.
37. “I seemed to note a definite contrast in spirit between Niederaltaich and
Paderborn, between Una Sancta and Catholica. The former is enthusiastic and
hopeful, the latter sober and even diffident. Una Sancta stresses points of agreement;
Catholica stresses the controverted issues. Una Sancta appeals to the heart, Paderborn
more to the head.” Dulles, “Protestant-Catholic Relations,” 9.
38. Ibid., 11.
39. Ibid.
40. Dulles served on the U.S. Lutheran–Roman Catholic Dialogue for twenty-five
years (1971–1996). For a summary of his service, see Carey, Avery Cardinal Dulles,
349–390. A detailed examination of the meetings between Lutheran World Federation
and Vatican officials that led to the foundation of such dialogue is provided by Jared
Wicks, S.J., “Lutheran-Catholic Dialogue: On Foundations Laid in 1962–1964,”
Concordia Journal 39, no. 4 (Fall 2013): 296–309.
41. Dulles, “Luther’s Unfinished Reformation,” Catholic Mind (April 1965):
32–35. When it began in 1908, with the blessing of Pope Pius X, the observance was
known as “the Chair of Unity Octave.”
42. Dulles, “Luther’s Unfinished Reformation,” 33.
43. Ibid., 34. See also Dulles’s comments in “Protestant-Catholic Relations in
Germany,” in footnote 29 as well as Thönissen’s summation in footnote 9. Dulles’s
enthusiasm here should not be taken as another simplistic assumption among some
Catholics that Trent was a disaster for the Church, which was only remedied by the
light of the Second Vatican Council. Dulles is contrasting this understanding with
the realities of the Second Vatican Council, which—without nullifying or subverting
Trent—was able to articulate the foundations of the Christian faith beyond the
confines of a defensive posture. His meaning will become clearer when he then
articulates how this is true for Protestants as well.
44. Dulles, “Luther’s Unfinished Reformation,” 34.
45. Ibid. He writes, “In the centuries since Luther, some Protestants believe,
Protestant faith and worship lost much of the Catholic content to which Luther
and his contemporaries staunchly adhered.” Given the confines of Dulles’s article,
he is making a broad generalization about Protestantism and using Luther as a
symbolic figure.
46. Dulles, “Luther’s Unfinished Reformation,” 34–35; emphasis added.
47. Ibid., 35.
48. Ibid.
49. The Augsburg Confession was presented to the Imperial Diet of the Holy
Roman Empire in the summer of 1530. Though rejected by the Papal Legate and
Catholic princes at the Diet, the Augsburg Confession endured as an essential
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teaching document of the Lutheran faith; it is part of a collection of such authoritative
documents within Lutheranism, known as the Book of Concord (1580). See The Book
of Concord: The Confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, ed. Robert Kolb and
Timothy J. Wengert (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2000), 27–105.
50. The hope for such a recognition was exclaimed by the Lutheran theologian
Peter Brunner (University of Heidelberg). It was Catholic theologian Vinzenz
Pfnür (University of Münster) who put forth a positive evaluation and defense of
the recognition. This was followed by Johannes Cardinal Willibrands, as head of
the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity, and Joseph Ratzinger (at the
time, Professor at the University of Regensburg). The idea of such a possible official
reception by Roman Catholics was presented and well received at the General
Assembly of the Lutheran World Federation in Dar-es-Salaam (1977). See Joseph A.
Burress, ed., The Role of the Augsburg Confession: Catholic and Lutheran Views
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980), xi–xvi.
51. Both documents emphasize what is held in common and commit Lutherans
and Roman Catholics to both a common commemoration of the Reformation and
proclamation of the good news of Jesus Christ; see From Conflict to Communion:
Lutheran-Catholic Common Commemoration of the Reformation in 2017 (Leipzig:
Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 2013) and Declaration on the Way: Church, Ministry,
and Eucharist (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 2015).
52. Dulles, “The Augsburg Confession and Contemporary Catholicism,” in
Burress, The Role of the Augsburg Confession, 131–138.
53. Ibid., 132–133.
54. Ibid., 133–134.
55. Ibid., 134.
56. See “The Confutation of the Augsburg Confession,” in Sources and Context
of the Book of Concord, ed. Robert Kolb and Timothy J. Wengert, trans. Mark D.
Tranvik (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2000), 105–139.
57. Dulles, “The Augsburg Confession and Contemporary Catholicism,” 135.
He continues, “Can the Catholic Church, while retaining its own beliefs
regarding sacrifice, merit, vows, the invocation of the saints, and so on, admit the
‘legitimacy’ of a Christianity which at least appears to deny these very tenets?”
135–136.
58. Dulles warns that a Catholic recognition runs the danger of “domesticating”
the Augsburg Confession and setting up a competing “Catholic” interpretation of
this—albeit ecumenical—fundamentally Lutheran document (that is, it is ecumenical
from a distinctly Lutheran perspective). He argues further that, although Lutheranism
is in dialectical relation to Roman Catholicism, that very dialectical nature prevents
Lutheranism from morphologically taking its place peacefully alongside Roman
Catholicism (or Eastern Orthodoxy) as a parallel expression of Christianity. Ibid.,
136–137.
59. Ibid., 138.
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60. “Lutheran Role after Reunion,” Forum Letter 14, no. 12 (December 20, 1985):
7–8.
61. Available on the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity website:
http://www.christianunity.va/content/unitacristiani/en.html.
62. He describes something like an ordinariate: “If Rome and large numbers of
Lutherans, or even whole synods or churches, were to be so reunited, it is entirely
possible that the Lutheran partners might retain a certain juridical autonomy, having
their own seminaries, liturgical rites, and canon law. Such arrangements would
greatly assist the Lutherans in maintaining their own traditions in theology and
spirituality, thus enabling them also to make a greater contribution to the diversified
unity of the Church catholic.” Dulles, “Lutheran Role after Reunion,” 8.
63. Ibid., 7–8.
64. He writes, “Principles such as ‘faith alone,’ ‘grace alone,’ and ‘Scripture
alone’ can, I believe, be fully accepted as correctives, but, taken literally, are not
sufficiently rich to provide a positive foundation for a balanced Christian existence.
Even within Lutheranism, they were at times undermined by trends such as pietism
and rationalism.” Ibid., 8.
65. Dulles gestures to this briefly in his article “The Role of the Augsburg
Confession,” 137. He outlined a broader perspective on freedom (and obedience) in
the Church in a lecture given in 1976 at the “Martin Luther Colloquium” of the
Lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysburg. Reprinted in Avery Dulles, “The
Meaning of Freedom in the Church,” in Encounters with Luther (Gettysburg, PA:
Institute for Luther Studies, 1982), 2:82–95.
66. The remarkable commemorations of the five hundredth anniversary of the
Reformation are properly oriented toward the future of the universal Church’s
mission. Chapter 1 of From Conflict to Communion lists four common challenges
for Lutherans and Roman Catholics: the growth of Christianity (Protestant and
Roman Catholic) in the global south—which has only a faint awareness of the
historical differences separating Christians and sees no pertinent applicability of
those historical differences in their context; the rise of Pentecostalism and other
charismatic movements in the global south; the rise of secularism in the global
north; and emerging religious pluralism in both regions. The latest round of U.S.
Lutheran–Roman Catholic dialogue (Round XII, now concluded) took up the issue
of how doctrine is faithfully discerned and taught (published report forthcoming).
The common statement of Round XII revives a call first issued by Avery Dulles and
Eric Gritsch in Round VI of the U.S. Lutheran-Catholic Dialogue for the possibility
of “magisterial mutuality” as a way to faithful address the current and future
challenges of the universal Church.
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Divine Revelation, Academic Freedom,
and the Catholic University
A Proposal after Avery Dulles
Terrence W. Tilley

How can scholars in Catholic universities have academic freedom in the face
of divine revelation? In some institutions, especially in some evangelical colleges, a commitment to God’s revelation seems to limit scholars’ research.
Revelation becomes used as a barrier—happily, one not often approached—to
undertaking some academic explorations. However, my thesis is that if we
accept Avery Dulles’s fundamental understanding of divine revelation, then a
Catholic university can maintain both the authority of divine revelation and
confirm its support of academic freedom. To show this, I here address three
key questions. First, how can we understand academic freedom?1 Second, how
can we understand divine revelation? Third, given these understandings, what
does this say about how we should live in and live out the idea of a Catholic
university?

Academic Freedom
We tend to associate academic freedom in this country with the American
Association of University Professors.2 The AAUP claims that “institutions of
higher education are conducted for the common good and not to further the
interest of either the individual teacher or the institution as a whole. The common good depends upon the free search for truth and its free exposition.”3
This principle surely deserves the endorsement of all those involved in higher
education. Consideration of “the common good” has become so terribly
diminished in public discourse in the United States. It seems that advocacy for
the common good has become a distinguishing characteristic of specifically
Catholic social thought, especially as it has vanished from the discourse of
77
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most contemporary political conservatives. The search for truth is certainly a
Catholic commitment. In the AAUP’s 1970 comments on their key 1940 statement, they also note that members of the academic profession have “responsibilities to the institution and to students” among others.4 Linking rights and
responsibilities, not merely asserting rights, is also characteristic of Catholic
social thought. How could one object to such principles?
One might object to them by how they are fleshed out. First, the central
AAUP principles apply only to “teachers” and “researchers.” Students are not
subjects of academic freedom in the AAUP statement, a glaring omission.5
Second, while all in the academy—including those who work in explicitly
denominational institutions—should be appreciative of the protections afforded by peer review and due process promoted by AAUP, the notion of “freedom” inscribed in these documents is almost purely procedural. Is that a
notion of freedom sufficiently robust for Catholics to wholeheartedly support
it? Third, the AAUP more recently stated that “a college or university is a
marketplace of ideas, and it cannot fulfill its purposes of transmitting, evaluating, and extending knowledge if it requires conformity with any orthodoxy of
content and methods.”6 The image of a university as a “market” is rooted in the
notion that the fittest ideas will survive in a free competition—a kind of intellectual Darwinism. But no marketplace is entirely free and stretching the
concept of “the survival of the fittest” to cover ideas as well as biological species is rather implausible. Can Catholics endorse such a consumerist notion
of the search for truth valorized by the AAUP’s image of the university as a
market? And can’t some ideas, such as “hate speech,” be precluded from academia as they can be and sometimes are terribly harmful in the time before
they eventually wither in the face of “fitter” ideas? While the marketplace of
ideas may well “weed out” bad science, such as the idea of “cold fusion,” bad
ideas in the social sciences and humanities, and especially in ethics, may live
long and “prosper,” potentially doing terrible damage to generations of students. Such a pseudo-Darwinian approach is, at best, inadequate.7
What this means is that the procedural version of academic freedom is
necessary for all colleges and universities to thrive, but not sufficient. Catholic
colleges and universities cannot be institutions of higher learning without
procedural safeguards such as those of the AAUP. Yet to serve the common
good, there needs to be at least a minimal conception of what the common
good is. Now politically and socially we debate many constituents of what
constitutes “the common good,” but “serving the common good” is more than
offering a consumerist marketplace for ideas judged only by how many consumers buy them. How can we figure out what that “more” is? Whatever it is,
it will be substantial, not merely procedural.8
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A step in that direction can be seen in AAUP Principles stating that academic freedom entitles teachers “to freedom in the classroom in discussing
their subject, but they should be careful not to introduce into their teaching
controversial matter which has no relation to their subject.”9 Academic freedom presumes that teachers are exercising their freedom in relationship to
their subject. So if they abandon their subject, the concept of academic freedom cannot apply to them because it applies as they pursue their subject,
certainly in the classroom, but I would argue in their research as well.10
The academic freedom to inquire and to decide among contested proposals
presumes the subject or realm of knowledge under inquiry. Proposals are
developed within an ongoing field of research. Such proposals are not “field-
independent,” but based in a subject. Obviously, researchers simply presume
far more claims made in the particular realm that is home to their investigations. Investigating the efficacy of a particular drug in the treatment of cancer,
for example, requires presuming a vast body of experimental and clinical data;
without such a presumption of the general principles of investigation such as
double-blind testing for many drug trials, the particular investigation simply
cannot proceed. These presumptions are not under inquiry in doing research.
Just as sailors at sea cannot replace all of the parts of a ship all at once, but
must stand upon the whole to replace a plank, so scholars presume a whole set
of claims and values as they debate one particular aspect of that nexus.11
Examples abound. In evaluating claims about “dark matter,” physicists presume a huge structure of theoretical physics; in exploring evolution, biologists
accept an overarching scheme in order to bring clarity to particular controverted areas in the scheme; in debating the morality of contraception, Catholic theologians presume a huge structure of theology; in analyzing Saint
Augustine’s attitudes toward women, historians presume a body of reliable
primary texts and much interpretive work.12 If some abandon the structure of
physics, they abandon physics as a subject; if some abandon evolution, they
abandon biology as a discipline; if some abandon the structure of theology,
they abandon theology as a discipline; if some try to interpret Augustine with
no reference to historical interpretation, they are abandoning history as a discipline. Academic freedom to explore and assert a particular claim requires
taking for granted—presuming—the claims, the established procedures, and
usually the accepted results of scholarship in the discipline.
Academic freedom, then, is freedom to seek truth in pursuing a subject. But
this freedom presumes “the subject” that is pursued. If one abandons the subject, one abandons the academic freedom associated with the subject one has
abandoned. Within the subject, no formula or issue is beyond question. But
when questioning one issue or formula, as in repairing one part of the ship, one
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must stand on the ship as a whole and take the whole of the body of work “for
granted.” Without the subject as a whole discipline, there is no academic
freedom.
The next step is to see how academic freedom can serve the common good
in a Catholic university where theologians and other scholars work to explicate
and illuminate God’s creation and revelation. To move to that question first
requires an understanding of divine revelation.

Divine Revelation
In this section, I offer four reflections on revelation. First, what is revelation?
Fundamentally, it is God’s self-manifestation. In his introduction to the English
translation of the Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation of the Second
Vatican Council, R. A. F. McKenzie, S.J., lays out elements of a doctrine of revelation. Revelation is a “manifestation by God—primarily of Himself; secondarily of His will and intentions.” That manifestation is a communication that
is “part of a larger pattern . . . destined ultimately for the good of all.” This
communication is public, not private, and “has to be made known to others
by the testimony of its recipient. Passed on orally, it becomes tradition; recorded
in writing, it becomes Scripture.” Hence, Scripture and tradition contain revelation, but neither Scripture nor tradition simply is divine revelation. Fr. McKenzie sees that the relationship between divine revelation on the one hand,
and Scripture and tradition on the other, is not to be conceived as between a
whole and its parts, but as Scripture and tradition in some way sacramentally
bearing revelation.13
Avery Dulles, S.J., defined revelation as “the self-manifestation of God
through a form of communication that could be termed, at least in a broad
sense, symbolic” (266).14 In his analysis of the Vatican II’s understanding of
revelation, he noted that the Council “clearly taught that the Holy Spirit is
active in continuing to communicate the revelation already given. . . . Granted
that God addresses the Church through the Scriptures and the sacraments,
does God not speak also through creation and through secular history?” (234–
235) Revelation is God’s “word,” but not a communication narrowly limited to
the formal structures, not limited to the history or texts of Judaism and Christianity, and not fully contained in particular events and people of the past.
McKenzie’s comments and Dulles’s theological claims sketch a contemporary,
orthodox Catholic account of revelation.
Second, how can we understand revelation? Here Cardinal Dulles has
much to offer. He rejected claims that revelation can be construed as the delivery of immutable divine propositions into the hands or ears of ancient writers
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(objectivism) or as the influence of a purely internal light or feeling or focal
awareness on the part of individuals (subjectivism). As he put it, God does not
insert “prefabricated propositions . . . into the human mind” (267). Dulles also
distinguishes “virtual” revelation from “actual” revelation. Virtual revelation
is God’s self-manifestation ontologically prior to its being accepted. Acceptance in faith makes virtual revelation actual.15 Hence, Dulles finds that revelation both shapes and is shaped by faith. He writes:
On the one hand, revelation precedes faith inasmuch as, before anyone can believe there must be symbols wherein God expresses what he
is, and wills to be, for the world. These symbols, before their meaning
is understood and accepted, are virtual revelation. When believers
accept revelation, they allow their minds to be determined by the
meaning they find in the symbols. Thus revelation shapes their faith.
On the other hand, faith exists before revelation inasmuch as the
symbols do not yield their meaning except to religious inquirers or
believes who are actively committed to the search for truth. The quest
itself involves a kind of implicit faith—a confidence that the search is
not a futile one and that God’s revelation, if it exists, can be recognized. When the search has succeeded, faith actively receives revelation and provides it, so to speak, with a dwelling place in the mind.
Since revelation cannot exist as such outside a created mind, revelation may be said to presuppose faith” (279–280).
Without such acceptance in faith, revelation is real, but only virtual, and thus
inaccessible to those who have not accepted it.
Dulles finds that revelatory symbols display human responses to the divine
initiative. The claim that in some way humans create their own symbols arbitrarily and then dub them with the honorific “revelation” is anathema. For
Dulles, true symbols must be reflective of the real, and specifically the real
manifestation of God in “the interplay of nature and history” (266). Nonetheless, no “clear dichotomy can be drawn between the symbolic and the nonsymbolic” (132). Dulles distinguishes “the figures of speech and the literary
imagery” that are based on the fundamental symbols “out of which they
emerge” (267). Whether the fundamental symbols are “bases” for reflections
or “distillations” of what is received is arguable. Clearly, they “are not creations
of the human imagination as if they were created ex nihilo. The basic symbols
of Christian revelation . . . are the persons, events, and other realities whereby
God brings into existence the community of faith we call the Christian
Church” (266).16 For Dulles, revelation “is always mediated through symbol”
(131) and produced in particular historical contexts.17
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Symbols carry meaning. They get their meaning from a web of meanings,
a semiotic system. If revelation is always mediated through symbols, then
actual revelation must be expressed in symbols that acquire their meaning in
a semiotic system. Although events, texts, people, or things may be virtually
(potentially) revelatory, there is no way to identify or recognize them except in
the response of faith as symbols—which transforms those objects into actual
revelation. Dulles also claims that there are “real symbols” out of which the
“figures of speech and literary imagery” of religious symbolism emerge” (266).
These are not virtual, but actual symbols expressing revelation. Part of theological work—which assumes in its discipline that there is divine revelation—
is to explore what symbols are actively revelatory and central to the tradition:
we also need to discern which symbols and figures are effective. Questions
about which symbols we should use to express faith effectively are dealt with
in the discipline of theology, the discipline Saint Anselm called “faith seeking
understanding.”
Dulles recognizes that the symbols we use to express and understand
divine revelation are “given in a specific history” and mediated through Scripture “read in the light of living and ongoing tradition” (268). God’s self-
manifestation through and in symbolic communication “has cognitive value
that can be expressed, to some extent in true propositions” (268).
However, as symbols get meaning from the semiotic systems that “house”
them, so propositions get their meaning from the sentences we use to express
them in natural human languages. If propositions exist (and there is some
debate about that among philosophers), they can be expressed only in human
languages. Human languages are not immutable. The meaning of sentences
can and does shift as the language shifts—historical theologians, for example,
generally accept that the meaning of “person” in contemporary English is
different from the meaning of prosopon in ancient Greek or even persona in
ancient Latin, so “there are two natures in one person, Jesus Christ” in contemporary English may not (and I think cannot) convey exactly what the
ancient creeds did. Theologians can and must explore whether sentences that
do not share “cognate” terms like “person” and “persona” may better express
Christological doctrine today than the literalistic transliteration of those
Greek or Latin terms into contemporary languages.
Third, it is clear for Dulles that revelation is not an epistemic foundation
for faith independent of faith. Revelation, in Dulles’s view, cannot function as
a source or norm of faith independent of the response(s) of faith. Actual revelation is not prior to faith, but is the correlate of faith. Because “virtual revelation” is not available to us without faith, virtual revelation cannot function as
a foundation for Christian faith and practice, but becomes actual revelation,
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the correlate of faith within a tradition of the practice of faith.18 Thus, we cannot directly examine God’s “virtual revelation” or use “virtual revelation” to
warrant our claims. We can only utilize actual revelation, the correlate of
faith, and examine revelatory symbols that express divine revelation in the
concrete.
It is important to note that the question is not whether God reveals—Catholic theology as a discipline presumes that; it is not up for question in the
discipline of Catholic theology. Rather, theologians must ask, “Which responses to God serve well to express God’s self-manifestation for us?”
Fourth, if Dulles’s account of revelation as historically contextualized symbolic mediation is an adequate account of revelation as promulgated by Vatican II on revelation, what follows? Three implications seem to me important
in this area.
1. The exploration of the symbols and sentences that express the truth that
God has revealed is a work proper to theologians. Theological disciplines
explore how to communicate what God is revealing.
An analogous approach is found in the Essay on Development of Saint
John Henry Newman. For Newman, the Idea of Christianity appears in a
succession of historical events, but is not reducible to them. Divine Faith is
what it is. The events show what it is. Newman distinguished what constitutes
faith (an ontological claim: it is a divine gift, as is Dulles’s “revelation”) from
how we recognize which claims express the faith (an epistemological claim
akin to Dulles’s understanding of the symbols of faith). Newman is clear that
the idea of Christianity never changes essentially. What clearly develops is
the expression of that idea. “These expressions [Creeds and dogmas] are never
equivalent to” the idea. Nonetheless, these expressions “live in the one idea
which they are designed to express, and which alone is substantive. . . . Catholic dogmas are, after all, but symbols of a divine fact, which, far from being
compassed by those very propositions, would not be exhausted, not fathomed,
by a thousand.”19 The historical events that constitute change in the expressions of the faith, thus, do not determine what the faith is, but express and
show the faith.
It is difficult to overstate the importance of the distinction of what a thing
is and what expresses and shows it. This is not at all the same distinction as the
classic philosophical distinction between “appearances” and “reality.” The
faith is a divine gift that is lived in and lived out. The life of faith is a life
lived under the guidance of a Christian vision. The articulation of that
vision and the practice of the faith vary from time to time and place to place.
None of those expressions and other practices are sufficient to express fully
and completely the true gift of God. They are expressions of that gift. Yet these
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expressions are necessary if the gift of faith is to be communicated and known;
without them, the faith cannot be known or communicated “in this world.”
The faith, then, is not reducible to any one articulation or any one pattern of
practice (though some expressions and practices are incompatible with
authentic expressions—hence, Newman’s notes on what constitutes an authentic development). The idea of Christianity, Newman wrote, never changes,
but its expressions do. In short, theologians can properly dispute about how
God acts in self-manifestation and whether particular human responses are
revelatory—disputes about particular claims that merit academic freedom in
the overarching discipline of Catholic theology.
2. Such explorations require that theologians distinguish between what
makes a claim true, how we recognize the truth of claims, how we appraise
claims, and how claims are to be adjudicated. What makes a revelatory symbol
true is that it expresses the self-manifestation of God. We recognize a revelatory symbol because it is reliably produced and received as properly expressing
God’s self-revelation in and for a community of faith.20 But there are disputes
over whether a symbol has been reliably produced, for example, the dispute
over the symbols homoousios and homoiousios before the Council of Nicaea
in 325: both “Arians” and “Athanasians” claimed their favorite was reliably
produced. But the council finally appraised and adjudicated “homoousios,”
one in being, not “homoiousios,” similar in being, as the proper symbol for
speaking of the Son’s relationship with the Father—a theological appraisal and
an authoritative adjudication that was not universally accepted at that time,
but became widely received throughout Christianity. But once we recognize
that (1) what constitutes revelation differs from (2) how we recognize revelatory
symbols, we still need to (3) appraise those symbols or sentences in the context
of mutable human languages, we can see that debates about the formulations
of revelation in doctrinal proposals and counter-proposals are proper subjects
of truly free and faithful academic inquiry in Catholic theology.
To be clear, when those symbols or sentences pertain to matters essential
to the faith, the magisterium properly comes into play. Theologians may and
must appraise symbols, propositions, and practices. Such appraisals may be
diverse. The bishops (themselves theologians, as at Nicaea, or in response to
sophisticated theological disputations, as at the Council of Trent of 1545–63)
have the responsibility of adjudicating theological appraisals. Episcopal adjudication is different from theological appraisal; bishops can certainly do
both. However, people functioning as bishops or theologians need to be clear
on the force of their statements. On the account here, appraisal and adjudication properly have different forces, are issued by people with different
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status in the Church, and have or should have different effects. Confusing
theological appraisals (proposals) with definitive teaching is harmful to the
expression and the life of faith.
3. As in other investigations noted in my discussion of academic freedom
earlier, inquiring about whether a particular symbol, sentence, or proposal
reflects God’s revelation presumes the reliability of the rest of the body of proposals that constitute the faith. One can question whether God reveals only if
one steps out of the barque of theology and into the ship of philosophy. In theology, one can investigate any particular symbol or sentence for its adequacy to
communicate now what God reveals. I would take this as implied by Dulles
when he wrote, “Revelation, rather than being presupposed as fully known
from the start, is progressively elucidated as theology carries out its task” (283).21
Theologians, then, are not faithful to the past by repeating past formulas. Fidelity to our whole tradition may require new particular forms in the present, for
neither the cultural context nor the meanings of our sentences today are sure
to be identical to those of the past. Faithful theologians qua theologians do not
dispute that God reveals, but they may propose new symbols and sentences that
express that revelation. And to serve the common good of the Church, theologians whose job is to understand the faith require academic freedom, even
when theologians argue for significant—and perhaps startling—changes in one
or two planks of the vessel of faith while they necessarily presume the faith as
a whole.

Revelation and Academic Freedom in a Catholic University
If my earlier comments regarding academic freedom are accurate, then a
Catholic university can be neither a mere marketplace of ideas nor a closed
circle that admits only those who are “in conformity with an orthodoxy of
content and methods.” The former neglects the necessary commitment of
scholars to substantial components of disciplines necessary for true academic
freedom and espouses at best a procedural account of freedom and at worst a
debased consumerist understanding of knowledge. The latter limits the university community to the “like-minded” in such a way that the university fails
to allow for the necessary freedom of exploration required for properly doing
any form of academic investigation, especially a theological one. So what is
left for a Catholic university?22
Here, our reflections on Cardinal Dulles’s account of revelation and on the
work of theologians can be enhanced by the content of a conversation between
Archbishop Daniel Pilarczyk, then cochair of the NCCB Subcommittee on
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mandatum, and the religious studies department of the University of Dayton
nearly two decades ago. Those reflections provide a template for answering
the question of the character of a Catholic university.23
The conversation established that basic competency requires Catholic
theologians—and others—to present Catholic teaching as Catholic teaching:
that is, to inform the students about what the Church does teach. Catholic
theologians should also present the arguments for that position. Archbishop
Pilarczyk also agreed that Catholic theologians may present other positions
and the arguments for them that are not in accord with current magisterial
teaching. Catholic theologians may even indicate that they accept dissident
positions on particular issues on the basis of “better” arguments. But Catholic
theologians cannot—and I would add nor could any other faculty—advocate
that the students accept the professor’s position as the students’ own rather
than the position of the official ecclesial magisterium. In other words, the
student must have the freedom to take her or his own position based on a
judgment informed by fair and balanced presentation of current positions and
the arguments for and against them.24
I would claim that this pattern can apply throughout the university. The
student has the freedom to accept or reject various positions. That freedom is
positive and negative. It is positive in that students must be enabled to understand the discipline and that there are varied ideas and arguments for and
against particular proposals within the discipline; they must be supported in
their own search for truth regarding particular issues; and they should be
shown the likely implications of accepting particular proposals in theory and
in practice. It is negative in that the students must be free from being coerced
or intimidated, whether in theology or physics.25
Given the variety of Roman Catholic colleges and universities around the
country and around the world, a “one-size-fits-all” approach seems unwarranted. However, the application of Ex Corde for the United States articulates
a helpful general principle for maintaining the Catholic identity of the Catholic university. The Application states:
The responsibility for safeguarding and strengthening the Catholic
identity of the university rests primarily with the university itself. All
the members of the university community are called to participate in
this important task in accordance with their specific roles: the sponsoring religious community, the board of trustees, the administration and
staff, the faculty, and the students. . . . Men and women of religious
faiths other than Catholic, on the board of trustees, on the faculty, and
in other positions, can make a valuable contribution to the university.
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Their presence affords the opportunity for all to learn and benefit from
each other. The university should welcome them as full partners in the
campus community.26
How can our universities put this principle into practice? My friend and
sometime colleague, Fr. James L. Heft., S.M., the director emeritus of Institute for Advanced Catholic Studies now housed at the University of Southern
California, has spoken frequently of an open circle as a useful image for the
Catholic university. People of all faiths and of no faith, from every relevant
discipline are invited into the open circle of the Catholic university. The circle
presumes (not without discussion, debate, criticism, and even disagreement)
that an open and broad tradition, the Catholic Intellectual Tradition (CIT),
centers the circle, however diverse the positions that members take may be.27
The open circle is a polyphony of diverse voices, always in danger of becoming
a cacophony of the laissez-faire marketplace of ideas or a monotony of repetitive orthodox statements.
Centering on a Catholic Intellectual Tradition may ameliorate those possibilities. The CIT accepts some fundamental principles, such as those articulated in Ex Corde Ecclesiae §15: “In a Catholic University, research necessarily
includes (a) the search for an integration of knowledge, (b) a dialogue between
faith and reason, (c) an ethical concern, and (d) a theological perspective.” Not
every member of the university community need accept these principles, but
they should acknowledge that such principles center the circle as a whole.
Each one contributes in her or his own distinctive way to the work of the circle, even if those principles do not center her or his teaching or research program directly. To discuss the full ramifications of this view would take far
more space than we have here, but one is clear: a Catholic university as an
open circle has a place for the discipline of theology and for practitioners of
that discipline to have unfettered academic freedom as they work in teaching
and research in the discipline because our common good in the university is
centered in understanding God’s creation and self-manifestation.
Heft also argues that it is more important that the Catholic university not
hire merely Catholics with doctorates who can teach, but Catholic scholars.
What are Catholic scholars? Fr. Heft described them in the following way:
Catholic scholars, indeed religious scholars, approach their disciplines
with certain presuppositions: that the more deeply one gets into what
it means to be human, the more inescapable are religious questions;
that the more deeply one gets into any area of scholarship, the more
likely one finds it necessary to make connections with other areas of
knowledge; that the more intellectually vibrant a religious tradition is,
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the more it will learn from and influence the larger culture in which
it is located; and that the incarnation, for Christian scholars, is a theological focal point for all these suppositions.28
If this is correct—and I think it mostly is—then hiring for mission is crucial
for a Catholic university. But to do that requires articulating a college’s or university’s distinctive mission, not merely its “brand,” and our various institutions will have and should have a variety of missions. In general, however, a
key is hiring and developing faculty and staff who are willing to join the open
circle by being, at minimum, somewhat sympathetic to the college’s or university’s mission, including the commitments appropriate to the Catholic Intellectual Tradition. To further specify scholars’ commitments seems to run the
danger of closing the open circle to fully articulated understandings of academic freedom.

Conclusion
If my reflections are on track, then we can say that Avery Dulles’s fundamental
theology of revelation continues to provide a way to show and enact the harmonies between the practices of academic freedom and the exploration of
God’s self-revelation in a Catholic university. How this harmony is to be
orchestrated will vary, of course, depending on the distinctive missions of the
institutions.
Our various Catholic colleges and universities also form an open circle of
diversity, but a circle of conviction. “Conviction of what?” you ask. The answer
can be found in Ex Corde Ecclesiae §17, which quotes from Gaudium et Spes
§36. Here is what the Second Vatican Council said in Gaudium et Spes on
this matter:
If methodological investigation within every branch of learning is
carried out in a genuinely scientific manner and in accord with moral
norms, it never truly conflicts with faith. For earthly matters and the
concerns of faith derive from the same God. Indeed, whoever labors
to penetrate the secrets of reality with a humble and steady mind, is,
even unawares, being led by the hand of God, who holds all things in
existence and gives them their identity.29
However rocky and difficult the proximate work may be, the conviction
that unites us is that God has created a diversely awesome universe including
quarks, mosquitos, dolphins, and human societies and that God calls us to
many diverse ways to understand its graced beauty. This commitment grounds
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our hope that ultimately whatever cacophony of discord appears in our shared
work now will resolve into an amazing, almost unbearable, chorus of polyphonic hymnody. This commitment to understanding God’s creation and
self-manifestation shows the necessity of freedom to explore and perhaps dispute even the symbols and sentences that express the revealed truth of God’s
self-manifestation. This commitment grounds the academic freedom in a
Catholic college or university. Or at least I think it does, for this commitment
articulates what I see as our common good—to glorify God in our shared
work, a God who manifests God’s infinite goodness in all creation—and all of
that good creation is open to our exploration in a Catholic university.
Notes

1. The Apostolic Constitution Ex Corde Ecclesiae refers to academic freedom
four times: §§12, 29, and 37 and note 15. What I propose in this section and in the
final part of this essay is intended to flesh out this concept (left rather undeveloped
in Ex Corde Ecclesiae). See http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/en/apost
_constitutions/documents/hf_jp-ii_apc_15081990_ex-corde-ecclesiae.html; accessed
September 12, 2019).
2. This essay is a revised and expanded version of a talk, “Academic Freedom,
Divine Revelation, and Catholic Universities,” given at Franciscan University,
Steubenville, Ohio, November 14, 2014, and published in Fidelity and Freedom: Ex
Corde Ecclesiae at Twenty-Five, ed. Stephen M. Hildebrand and Sean O. Sheridan,
TOR (Steubenville, OH: Franciscan University Press, 2017), 96–113. I am indebted to
Fr. James L. Heft, S.M., for discussions on this topic; see his “Academic Freedom and
the Catholic Community,” in Theology and the University: The Annual Publication of
the College Theology Society, ed. John Apczynski (Lanham, MD: University Press of
America, 1990), 207–236; and “Academic Freedom and the Catholic University,” an
unpublished talk given at the University of Notre Dame on March 8, 2006. Thanks to
Fr. Heft, the late Maureen A. Tilley, and J. Patrick Hornbeck II for comments on an
early draft of this paper. They are not responsible for my argument.
3. As at http://www.aaup.org/issues/academic-freedom. Also see the Apostolic
Constitution Ex Corde Ecclesiae §4; also see the “Application of Ex Corde Ecclesiae
for the United States,” http://www.usccb.org/beliefs-and-teachings/how-we-teach/
catholic-education/higher-education/the-application-for-ex-corde-ecclesiae-for-t he
-united-states.cfm, especially article 2; all accessed September 12, 2019.
4. AAUP, “1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure,” as
at https://www.aaup.org/report/1940–statement-principles-academic-f reedom-and
-tenure; accessed September 12, 2019.
5. In “Academic Freedom and Outside Speakers” (2007), the AAUP mentioned
the students’ “liberty to learn”; http://www.aaup.org/report/academic-freedom-and
-outside-speakers; accessed October 30, 2014. While the AAUP focus is on the
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faculty, it has more recently begun not to count students as subjects of academic
freedom—but apparently only as self-f unding consumers in a marketplace of ideas,
a problematic image, as noted later.
6. AAUP, “Recommended Institutional Regulations on Academic Freedom and
Tenure” (2013 version of recommendations first developed in 1957), http://www.aaup
.org/report/recommended-institutional-regulations-academic-freedom-and-tenure;
accessed September 12, 2019; emphasis added.
7. There are also some views with no rational support. Call these “green cheese”
ideas: it is irrational to propose and argue for the claim that the moon is made of green
cheese. Academic freedom does not extend to advocating rationally indefensible ideas
as worthy of being held by a reasonable person. Even in the marketplace of ideas,
some proposals should be left out as simply not worthy of anyone’s buying them.
8. According to Ex Corde Ecclesiae §12, a Catholic university “possesses that
institutional autonomy necessary to perform its functions effectively and guarantees
its members academic freedom, so long as the rights of the individual person and of
the community are preserved within the confines of the truth and the common
good.” See also §§29 and 37 and norms 4 and 5.
9. AAUP, “1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure,”
emphasis added. A 1970 note points out that this principle is not intended to exclude
controversy.
10. It is important to note that “academic freedom” is not the same thing as
“freedom of speech.” The former is a right relative to research and teaching; the
latter is a broader political right independent of academic freedom. The AAUP
recognizes the differences in its 1940 Statement. Obviously, college professors
have both, but as shown earlier, they cannot claim academic freedom for public
comments outside their subject.
11. Philosophers call this point “Neurath’s Boat.” See W.V.O. Quine, Word and
Object (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2013), 3: “We are like sailors who on the open
sea must reconstruct their ship but are never able to start afresh from the bottom.
Where a beam is taken away a new one must at once be put there, and for this the
rest of the ship is used as support. In this way . . . the ship can be shaped entirely
anew, but only by gradual reconstruction.”
12. Unfortunately, in theology as an academic and ecclesial discipline, over the
last half century or so, we have lost the ability to use “theological notes.” Such
glosses were used to show the status of doctrines. Some are de fide divina, which to
controvert is to controvert the heart of the faith; any disputes in this area are weighty
and demanding of a high burden of proof. Others are as low as probable; these are
certainly debatable. The form and content of the notes is itself a matter of debate,
but investigating the doctrine that Jesus Christ was truly human and truly divine is
certainly more profound than denying the reality of limbo or purgatory, or affirming
some moral liceity for sexual congress not open to reproduction undertaken in a
morally good relationship. Just because one investigates, and even proposes replacing,
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one plank in the barque of Catholic teaching, one does not and cannot question or
propose replacing the whole unless one abandons the subject of theology. Moreover,
some “planks” are more central and distinctive to Catholic teaching than others and
the standards for warranting replacements for them are very high—hence a reason
to remember the significance of “theological notes”: the burden of proof on revising
a doctrine is proportionate to the centrality and importance of the doctrine in the
tradition.
13. R. A. F. McKenzie, S.J., “Revelation,” in Documents of Vatican II, ed. Walter
M. Abbott, S.J., and Joseph Gallagher (New York: Guild Press, 1966), 106; emphasis
added. McKenzie also comments on the particularity of revelation—that it occurs at
specific times and places to or for specific people. As a way of claiming that revelation
is not some universally diffused background noise to which humans may or may not
listen, this claim is unexceptionable. Yet it can be misleading in that it may open the
door for the disputes about the “bearers” of revelation too quickly. The questions, “Is
this person, text, tradition, practice revelatory?” are questions for appraisal. They
come only after (at least logically) one has come to at least tentative answers to
questions about what revelation is and how it functions.
14. Avery Dulles, S.J., Models of Revelation, 2nd ed. (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis
Books, 1992), 266. Subsequent references to this book will be given parenthetically
in the text of this section, which develops work on Dulles’s theology that I presented
in Inventing Catholic Tradition (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2011), 170–177. Lest it
be thought that Dulles’s position is, in some sense, purely “symbolist” or “merely
symbolic,” Dulles affirms that God’s symbolic communication should be understood
as a sacramental symbol; such symbols “contain and mediate the reality they signify”
(267). In this, Dulles is an epistemic realist: “symbols give rise to true affirmations
about what is antecedently real” (267). I have not explored other theologies of
revelation in this essay because I think that Dulles’s work has credibly exposed the
shortcomings of “propositional” accounts of revelation and “subjectivist” accounts of
revelation that cover the range of other positions currently available. While there are
other theologies of revelation as “symbolic mediation” (I would include Newman’s,
for example), Dulles’s approach is, in my opinion, the best fundamental approach to
revelation currently available.
15. Compare Joseph Ratzinger: “For revelation always and only becomes a reality
where there is faith” as in “The Question of the Concept of Tradition: A Provisional
Response” (first published in 1965), in God’s Word: Scripture–Tradition–Office, trans.
H. Taylor (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2008), 52.
16. Dulles’s assertion that revelatory symbols are not pure human creations is not
surprising. No human linguistic constructions are so pure. Each construction grows
out of previous practices and beliefs. Just as there is no pure “given” available to us as
human knowers, as in the much-discussed “myth of the given,” neither is there a pure
“taken” in human knowing as if knowing were pure construction. If virtual revelation
is indeed a “pure given,” it is not available to us by definition. For discussion of the
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“myth of the given,” see Wilfred Sellars, “Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind,” in
Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of Science, ed. H. Feigl and M. Scriven
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1956), 1:253–329.
17. Dulles does not mean that theologians progressively elucidate the faith in
the problematical way that would affirm we got it better today than Aquinas did in
the thirteenth century. Dulles’s approach of “historical situationism” is explored
especially in “Tradition as a Theological Source,” in The Craft of Theology (New
York: Crossroad, 1996), 87–104.
18. Dulles writes, “God, as encompassing cause, produces both the symbols that
speak to faith and the faith that discerns the symbols” (280). I would say that God is
the primary cause; humans responding to God are secondary causes. For a brief
account of the history of the use of revelation as a foundational category in Catholic
theology, see Francis Schüssler Fiorenza, Foundational Theology: Jesus and the
Church (New York: Crossroad Publishing, 1985), 256–259, 266–267. His alternative
hermeneutical approach is summarized at 285–311.
19. John Henry Newman, An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine,
2nd ed. (London: James Toovey, 1846), 56–57; Newman is here quoting from his
University Sermons. See my discussion in Inventing Catholic Tradition.
20. Different faith traditions can and do produce different but reliably produced
(in that tradition) claims. For instance, some Christians may well reliably claim that
revelation is found in the Bible, while some Muslims may reliably claim that God’s
revelation given to Mohammed is inscribed in the Qur’an. Some scientists may even
find the revelations of scientific practice to be just that—revelatory. But if multiple
reliably produced (or apparently reliably produced) claims about what are reliable
symbols of divine revelation are “on the table,” and they are in conflict, then the
question is how we appraise them in the context of religious diversity. That issue is
not on the table here, but I developed an “appraisal account of truth” to address this
issue in various publications, e.g., Inventing Catholic Tradition, 156–170, and Faith:
What It Is and What It Isn’t (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2010), 102–127.
21. See note 18.
22. To be blunt, Ex Corde Ecclesiae, for all its strengths, has been less than
helpful at some points. For example, the recommendation that a majority of faculty
should be Catholic may seem impractical for many universities, and also may run
afoul of U.S. labor law. I argued that point in regard to the mandatum in “The
‘Academic Mandatum’ and Hiring and Retention in the Universities and Colleges,”
a report submitted to the Ad Hoc Committee on the Mandatum of the NCCB, 11
November 2000; revised October 21, 2001. If a religious affiliation or credential were
not a Bona Fide Occupational Qualification (BFOQ) required of all members of
a unit of the university, it is not a BFOQ under U.S. labor law. Mandatum may
be a BFOQ for a department or unit composed exclusively of Roman Catholic
theologians, but mandatum does not and cannot ensure conformity with current
magisterial teaching among the professoriate. While a few Catholic institutions hire
only Roman Catholics for their theology departments, most do not; for the majority
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a mandatum requirement is dubiously legal. Whether a mandatum requirement is
wise or effective is another question.
23. See James L. Heft, S.M., “The Meaning of the Mandatum: A Report on the
Dialogue Between One Archdiocese and a Catholic University Faculty of Theology,”
Catholic Education: A Journal of Inquiry and Practice 6, no. 4 (July 2003): 491–497.
My understanding of this section of our dialogue (I was religious studies department
chair at the University of Dayton at the time of the dialogue) goes beyond Heft’s
report, especially at 496.
24. Here the notion of “theological notes,” which has seemingly fallen into disuse
as noted earlier (note 12), is helpful and has particular relevance. Both teacher and
student should be aware, at least implicitly, of the status of the proposal under
discussion so as to set burdens of proof correctly. An argument against a truly central
and traditional doctrine has a very high burden of proof to bear—perhaps something
like “certain beyond a reasonable doubt.” An argument against a traditional
theological opinion (such as the post-Tridentine opinion that there are “two sources
of revelation”—a position attributed to the Council of Trent, but one not found in the
documents) has (and had, at Vatican II) a much lighter burden of proof. An argument
about current theological opinion may have a burden of proof that is equal for all
sides. Determining where the burden of proof lies and what burden must be met can
be clarified if one understands the “theological note” attached to the proposal or
appraisal under dispute.
25. This does not entail a freedom to act on those proposals that they come to
accept as a result of their reflection—exploring that issue is beyond the bounds of
the present essay.
26. “Application of Ex Corde Ecclesiae for the United States,” Norms, Article 4
§1; emphasis added. An explanatory reference to the text of Ex Corde Ecclesiae is
elided from the quotation.
27. I proffer a grammar for this tradition in Inventing Catholic Tradition, ch. 5.
Others will have other accounts of the CIT; the very concept itself is thus an open—
and controverted—one in Catholic academia.
28. Heft, “Academic Freedom and the Catholic University,” typescript, 5. In
Inventing Catholic Tradition, ch. 5, I claim that the Incarnation and an analogical
imagination are central to the CIT.
29. Abbott and Gallagher, The Documents of Vatican II, 234.
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Hope and Despair in Today’s World
Avery Dulles and Filipino Youth
Stephanie Ann Y. Puen

It is easy to imagine that many of the youth have at one point or another felt
despair. Zoe Weil writes about her experience wherein almost half of the students she was giving a talk to from a senior high school raised their hands
when she asked them to do so if “they ever felt despair or hopelessness about
the future of the world.”1 Recent data on youth have shown a mix of hopefulness and despair. While some of the youth cling to hope, others seem to have
lost it in the face of the economic and environmental problems younger generations face. David Hicks points out,
Humans respond to difficult situations in a variety of ways. It is commonplace of psychotherapy that we repress material which we do not
want to be consciously aware of, whether childhood or adult trauma
. . . such repression can also be seen at work on a societal scale . . .
denial is an understandable response to the enormity of environmental
and global issues. Indeed, a variety of responses are reported from students, ranging from anger and frustration, to a sense of challenge and
excitement.2
With the alarm being raised on the worsening climate crisis, the rise of
extremism, populism, and nationalism in the face of weakening democratic
institutions, as well as the terrible conditions of poverty and war in certain
regions across the globe, there have been reactions of despair and despondence, where the person is convinced that what they do matters so little compared to those in power that the death of the planet is inevitable.3
At the same time, there are also individuals and groups, especially among
the youth and younger generations (the generations labeled as Millennials and
94
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Generation Z), who seek to challenge the status quo and are willing to work
toward mitigating these crises, buoyed by a vision of hope and justice.4 Research
has shown that many young people have taken on the challenge, both through
traditional means of protest and in the digital world, leveraging on new technology and social media. In East Asia, for example, Yunjeong Joo highlights
how across the countries in this region, young people since the 2000s have
been understood to be a generation of despair that lacks “visions and hope for
the future.”5 However, Joo shows that the activism of the young today is not
that of despair, but that of hope for peace and democracy, as well as justice and
respect for the totality of creation and interrelationship therein, including
human beings. In Europe, climate activist Greta Thunberg from Sweden has
spoken out continuously for the need for immediate action to combat the climate crisis, while Malala Yousafzai works to promote education for girls all
over the world; Thunberg was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize in 2019,
while Yousafzai won it in 2014, making her the youngest prize laureate.6
Such hope and activism form an important part of the Christian faith commitment, and as Avery Dulles’s work shows, such hope and activism entails a
dynamic conversion in one’s faith commitment. Looking at Dulles’s work, I
would like to draw out a message of hope that can speak to the situation today,
bringing together Dulles’s method and work on faith, Church, and society. In
response to the brief discussion above on hope and despair of the youth in
response to today’s socioeconomic and political realities, I would like to
emphasize three points from Dulles’s work: first, Dulles emphasizes that hope
is rooted in the Christian faith commitment in Jesus Christ that entails conversion; second, that such a faith commitment supports and is supported by a
vision of hope in the Kingdom of God; and third, that such a faith commitment is developed and strengthened within the context of community—that
of the Church. I will end by applying this in particular to the Philippine setting, where hope and despair are particularly felt by the majority Catholic
country amid grinding poverty, extrajudicial killings, and worsening living
conditions.

Hope, Faith, and Conversion in Community
In a presentation he made a few weeks after the September 11 attacks, Avery
Dulles emphasized the importance of hope:
Our hopes tend to fade whenever we cease to be in control. For the
moment we Americans seem to have lost control of our destiny. We
are afraid because our future does not rest in our own hands . . . as a
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theologian, I have to recognize that Christian hope never rests on
material things . . . Jesus Christ is not only the personal hope for each
one of us. He is also the hope of the world. If the world turns away
from Him, it goes terribly astray. The pursuit of riches produces massive poverty; the pursuit of freedom begets slavery; and the pursuit of
peace ends in destructive violence. But with the strength and generosity that comes from the Lord we can take part in building here on
earth what the liturgy calls “a kingdom of truth and life, of holiness
and grace, of justice, love, and peace.”7
Thus, the first point is that Dulles grounds hope in one’s faith commitment
in the person of Jesus Christ, a faith commitment that entails conversion,
which he defines as an ongoing “radical shift in a person’s apprehensions and
value, accompanied by a similar radical change in oneself, in one’s relations
with other persons, and in one’s relations to God . . . [it is] concrete, dynamic,
personal, communal, and historical.”8 Dulles highlights how the person
becomes transformed in the way he or she thinks, speaks, and acts. Part and
parcel of this conversion is thus the living out of the gospel, a new way of being
that is not a passive, blind, delusional, or fanatical acceptance of doctrine, but
a lived encounter with God’s revelation in Jesus Christ, where the “message
of Jesus Christ . . . must not only be spoke and written . . . it must also be symbolically enfleshed in actual life.”9
Where faith is strong, Christians will be honest, loving, merciful, and
respectful of the rights of others. They will have a sense of solidarity
reaching out to the whole human family . . . because Christians hope
in the promise of God’s final Kingdom, already anticipated in the resurrection of Christ, they can have courage and realism amid the vicissitudes of life . . . they are likewise able to encounter opposition, even
defeat, without succumbing to despair that lies at the root of so many
human tragedies.10
Dulles’s reflection in the preceding quotation connects the faith commitment rooted in dynamic conversion to concrete action in the political order
and the vision of hope to buoy such action, which leads to my second point,
that such a faith commitment supports and is supported by a vision of hope in
the Kingdom of God. In today’s context, where the future may seem bleak and
unclear, it is important to flesh out the “why” behind one’s actions—the vision
that one is working for, as it is this vision that underpins what the person does
in the present.11 Thus, rather than focus on directly telling people what to do
in an authoritarian way, Dulles points out that it is in shaping ideas and
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cultivating a particular clear moral vision, one grounded in the eschatological
vision of the Kingdom of God preached by Jesus Christ, one that is grounded
in justice and love.12
This vision of hope and the Kingdom of God is communicated through the
joyful message that the gospel brings. In John Paul II’s work on new evangelization, Dulles notes that “while on the one hand, people seem to be sinking
more deeply into materialism and despair, we are witnessing an anxious search
for meaning” and that in response to this search for meaning, the Church can
offer the gospel, the story of Jesus Christ, and a way of life that is patterned
after Jesus.13 Evangelization thus becomes more than just spreading doctrine,
“predicated on the doctrine of salvation by faith alone,” but rather “it will seek
to renew the entire life of believers, of the Church and of society through the
leaven of the gospel.”14
Last, Dulles also notes that this lived encounter and transformation happens
within the wider context of community—the sacramental reality of the
Church.15 Dulles’s work on the models of the Church describing its different
facets—as an institution, community, servant, herald, and sacrament—point to
the depth and richness of the Church, as well as being a fertile place for one’s
faith commitment to develop.16 Dulles points to the importance of the Church
as the community through which people’s faith commitments are deepened
and strengthened, through communion with God. It is within the context of
the Church that a person’s sense of identity and mission is also clarified—that
one’s life is not simply for the self but is connected with other people and other
creatures, and that such an identity entails a particular ethics and renewal.
It is to the Church that people turn to, according to Dulles, when they are
looking for a sense of God and communion with God, as well as “strength to
live in a world in which there is so much misery and injustice. They need
assurance that in spite of the very modest results of all their efforts, their struggles to be honest and helpful to others are ultimately worthwhile.”17 Such
reassurance comes when the Church is able to “call people to a new life in
God” and to show that “God’s love surrounds and sustains us. The Church
can help us to live in trust and hope because it assures us that we are loved,
redeemed and called to eternal life in Christ.”18
Thus, Dulles connects the Church to the eschatological vision of hope,
where “the Church not only promises to bring [people] to eternal life but even
now gives them a share in that which it promises.”19 He continues that “the
Church on earth must continually labor to become a credible sign of the
future glory to which it points. It must be a source of hope to all who look upon
it.”20 Dulles uses the thought of Edward Schillebeeckz and Johannes Metz to
point out at the Church is “an ‘exodus community’ pioneering the future of
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the world” and that “we cannot say positively what [the eschaton] is, but we
know from experience what it is not. The eschaton, thus negatively grasped,
gives the Church a standpoint for prophetic protest against all forms of injustice and violence . . . its task is not to elaborate a positive system of social doctrine, but to be a well-spring of prophetic liberating criticism.”21
These are important points raised on hope and faith in theology. I raise
these in particular because they are important to consider in the current situation of the Philippines, where hope, tied with the idea of resilience, is a key
part of the rhetoric of how Filipino culture responds to injustice or any negative experience.

Hope and Faith in the Philippines
In the Philippines, “hopeful” is a common word used to describe Filipino
people. They are known to be resilient and able to rebuild, as seen in the aftermath of various natural and man-made disasters, such as typhoons Ondoy and
Haiyan in 2009 and 2013 respectively, as well as martial law and a dictatorship
in the 1970s and 1980s.22 Hope and resilience have also helped buoy the Filipino people through the COVID-19 pandemic as they work together to weather
the crisis.
Such hope is tied to a strong religiosity and connection to the divine.
Among the youth, for example, coping with stress and other negative experiences in life is bound up with one’s faith, as the spirituality of Filipino adolescents seeks strength from God through prayer or spiritual reframing; they find
some form of inner peace (magaan sa loob) either through prayer and communication with God, or through a reframing of an experience by seeing an
event as not just painful but meaningful.23 The spirituality of the Filipino
youth also places more importance on action, rather than reciting doctrine,
and so work toward justice and care have become more important markets for
spirituality and religion.24 Hope and the importance of action are thus also
used as characteristics of Filipino youth, who will number 25.09 million by the
year 2055 and who can play a big role in sustained reform should this particular sector become organized.25
This presents a big opportunity for contribution for Christian, specifically
Catholic, theology, especially in a country such as the Philippines, where 76
million people, or 81 percent of the population, identify as Catholic.26 The
narrative of hope and resilience is a narrative that many of the youth are familiar with—at the same time, this narrative has been overly romanticized, leading to certain negative consequences:
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We rush past discomfort and onto acceptance as quickly as possible.
We want to turn the negative into a positive all at once without much
thought. This is an admirable trait to have, to be culturally independent and self-reliant, to focus on positive, productive actions. . . .
Except that we only do this because we know there are no solutions,
and because the tasks needed for concrete change are either impossible or too much trouble to implement. We know that we cannot rely
on anyone’s promises, so instead we get by on our own. We’re so used
to it that we’ve even stopped asking.27
What are considered “hope” and “resilience” thus can turn into apathy and
passive acceptance in the face of injustice, especially in the face of worsening
living conditions, poverty, rising COVID-19 cases and deaths, and extrajudicial killings.28 The tendency is to insulate oneself by not participating in civil
discourse or reform, or else succumb to vote buying due to poverty or simply
relying on personality politics rather than supporting particular platforms and
policies.29
In the face of the overwhelming power and privilege of those in power, the
average Filipino can be tempted to despair and apathy while trying to simply
live through the difficult life that systemic corruption and greed have created.
Even for those who are seeking to work for a better Philippine society, it can
also become overwhelming and tiring to work for justice amid a worsening
local and global situation. While Filipinos pride themselves on being resilient
and ma-diskarte (“street smart” or “strategic”) in making do with what is available, it also often means that there is little to no questioning of or effort to
change the system, or worse, taking advantage of the system in whatever way
possible, for so long as they get ahead, to the detriment of others.30
Along with this passivity comes a particular theology that relies strongly on
God’s work and providence, while also thinking that any distance from God
is a form of punishment. A study done on the poor, for example, showed what
Albert Alejo calls a “spirituality of negotiation,” reflected in the results of a
survey that showed that the poor in a particular community perceived God to
be very far from them . . . that is why the poor have to make so many sacrifices
before God listens to them.”31 There is a sense of having to barter with God if
one is poor in order to gain God’s blessing.
Thus, Dulles’s understanding of hope and faith responds to this by reminding the Filipino youth that, first, hope and resilience are not just a passive
acceptance of what is, in the same way that faith is not simply passive acceptance of doctrine that is delusional or blind. Rather, such hope and faith are
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active and dynamic, rooted in a deep conviction of one’s faith commitment,
which leads to a conversion of the person and new ways of being and acting
in the world. Thus, the Filipino youth are called to embody an active hope,
one that seeks reform and is involved in Filipino society but is also rooted in
a deep love for God and neighbor and convinced that God loves them and is
the ground of their being. The Filipino youth are called to live a particular
way of life that makes this love manifest in their daily lives, as well as in Philippine socioeconomic and political institutions. In the face of government
failure in handling the pandemic in the country, resulting in many losing
their sources of income and thus unable to buy their basic needs, this active
hope is manifested, for example, in community pantries set up according to
the idea of taking according to one’s need and contributing according to one’s
ability, which comes from Karl Marx and Catholic social thought. Some of
these pantries are not only charity initiatives but also contribute to justice initiatives at the structural level, particularly in the agriculture sector.32
Second, its foundation is that of the eschatological vision of the Kingdom
of God that calls for radical love and solidarity with the poor and marginalized—those who have been scapegoated by Philippine society and thus whose
deaths do not matter or who are seen as collateral damage in the escalating
violence in the Philippines. It thus galvanizes Filipinos into action rather than
nonparticipation and indifference, where the Filipino might simply “wait” for
God to do something about the issues at hand. Especially against a defeatist
or “bahala na” (“leave it all up to someone else”) attitude, or an attitude that
thinks that suffering and distance is God’s punishment and thus should not
be questioned, Dulles’s work is a reminder that it is a vision to be concretely
lived out in the present. At the same time, Dulles’s work also reminds us that
the results are not the measure by which God judges people: “success or failure is ultimately measured not by what we achieve by way of visible results but
by how we stand in God’s sight.”33 While the Filipino youth may not achieve
a totally just society in their lifetime, it is also the deep conviction and promise
to share and live out this vision to bring the Kingdom of God closer to this
reality that is part of the Christian faith commitment. This vision also supports the Filipino youth, it is hoped, especially when the temptation to despair
is strong or when it seems as though one’s efforts are all for nothing.
Last, it is also important to consider the prophetic role of the local Philippine Church as a community that takes seriously its faith commitment, in
order for the community to truly be Church. Dulles rightly emphasizes the
importance of the Church and its communal and servant aspect in enacting the vision of hope, especially since such a vision entails cooperation and
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solidarity with one another. Dulles’s work thus challenges the Catholic
Church as well as the different Christian groups to work toward genuine evangelization: evangelization that is not reduced to getting people to explicitly
proclaim Jesus Christ as their lord and savior, but an evangelization that
invites and guides people to live a life more closely aligned with the values and
story of Jesus Christ. Living a life more closely aligned with the values and
story of Jesus entails making a strong stand and siding with the poor, the marginalized, and the vulnerable, protesting against and dismantling systemic
and structural violence rather than excusing it in exchange for economic gain.
Dulles’s work also challenges the Church to be genuinely sacramental by
being an avenue for people to sincerely feel that there is a God who loves and
sustains all creation, as well as to be a source of hope and symbol of God’s
active work and engagement in the world. This challenges the Philippine
Catholic Church to engage in much more work in religious education to
make it liberative rather than oppressive or alienating, in order to share the
vision and theology stated earlier, rather than simply pass on doctrine that has
no connection to the context, hopes, and fears of the Filipino youth today.

Conclusion
Despite much despair in the face of the current socioeconomic and political
situation, both locally and globally, many young people have taken up the
challenge to reform society as well as move the world toward a more sustainable
and just way of living. While it may be difficult to do so, Christian theology, as
seen in Dulles’s work, can offer a vision of hope to sustain the concrete work that
the youth are involved in, especially against the temptation to despair when those
in power either actively oppose the reform or simply do not prioritize it. This is
especially useful and crucial in the Philippines, where many identify with the
Christian faith, and where the culture is heavily religious and spiritual.
While what Dulles is saying may dovetail with Filipino culture and religiosity, the challenge lies in translating Dulles’s work in a religiously plural
context. Dulles acknowledges the importance of dialogue and how, under
certain conditions, it can lead to certain goods, even though it may not lead
to full consensus and even though, in all honesty, certain fundamental differences will still be there.34 In the spirit of interreligious dialogue and ecumenism that Dulles proposes, this is something that perhaps that youth leaders
and organizations would also want to explicitly discuss and propose: Toward
what future are we working? What eschatological vision grounds the work that
we do? What hope do we hold onto and have as we continue our activism?
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The Undomesticated Church
Inspiration and the Mission of the Family
Mary Beth Yount

Avery Dulles, with his rich reflections on faith, revelation, and inspiration, is
the perfect dialogue partner for an examination of the mutually informing
belongings of both family members and Church members. Dulles’s uplifting
of the importance of experience at the point where our lives intersect with
God’s mystery can help us to see that the Church and the family bring about
what they represent and can help us encounter God’s self-communication and
the mystery of Christ. In the same way that Dulles’s models of the Church
help shed light on revelation, as ultimately mysterious as it remains, so, too, does
the image of the family as a domestic church help shed light on the Church,
revelation, and the relationship between members of families and the entire
Church.

Religious Imagery
Dulles posits the importance of images for the life of the Church, its preaching, its liberty, and its general feelings of common identity and loyalty. Images
help to capture and inspire the Catholic imagination. In the mid-1970s, Dulles
used his theology of images to describe the Church in images, which he called
models.1 He would continue to use this models approach even through 2006
and 2007, applying it to evangelization, catechesis, and apologetics.2
According to Dulles’s thought, the truths conveyed by images can be
revealed at a level deeper than concepts and the language that expresses them:
“Among the positive tools that have been used to illuminate the mysteries of
faith we must consider, in the first place, images. This consideration will lead
us into some discussion of cognate realities, such as symbols, models, and
105
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paradigms—tools that have a long theological history, and are returning to
their former prominence in the theology of our day.”3 Most images function
as metaphors, but there are times when so much is brought forth in an image
(and this is particularly true when representing the apophatic), that such
images are “something more than mere metaphors” (12). Examples of this are
People of God and Body of Christ.
Religious imagery must connect with the corporate experience of the faithful to be fruitful. Dulles uses this as a sort of a test: “The images must resonate
with the experience of the faithful. If they do so resonate, this is proof that
there is some isomorphism between what the image depicts and the spiritual
reality with which the faithful are in existential contact. Religious experience,
then, provides a vital key for the evaluation and interpretation of symbols” (13).
It is, corporately, the sensus fidelium (sense of the faithful) that determines the
helpfulness and validity of images. The Church and its members who are
filled with the Holy Spirit have a “grace-given dynamism toward the things
of God.” Because they have this inclination, the members of the Church
accept that which in their religious experience will lead them to the fruits of
the Holy Spirit.4

Models of the Church
In Models of the Church, Dulles explores images of the Church to examine its
basic functions, assess its mission, and describe some of the roles within it.
The models he outlines are institution, sacrament, mystical communion, herald, servant, and community of disciples. Each model has strengths and weaknesses, light sides and shadow sides.
The models approach underscores the necessity for multiple images in a
tradition that emphasizes mystery. Patrick W. Carey, a prominent historian
and Dulles scholar, points to the models approach as revealing “Dulles’ continuity with an apophatic theology of an earlier era, a theology that would
characterize his theology throughout his career.”5 Dulles’s models are not only
an extension of Vatican II’s use of multiple images to describe the Church;
they also reflect the trinitarian dimensions of the Church and other mysteries.
Dulles points out that images “convey a latent meaning that is apprehended
in a non-conceptual, even a subliminal, way” (12).
The first model Dulles presents is the Church as institution. In this model,
the Church is a loving mother who guides its members to eternal life, and
the members are visible, obedient, and must participate in the sacraments. The
Church makes a missionary effort to bring others into the salvation of the
Church. Dulles points out that treating the institutional element as primary
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results in deformation of the true nature of the Church. In this model the
powers and functions of the Church are in teaching, sanctifying, and governing, which leads to distinctions about who teaches and who is taught, who
does the sanctifying and who is sanctified, and who governs and who is governed. It carries with it a hierarchical conception of authority in which theologians study the original sources using “the ‘regressive method’—i.e., utilizing
the latest teaching of the magisterium as an indication of what must have been
present from the beginning” (32).
This model provides a “zone of stability,” reinforces a strong sense of identity for Roman Catholics, and is strongly reinforced in Church documents
(35). Several drawbacks to the institutional model include a weak basis in
Scripture and the early Church; a reduction of the laity’s roles to passive ones,
resulting in a weakened apostolate; a resistance to fruitful theology; a reductionistic legalism; a lack of the understanding of salvation beyond the Church;
and the model being out of sync with contemporary negative views of closed
societies. The Vatican II document Lumen gentium, with its focus on mystery,
sacrament, the Body of Christ, and the people of God, helped to shift the perspective that had developed between the First and Second Vatican Councils
that the institutional element was primary.
The Church as mystical communion model contains several images and
concerns communion of the members with one another and with God in
Christ (49). The image of the “Body of Christ is organic, rather than sociological. The Church is seen on the analogy of a human body equipped with
various organs. It has an inbuilt vital principle thanks to which it can grow,
repair itself, and adapt itself to changing needs” (42). This image of the Church
as mystical communion is found in Paul, Augustine, Aquinas, and others, and
began to revive in the mid–nineteenth century. Lumen gentium reaffirms this
image, but at the same time it distinguishes between the Church as a hierarchical society and as the Body of Christ, with the two relating to each other as
do the natures of Christ. It does not say that the Body of Christ is limited to
the Church.
The “people of God” image has deep roots in the Old and New Testaments
and is developed in Lumen gentium, which describes “the new People of God”
in the second chapter “as a Spirit-filled community” (45).6 The paradigms of
the Body of Christ and People of God are more democratic than hierarchical,
emphasize the relationship of all believers to the Holy Spirit, focus on the
direct service of one member to another, and subordinate the good of one
member to the good of the whole. However, the Body of Christ seems to some
to be limited to the visible body (earthly church). Some also use it to focus on
a body united with its head and to overemphasize the role of the magisterium.
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Both can tend to exalt the Church beyond its due, limiting it to the official
Catholic Church.
A model that harmonizes the human (institutional) and the divine aspects
of the Church is the Church as sacrament. This image is represented multiple
times in Vatican II documents. The church is “in the first instance a sign. It
must signify in a historically tangible form the redeeming grace of Christ. . . .
Hence the Church must incarnate itself in every human culture” (60). As a
sacrament, the Church must have a visible and invisible aspect. The more
“widely and intensely the faithful participate in this corporate action of the
Church, the more the Church achieves itself” (62). The Church therefore
signifies what it contains and contains what it signifies. This model brings
forward the best of the two preceding models, Church as institution and as
mystical communion. Another advantage is that it illuminates the grace
beyond the boundaries of the institution, including calling forward our loyalty
to the Church while making room for honest criticism.
In the image of the Church as herald, the Word is primary and sacrament
is secondary—the emphasis is on the Church as gathered and formed by the
Word of God. The Church receives proclamation (the Bible is the primary
witness) and passes it on. Faith is the primary response to the proclamation,
and the Church is fully present in the local church: “The local Church, in this
theology [drawing on Martin Luther, Karl Barth, and Hans Küng], is not just
a section or province of the Church, as it might appear in some presentations
of the institutional model, but is the Church itself as fully present in each
assembly that responds to God’s word” (71). The unity of the whole Church is
that all the local churches respond to the one, same gospel. This model has a
good biblical foundation in the prophets of the Old Testament, in Paul, and
throughout Scripture, and it helps us to develop a rich theology of the Word.
The Church as herald provides a clear mission and identity to the Church and
is conducive to conveying the sovereignty of God that, Dulles continues, leads
to our obedience, humility, and desire for reform. One limitation of the model
is that it is not enough to speak the word of God, as the word has been made
flesh (77). In addition, it may focus too exclusively “on witness to the neglect
of action” and might include a rejection of the Church as a guide to interpreting and applying the Word (79).
A view of the Church as servant conveys the message that the Church
should be in dialogue with the world and serve it by fostering the communion
of all. The Church’s mission is not to convert people but, rather, to help everyone while offering guidance and prophetic criticism. This model strives to give
the Church a new vitality and keep it relevant so that it can meet the needs of
the time. One weakness is that it does not have a strong, direct biblical
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foundation. Dulles points out that because there is a shift from the institutional model and associated language about power, the renewed emphasis on
“the categories of love and service” can sometimes be perceived as spiritual
progress. However, he cautions, we need to keep alive the distinction between
the mission and identity of the Church. Service should not be “set up in opposition” to the proclamation, since both are essential (94).
The model of Church as community of disciples was added later; first mentioned in a 1986 article, it was added in the 1987 edition of Models of the
Church. Dulles’s development of thought regarding models of the Church
can be seen in the twelve years between the publications of the original book
and the revised edition, not only in the addition of the sixth model but also in
some of his statements about his earlier models. In the revised edition Dulles
claims that he may have been too harsh about the institutional model,
although he still says that it should not be a primary model. Some of the objections to the model can be satisfied by focusing on the “institution” as coming
from what God instituted in Christ, so that the Church can continue to find
the “presence of Christ in the Church as a visible society” (196). The model
focusing on the community of disciples is a variant of the communion model,
which eliminates the potential weakness of the ecclesial communion existing
only for the sake of mutual gratification. As Dulles explains, “The discipleship
model motivates the members of the Church to imitate Jesus in their personal
lives. It also makes them feel at home in a Church that must always find its
way in a rapidly changing and fluid situation, a Pilgrim Church still distant
from its goal” (214).
This model underscores the relationship of the Church to Christ—its director through the Holy Spirit—and “illuminates the institutional and sacramental aspects of the Church and grounds the functions of evangelization and
service that are central to the herald and servant models” (198). The model’s
roots are in the New Testament and visible in Jesus’s ministry. The disciples
were “a select group within the larger community of those who accepted Jesus
as a teacher sent from God” (199). “The Twelve, however, constituted an inner
core of individuals personally chosen and commissioned by Jesus for a very
important task. . . . Peter . . . had a certain primacy among the Twelve” (200).
With the outpouring of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, the notion of discipleship
underwent further development: the presence of Jesus was universalized, and
discipleship became accessible to all believers (202).
Dulles points out that this notion is not new: Pope John Paul II called the
Church a “community of disciples,” and the council documents refer to
Church members as disciples more than twenty times. The United States
bishops and others carried this forward. All Christians must worship in liturgy,
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have Christian formation in community, and carry forth these assemblies into
the world. The community of disciples model supports this, since the members
know that they have a responsibility to carry on the mission of Jesus, including
being compassionate, fighting poverty and disease, and giving other forms of
assistance. Dulles notes that at a time when Christian values are countercultural, it is helpful for Christians to see themselves as a “contrast society” (214).
Alternatively, by focusing on itself as being in opposition to the larger society,
the community might develop a sect mentality rather than one of openness
and engagement. This model makes demands on a Christian, but Dulles says
that Christ can be found everywhere, and this is an important reminder to put
Christ first.

Evolution and Evaluation of Models
Dulles does not necessarily mention that one model is the best. In fact, models can be combined and each one is still in process. The basic assertions from
all of the models are true in that they have withstood the test of time, but each
should be in continual development to resonate with Church members’ experiences. He reminds us that the Church is a social entity and is evolving, cautioning that
the Church, as a sociological entity, may be more correctly viewed as
a “social construct.” In terms of sociological theory, one may say that
the form of the Church is constantly modified by the way in which
the members of the Church externalize their own experience and in
so doing transform the Church to which they already belong. . . . It
becomes what its leaders and its people choose to make of it. The fact
that the Church of a certain century may have been primarily an
institution does not prevent the Church in another generation from
being more conspicuously a community of grace, a herald, a sacrament, or a servant. (190)
The evolution of models is dialogical. People tend to prefer the model
best in line with their values, and the models both inform and are informed
by those values. Openness to the Holy Spirit will allow these models to continue to change. Five trends that will continue in the Church as it develops
include the modernization of structures, ecumenical interplay, internal pluralism, Church decisions made provisionally, and ruling by persuasion
rather than force (191–193). It is important that these trends will continue to
inform our models.
The models’ strengths include them being rooted in Scripture (community
and herald models) and rooted in tradition (community and institutional
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models), the extent to which they give Church members a sense of identity
and mission (institutional and herald models), their tendency to foster general
Christian virtues and values (sacramental and servant models), their correspondence with contemporary religious experiences (community and servant
models), their theological fruitfulness (sacrament model), and their ability to
enable members to relate successfully to those outside their own group (community and servant models).
Dulles’s models in general, and his specific models of the Church, have
been applied to many areas of thought. Some examples of later developments of Dulles’s thought include liberation theology7 such as work by the
Mexican Jesuit Alvaro Quiroz Magaña and Todd Walatka.8 In sacramental
theology, Abraham B. Fisher’s dissertation, The Church as Symbolic Mediation, also develops Dulles’s thoughts on models of the Church regarding
revelation and sacramentality.9 Dulles’s work on models may have been
applied to so many areas of thought—and, indeed, is still discussed now—
because much of it rings true to our experience. Deep resonances between
the image and the experience of the faithful demonstrate the accuracies and
relevancies of that image.

Developing the Family as Domestic Church
The image of the family as domestic church holds a lot of promise but needs
further development. In this second part, I apply Dulles’s models approach—
and especially his particular models of the Church as community of disciples
and as sacrament—to the image of the family as the domestic Church to evaluate, extend, and ultimately help liberate that image.
The family as domestic church has been highlighted by pious, dedicated
parents and carried forward in popular Catholic parenting literature—especially in parenting guides that purport to support traditional family structures
and parental obligations, many of which draw on Pope John Paul II’s “Theology of the Body.” Much of its use and promulgation in official Church documents revolves around the family as domestic church in the context of themes
that include traditional marriage and procreation, nurturing vocations to the
priesthood and religious life, and teaching children catechism and prayer.

Recent Official Use of the Image
The family as domestic church image formed the center of the five-chapter
official preparatory catechesis for the World Meeting of Families in Philadelphia in 2015, Love Is Our Mission: The Family Fully Alive: “The Second Vatican Council said that each family is a ‘domestic church,’ a small cell of the
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larger universal Church. This catechesis explores what that means.” Contributors to the document include well-known laypeople such as Helen M. Alvaré
and Robert P. George. In 2019 Pope Francis employed this image when speaking to over four hundred participants in the formation course promoted by the
Tribunal of the Roman Rota on November 30, 2019: “In the New Testament
Christian marriage is lived as a journey of faith, as the intimate union of the
spouses who are the ‘pillars’ of the domestic Church.”10
The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops defines the image of the
family as the domestic church as follows: “It is in the context of the family that
we first learn who God is and to prayerfully seek His will for us.” They currently have a section on their website (under the vocations page) for parents
entitled “Tools for Building a Domestic Church” that lists exhortations such
as “never miss Mass, even while traveling” and “encourage your children to
pray daily on their own.”11

In Lumen gentium and Familiaris consortio
The family as domestic church image was conveyed in Vatican II’s “Dogmatic
Constitution on the Church,” Lumen gentium (LG), in the section “On the
People of God”: “The family is, so to speak, the domestic church. In it parents
should, by their word and example, be the first preachers of the faith to their
children; they should encourage them in the vocation which is proper to each
of them, fostering with special care vocation to a sacred state.”12 Thirty years
later the Catechism of the Catholic Church highlighted this image, citing this
exact excerpt from LG: “For this reason the Second Vatican Council, using
an ancient expression, calls the family the Ecclesia domestica.”13 Both times
the usage precedes an exhortation to parents to teach and inspire their children in the Catholic faith and to nurture vocations to the religious life. Pope
Paul VI used this image in a similar way and urged families to say the rosary
together and to otherwise pray.14
In Familiaris consortio (FC), 1981, Pope John Paul II discusses the image of
the family as domestic church through the broad lens of communion, grace,
family as image of the mystery of the Church, and family as part of the life and
mission of the Church.
The Christian family is also called to experience a new and original
communion which confirms and perfects natural and human communion. In fact the grace of Jesus Christ, “the first-born among many
brethren” is by its nature and interior dynamism “a grace of brotherhood,” as St. Thomas Aquinas calls it. The Holy Spirit, who is poured
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forth in the celebration of the sacraments, is the living source and
inexhaustible sustenance of the supernatural communion that gathers
believers and links them with Christ and with each other in the unity
of the Church of God. The Christian family constitutes a specific revelation and realization of ecclesial communion, and for this reason too
it can and should be called “the domestic Church.” All members of
the family, each according to his or her own gift, have the grace and
responsibility of building, day by day, the communion of persons, making the family “a school of deeper humanity”: this happens where
there is care and love for the little ones, the sick, the aged; where there
is mutual service every day; when there is a sharing of goods, of joys
and of sorrows. (#21)15
Later in the document there is a focus on the life and mission of the Church
and the family as “a living image and historical representation of the mystery
of the Church” (#49).

Liberating “Family as Domestic Church”
It seems that this image has become too domesticated. The image of the family as domestic church can convey a lot more than a state in life, continuous
formation, and exhortations of parents to “raise up” young Catholics and,
potentially, future priests. In the same way that the richness of the Church is
conveyed in its lived experience, so also can the richness of this image of
domestic church be conveyed in the living commitment, the dynamic relationality, that is family life. Part of the depth of family relationships is in the
moments of family chaos and messiness. It is in this messiness, rather than just
the tidy image of domestic church—with descriptions of the family together
on their knees, joyfully reciting the family rosary in unison—that we can
deeply appreciate this image.
Integrating common truths conveyed in Dulles’s models of Church as community of disciples and Church as sacrament into this image can help us to
liberate the family as domestic church, opening it to the radical transformation
of the Holy Spirit while lifting it beyond simple admonishments and dictates to
parents to pass on prayer and official Church teaching. The development of
this image can convey a radical breaking open to the Holy Spirit, the prophetic
nature of inspiration, and the wildness that is relationality, communion, and
sacramentality. Thus we can reclaim an appreciation for the prophetic nature
of the relationality within families and between the Church and family and the
mutually informed belongings of both family and Church members.
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Dulles’s theology of images and his models of the Church, particularly
truths common to the two models of Church as sacrament and Church as
community of disciples, can be applied to the image of the family as the
domestic church to increase our appreciation of the interrelationality and
dynamic nature of both family and Church—and the need for active participation. Church and family are both in process, graced and dynamic, visible
and social embodiments of God’s grace, and bring about what they represent.
If images and symbols can, as Dulles avers, speak to human beings even
before, or prior to, language, these images can play a pivotal role in identity
formation, theological development, ecclesiology, and catechesis.
The models of discipleship and sacrament are complementary and, “while
resting on two different analogies, express much the same reality” (215). The
sacramental model emphasizes that the Church brings about what it represents and that grace extends beyond the boundaries of the institution. Dulles
says that sacraments can be seen as social and ecclesial, “a transaction between
the living Lord and the community of the disciples” (214).
Dulles specifically discusses, albeit briefly, the image of family as domestic
church. The expanded 2002 edition of Models included an appendix of Pope
John Paul II’s ecclesiology, previously published in a collection edited by
Peter C. Phan in 2000. In that additional section, Dulles specifically addresses
the image of the domestic church in FC, citing the same section quoted
above—FC #21. However, in his paraphrasing, I feel that Dulles adds richer
elements of acknowledgment of revelation and mystery to his interpretation
than the text itself conveys. Dulles writes that “The Christian family, [Pope
John Paul II] says, is a ‘Church in miniature’ (Ecclesia domestica). It represents
the Church and participates in her saving mission. Just as the Church is animated and held together by the Holy Spirit, so the Spirit gathers the members
of the Christian family into a mysterious fellowship with one another and with
Christ in the unity of the church” (222–223). Perhaps the element of mystery
that seems more present in Dulles’s interpretation of John Paul II’s writing
than in the original document is arising out of Dulles’s own focus on mystery
in his work and thought.
When Dulles compares the Church as sacrament and as a community of
disciples, the commonalities that he highlights between the two might also be
true of the family as domestic church: “The Church may be called a sacrament insofar as, having been founded by Christ, it signifies, embodies, and
carries on the saving work of Christ, who is himself the original sacrament of
God” (214). The family, too, as disciples, originate in Christ; they also, as all
disciples do, “visibly represent Christ” (to care for one is to care for Christ);
in addition, Jesus is “really present to the community of the disciples, as in a
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sacrament” (214). For these reasons and more, it seems reasonable to say of the
family what he says about the Church as sacrament and as a community of
disciples: that the family, too, is “an efficacious transmitter of the grace signified and embodied” (214) and “arises out of the Trinitarian communion and
brings its members to participate in that communion” (223). Another commonality across the images of sacrament, community of disciples, and family
is that “Christ’s presence in the community of disciples is dynamic and effective. He is constantly at work transforming the disciples into his image, claiming their lives for his service, empowering them for mission, and causing their
labors to bear fruit” (214–215).
Dulles’s insight into mystery, revelation, and sacramentality all point to
participation. Sacramentality and communion, by their very nature, call for
active participation. The Holy Spirit inspires, and the result can be unpredictable and wild—undomesticated. The Church, per Dulles, is still in process,
and the members “help the Church achieve itself as a visible, social embodiment of God’s grace” (65).
The family as domestic church cannot and should not be reduced to pious
platitudes about traditional families and teaching children catechesis and
prayer. Much more than just raising up good Catholics, whatever that might
mean, the image of the family conveyed here is rich, thick, and, like the communion “type of ecclesiology, by accenting the personal relationship between
the faithful—individually and collectively—and the Holy Spirit, [it] makes
room for the spontaneous initiatives aroused by the Holy Spirit, who gives to
each according to his good pleasure without prior consultation with the hierarchy” (51). Inspired by the Holy Spirit, and representing and helping to bring
about grace, the family as domestic church is continually evolving, and, like
all images, needs to do so to remain relevant.

Active Participation and Openness to the Holy Sprit
The implications of Dulles’s methods and conclusions for the representation
of the family as a domestic church extend into both our theology of the
Church, especially that of the laity, and the theology of the family. The models do more than allow us ways to think and talk prior to concepts; since they
are dialogical, they also help to bring about what they represent. Connecting
our understanding of the Church and its representations and models, with our
understanding of family and its image as a domestic church, is influenced by
how we define Church. The converse is also true. Applying Dulles’s models
of the Church, particularly the themes such as community of disciples and
sacrament, can help to enrich our understanding and portrayal of the image
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of the family as domestic church. This development, which points to active
participation, can help develop our comprehension of the family, the Church,
and the mutually informing belongings of both family members and Church
members. In turn, this can help to situate families in a dynamic way within
and among ecclesial structures.
Notes

1. In Dulles’s writings, the terms “image” and “model” seem to be interchangeable
in that he calls his models “images”—perhaps to vary his word usage. However,
there are other times when he deliberately speaks of multiple images within a model
(e.g., “People of God” and “Body of Christ” in his model of Church as mystical
communion).
2. These three are included in Avery Dulles, Evangelization for the Third
Millennium (New York: Paulist Press, 2009), 129.
3. Avery Dulles, Models of the Church, expanded ed. (New York: Image Books,
2002), 11, hereafter cited by page number in the text. First published in 1974 with five
models and republished in 1987 with the addition of a sixth model.
4. Cardinal Avery Dulles, “The Use of Models in Ecclesiology,” in Readings in
Church Authority: Gifts and Challenges for Contemporary Catholicism, ed. Gerard
Mannion, Richard Gaillardetz, Jan Kerkhofs, and Kenneth Wilson (Burlington, VT:
Ashgate, 2003), 65–71, at 69.
5. Patrick W. Carey, “Cardinal Avery Dulles, S.J., Among the Theologians:
A Memorial Reflection,” Theological Studies 71, no. 4 (Winter 2010): 773–791.
6. Here Dulles cites Lumen Gentium (“Dogmatic Constitution on the Church”)
9, http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-ii
_const_19641121_lumen-gentium_en.html (accessed Sept. 11, 2012), “Established by
Christ as a communion of life, charity and truth.”
7. Dulles also includes this approach in his theology: “Liberation theologians,
especially in Latin America, have insisted that Christian Witness cannot be
authentic unless the Church involves itself in the struggle against oppression and
injustice” (213), and he proceeds to quote Gustavo Gutiérrez.
8. Alvaro Quiroz Magaña, “Ecclesiology in the Theology of Liberation” (1996),
in Readings in Church Authority: Gifts and Challenges for Contemporary Catholicism,
ed. Richard Gaillardetz and Kenneth Wilson (New York: Routledge, 2003); Todd
Walatka, “Church as Sacrament: Gutiérrez and Sobrino as Interpreters of Lumen
Gentium,” Horizons 42, no. 1 (June 2015): 70–95.
9. Abraham B. Fisher, “The Church as Symbolic Mediation: Revelation
Ecclesiology in the Theology of Avery Dulles, S.J.” (Ph.D. diss., 2013), guided by,
among others, Susan K. Wood, Patrick W. Carey, and Robert L. Masson.
10. w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2019/november/documents/papa
-francesco_20191130_corso-rotaromana.html#_ftn1.
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11. www.usccb.org/beliefs-and-teachings/vocations/parents/tools-for-building-a
-domestic-church.cfm.
12. Lumen Gentium, §11. Note that LG does not cite this image from any previous
sources.
13. Catechism of the Catholic Church (CCC), http://www.vatican.va/archive/
ccc_css/archive/catechism/p3s1c1a7.htm (accessed September 23, 2012), §1656. Note
that CCC, while citing only the LG section above, attributes it to an ancient
expression.
14. Including “fathers” who should join in prayer “with the whole domestic
community, at least sometimes.” General Audience Address, August 11, 1976:
Insegnamenti di Paolo VI, XIV (1976), 640.
15. http://www.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/en/apost_exhortations/documents/
hf_jp-ii_exh_19811122_familiaris-consortio.html#_ftnref58.
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The Church and the Digital
Katherine G. Schmidt

Cardinal Dulles makes little if any explicit reference to digital technology, and
it may appear on first blush that he was at best disinterested in digital culture
and at worst, thought it a hindrance to the work of the Church in the world.1
What follows is my attempt to place Dulles’s work in conversation with the
burgeoning field of digital theology, a field that continues to hone its methods.2 The method with which I operate as a digital theologian, however, pairs
nicely with what I perceive to be Dulles’s hope and vision for the relationship
of the Church to the world. Indeed, I see a natural relationship between digital theology and Dulles’s work because I believe that in the end, Dulles was
concerned with what it means to be human and human together, in light of
the Revelation of God in Jesus Christ. To do digital theology is to engage in a
kind of fieldwork within the dominant cultural trends concerning social relationships and the organization of society. Digital culture, therefore, is precisely where Dulles’s vision should be brought to bear.
The primary context for both Dulles’s ecclesiology and my considerations
of digital culture in its light is the American Catholic Church. More properly,
I want to consider the American Catholic experience, which extends well
beyond the boundaries of institutional Catholicism in the context of the
United States. Dulles himself, of course, was sensitive not only to the pluralism within the Church in the United States, but also to the challenges and
opportunities of ecumenism as the twentieth century drew to a close. Indeed,
Dulles’s work on the strengths and weaknesses of different ecclesial models is
a response to the diversity both within and outside of the Catholic Church.
In his 1989 “Catholicism and American Culture: The Uneasy Dialogue,”
Dulles presents a typology of Catholic encounters with American society that
118
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in many ways still holds true today. He names four strategies: traditionalist,
neoconservative, liberal, and radical.3 We need not rehash Dulles’s assessment
of each here, although his account and analysis of all four might greatly benefit the American Church in our current political moment. At one point,
Dulles holds that “liberals too easily canonize the present” and risk giving the
Church away to “ideologies and interest groups.”4 Although I do not share the
liberals’ (as Dulles describes them) confidence in democratic society, my
attempts to place Dulles’s ecclesial vision in meaningful dialogue with digital
culture may indeed risk a certain canonization of the present that the Church
must in fact resist. The task that lies ahead, then, is to analyze digital culture
in a Dullesian mode: taking into account both the sociological and political
realities of contemporary American Catholic life as well as the sacramental
and institutional truths of the Church.
In the expanded edition of Models of the Church, Dulles provides a succinct analysis of the American Catholic landscape that has only become more
accurate in the intervening thirty-t wo years:
Even Catholics who are faithful to their religious obligations rarely
experience Church as a community of mutual support and stimulation. Although they may accept the teachings of the Church, they find
it hard to relate the Church to their daily life, which is lived out in a
very secular environment. When religion is so divorced from daily life,
it begins to appear peripheral and even unreal.5
The effects of this great divorce appear time and again on surveys about
religious (dis)affiliation, on which much has been written recently.6 Although
I am not directly concerned here with the rise of the so-called Nones, this
sociological phenomenon (including the nuances that often go overlooked)
looms over any discussion of contemporary American Catholic life. Suffice it
to say that Dulles’s intuition that religion has become “peripheral” and “even
unreal” seems not only true but especially true for younger Americans. But
the effects of the separation between one’s daily life and one’s religious commitments extend well beyond disaffiliation. One may also safely assume that
this separation can account for the American Catholic espousal of political
and economic policies that run directly counter to Catholic teaching, on both
the left and right of the political spectrum. One’s religious commitments, it
seems, do not penetrate the rest of one’s life for a large number of Catholics.
Dulles posits the family as the primary context for the transmission of the
faith. His concern is with how young people may come to know and live their
faith. At this point, he argues that media are a threat to the family’s influence.
The family’s “younger members . . . are heavily influenced by peer groups and
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by the mass media of communication.”7 He offers the monastery as an example of the kind of community the Church needs in order to immerse young
people especially in “a full Christian environment.”8 Elsewhere, Dulles writes
that Catholicism is filtered to [young people] through . . . screens.”9 Dulles
penned these thoughts on media in the 1980s, and he died when social
media—the hallmark of contemporary digital culture—was in its infancy.
Although it is best not to speculate what Cardinal Dulles might say about
Twitter, it seems reasonable to assume that his sense of the divorce between
the religious and the rest of one’s life would tend in the direction of what he
says above. We have only seen a growth in the appearance of religion as
“peripheral” or “even unreal” in the years since his writing. There is little evidence in Dulles’s extant writings to assume that he would see social media as
more than a hindrance to faith becoming recentralized and rerealized.
But perhaps not. Dulles was nothing if not a careful thinker, and one
should not assume that his assessment of digital culture in 2020 would be as
reductionist as so many others’ have been. Instead of focusing on specific
comments on media and technology, as I did earlier, let us focus instead on
Dulles’s overarching vision for the Church in the modern world, and ask after
its ramifications for the inevitably digital aspects of the American experience
in 2020.

Receiving Dulles
Avery Dulles’s contribution to ecclesiology cannot be overstated, and I’m sure
many others in this collection will do far better at explicating it than I could
here. I want to consider him here instead as a towering figure within a generation of churchpeople who spent most of their scholarly lives deciphering the
contributions of the Second Vatican Council. They lived through the Council
as both leaders in the Church as well as members of the faithful. There are
many things that distinguish me from Avery Dulles, despite our common
baptism and faith, but I perceive our generational difference of paramount
important to my reception of his work and the direction in which I take it as a
digital theologian.
I was born twenty years after the close of the Council. I am nearly as old
(young?) as the expanded edition of Models of the Church. I simply cannot
know what it must have felt like to live in the midst of a Church undergoing
the changes of the Council, doctrinally and liturgically. I have only experienced incremental changes doctrinally, and the only liturgical change that
has made an impression is the “new missal” in 2010. As I read Cardinal Dulles,
I am struck, as I am by so many of his generation, by his optimism as much as
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I am struck by his careful analysis and measured thinking. It is this optimism
that presents both the greatest challenge as well as the greatest opportunity for
situating the digital culture within his ecclesiology in a nondismissive, albeit
critical, way.
In describing Fr. Dulles as ecclesially optimistic, I do not mean to suggest
that he was in any way naïve to the challenges facing the Church in the modern world. Rather, I mean to describe a temperamental difference between
theologians of his generation and my own, a difference I believe is substantially important in our operative models of the Church. I want to first tease out
the relevant aspects of a Dullesian vision of the Church before moving on to
their relationship to American culture at present. I endeavor to demonstrate
that Dulles’s hopes for the Church present more than a foil to the community
of digital culture: for any realization of the community of disciples envisioned
by Fr. Dulles, one must embrace the possibilities of digital culture, despite its
deficiencies.

A Dullesian Vision of Church
The Church appears most beautiful in Dulles’s description of its sacramental
life, namely in the Church as Eucharistic. As the issues of ecumenism and
pluralism were never far from his mind, Dulles saw in the Eucharist the
promises of God for the Church in her holiness, unity, catholicity, and apostolicity.10 In 2004, Dulles acknowledges the need for Eucharistic renewal,
gesturing toward the sinfulness of the Church’s members, including its leaders. He goes on to insist upon an ecclesiology of communion, stating, “The
Church is most of all herself when she gathers in worship around her apostolic leaders, who maintain communion with one another and with their
predecessors in the faith.”11
As Dulles develops the model of a Community of Disciples, however, he is
clear that while worship is indeed the identifying practice of the Church,
there is an outward dimension that marks the Church in the world: “Like systole and diastole in the movement of the heart, like inhalation and exhalation
in the process of breathing, assembly and mission succeed each other in the
life of the Church.”12 Therefore, as much as he insists that ultimately we cannot by our own means “produce whatever we need for our salvation,”13 the true
catholicity of the Church necessitates an outward movement as well as inward
rectification. This dynamic, so beautifully described by Dulles with the metaphor of the heart, is essential to the mission and function of the Church. It
may also be, however, one of the Church’s biggest challenges. It represents a
tension, a paradox, at the heart of Catholic life. As we gaze inward at the gift
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of the Church, we hear along with the disciples, “why are you standing there
looking at the sky?”
The entirety of the sacramental life of the Church reflects this paradox in
some way. The Eucharist, however, as the “source and summit” of the life of
the Church, is particularly rich as a subject for reflection on the inward and
outward dynamic of the Church. This dynamic, and its concomitant challenges, are at the heart of Henri de Lubac’s work, especially in Corpus Mysticum. Although Fr. de Lubac does not name precisely the sociological challenges
that Dulles does—the divorce between religious life and the rest of one’s life—
the driving concern of most of his work is indeed the relationship between the
Church and the world. The Church–world relationship reflects the microrelationship in each believer of her religious and the rest of her life. Put another
way, of course, one would speak of the relationship between nature and grace,
a question that dominated so much of twentieth-century theology and runs
through the documents of Vatican II as an overarching theological concern.
Dulles attempts to answer the Church–world question with his Community of Disciples model. It seems that for Dulles, the “community” represents
the inward aspect of the Church, while “disciples” makes room for its outward
dimensions. These ascriptions, of course, are limiting, and one could argue that
either piece of his model does at times reflect the aspect of the other. But as
Dulles lays out the ideal conditions of Christian discipleship, he exposes a
lacuna in contemporary American Catholicism without offering much by way
of root causes. Faith, says Fr. Dulles, “is most successfully passed on by trusted
masters in a network of interpersonal relations resembling the community life
of Jesus with the Twelve.”14 As for young people, as mentioned before, the
family is the locus of “primary socialization” into the life of faith.
While the family continues to be a point of emphasis for Catholic theology,
it seems self-evident that the family is and always will be the place of “primary
socialization” for all human beings.15 But such emphasis on the family, from
Leo XIII in Rerum Novarum to Dulles here, can miss the larger context for the
socialization on which the Church depends for the transmission of the faith.
If Dulles is right, and I think he is, that faith is as much about “commitment
to the community and its corporate vision” as it is about intellectual assent, we
would be better served to ask about the deep context of primary socialization
as opposed to the various doctrinal issues that may be creating fissures in the
faith of American Catholics, young and old alike.
Dulles suggests that many Catholics do not have contact with communities
that make up the “network of interpersonal relationships” necessary for the
community of disciples. It is precisely here Dulles names the predominant
social reality of American Catholic life. With the notable exception of Catholic
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families for whom their Catholicism remains a constitutive part of their social,
racial, or ethnic identity, religious commitments remain peripheral to the rest
of life for many American Catholics. Dulles gives little in the way of explanation for why this might be the case, except to say that mass media often influences children more than their families. This falsely assumes a situation
whereby families are in competition with media, as if “the family” stands somehow outside of the media environment in the first place. But even if we assume
with Dulles that this competition exists and in the efficacious way that he
describes, we must ask how this is the case at all. How is it that “media” came
to be the dominant locus of socialization above the family or other interpersonal networks?
In 1989, Dulles gives us a partial answer in “Catholicism and American
Culture: An Uneasy Dialogue.” He argues that the late twentieth century
experienced a fourth stage—after Puritanism, Calvinism, and the Enlightenment—in its character, that of consumerism. This accounts at least partially
for why forces external to the Church have been able to dominate socialization. Ours is a time in which endeavors, “from sports to education and religion” must “arouse interest and provide entertainment.”16 He goes on to
describe the effects consumerism has had on Catholicism in particular, claiming that Catholic identity is now filtered through screens and that sociologists
recognize a general lack of substantial Catholic identity.
Dulles’s analysis here is particularly helpful in its connection to economic
factors in American culture. I want to add a dimension to his analysis in that
speech and elsewhere that I think opens the door to the possibilities of Church
life in the context of digital culture. Dulles insists that Catholics, “through
their parishes, their families, prayer groups, or basic ecclesial communities,
find an environment in which they can interiorize their religious heritage.”17
This, of course, is a redux of his comments in Models of the Church about
interpersonal networks that reflect the community of Jesus and his disciples.
But for as correct as this is—that one must interiorize one’s faith through interpersonal connections—it is almost unintelligible to the vast swaths of Americans for whom religion is peripheral if not totally irrelevant. Nearly thirty years
hence, we cannot just insist that people find community in their parishes.
Some parishes will always “do” community better than others, and some are
just abysmal at it, for a variety of reasons. Universally, the Church finds itself,
through its own failings, in a sexual abuse crisis from which its credibility can
only recover with deep contrition and healing. To insist, in the face of the
overwhelming power of capitalism to make everyone a consumer and every
activity a choice, that we must simply find community in our parishes falls flat
at this point in American Catholic history.
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If we imagine that Dulles means parishes in their ideal form, perhaps we
can agree with his suggestion here. What Dulles is looking for, it seems, is
space for community to draw people, young and old, into the life of faith. He
recognizes that as much as the Church is “most of all herself when she gathers
in worship,” there must be other spaces in which worship is internalized, processed, and applied to the rest of one’s life. There must be spaces in which the
community comes together outside of the liturgy, but always in reference to
it. In his vision of the Church as a community of disciples, I understand that
Dulles means community in its fullest possible sense, centered on but extending well beyond the liturgy.
The Eucharist can and should remain the “source and summit of Christian
life,” but the contemporary Church must face hard sociological truths about
the ways in which Eucharistic logic is penetrating the social lives of the faithful. The phenomenon of religion appearing “peripheral” or “even unreal,” to
use Dulles’s terms, is a matter of absences. The richness of the liturgy, the
sacramental life of the Church that represents its primary mediation of God’s
grace on earth, cannot find traction in the lives of many people. As Dulles
notes, even many who acknowledge religion as an important facet of their lives
will often keep it separate from everything else. As he puts forward a “community of disciples,” Dulles does so with great hope that this vision of the Church
is the response to the challenges of community in the modern world. It also
represents, however, a model that faces many challenges in the fractured
social lives of contemporary Catholics.
For community to be realized, it needs extraliturgical or ancillary spaces.
It needs the sanctuary, and the parish hall. It needs the parish hall, and the
narthex, including all of its modern appellations in contemporary parishes
(atrium, common area, etc.). These are the spaces of parish life, the life of
community to which Dulles turns as the locus of interiorizing one’s faith. But
such ancillary spaces cannot be limited to the parish grounds. Circumscribing
religious life, even in spaces and activities outside of the liturgy, is precisely
the logic of voluntaristic society. We are meant, as good citizens and consumers, to keep our religious lives separate from everything else. For the faith to
stay vital and to transcend the logic of consumer choice, the Church must
actively seek spaces for formation. It must recognize ancillary spaces for conveying discipleship as a way of life, not just one weekend activity among many.
The Church needs ancillary spaces; that is, the Church needs extraliturgical spaces for community. As self-evident as this may seem, it bears repeating as the Church addresses the challenges of the twenty-first century. People
are not drawn into lives of faith as primarily intellectual pursuits, as Dulles
notes, but in complex networks of interpersonal relationships. For American
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Catholics, these networks exist in parish halls as well as in schools and neighborhoods. The family, to which Dulles and others look as a primary locus of
catechesis, is embedded within these larger social networks. But there are real
sociological and demographic challenges to these traditional structures of
interpersonal relationships. Parish neighborhoods have dispersed, leaving the
parish church freestanding if still viable at all. Catholic schools have steadily
declined in enrollment, and in their share of the private school market.18
The reasons for these changes are, of course, complex. One cannot overstate, however, the economic realities that have altered the lives of American
Catholics. Even urban Catholics have experienced a “suburbanization” of
Catholicism, such that Catholic life no longer has a geographic center with
local particularities that connect one’s life at the parish to one’s life outside of
it during the week. Robert Putnam demonstrates an overall decline of civic
participation in Bowling Alone. His focus, however, is much broader than
these engagements, including “the almost infinite variety of informal ties that
link Americans—card parties and bowling leagues, bar cliques and ball games,
picnics and parties.”19 This dense collection of social networks is what cultivates “social capital,” that which Putnam demonstrates has been on a steady
decline in American culture since the middle of the twentieth century.20 This
decline is apparent in the social lives of American vis-à-vis their religious communities as well. When Dulles uses the word “peripheral,” therefore, one can
easily see how religion becomes peripheral if it has no bearing on the social,
that is, the truly communal, lives of people.
Many lay Catholics the world over are finding the internet an important
additional if not preferable space to their local, geographically bounded faith
communities for sharing their joys, frustrations, hopes, and disappointments.
For many different reasons, maybe as individual as each user, these platforms are providing space for lay participation, especially nonliturgical participation. I propose that we ask why these spaces are growing and thriving. First,
I submit that digital life is not a separate or added space to nondigital life.
Rather, these two spaces enjoy a complex, interwoven relationship that is
constantly changing and difficult to ascertain. Second, I propose that these
spaces—of which there are thousands online—are highlighting a desperate
need in the Church. There is a deep need for spaces of formation and fellowship due in large part to changed in traditional spaces, the primary of which
is the local parish. Despite a popular and persistent narrative that new media
and technologies are in fact causes of the sociological crises of traditional
spaces, we do well to remember that this is a complex historical and sociological story. One important aspect of that story is economic: industrialization
and later, globalization, drastically altered social life long before we got online.
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Before expressing our righteous frustrations with such new social spaces,
especially in their relationship to the Church, let us first open ourselves to an
honest consideration of the following: Where in the contemporary Church are
there spaces for dialogue, debate, or just plain friendship? Where can Catholics, especially lay Catholics, ask hard questions or raise deeply personal topics
without fear of reproach or responses that will cause a crisis of conscience that
might usher them out of the Church? What has replaced, especially for young
Catholics, the union halls, the bowling leagues, and CYO teams that functioned as liminal spaces—that is, as thresholds or doorways through which the
Eucharistic way of life goes into the world and the life of the world pours in to
be transformed and find its purpose and meaning? Without these spaces, the
Church finds itself at the mercy of the marketplace, reduced often to a set of
ideology all too easy to reject. It is only when the Church exists as interconnected spaces for truly shared social life centered on but extending beyond the
Eucharist that it will fulfill its mission as the space of encountering God and
one another in God.
I propose that it is not just theologically justifiable to look to virtual spaces
as important for the Church, but that it may in fact be theologically required.
I argue for the theological necessity of ancillary virtual spaces by examining
the predominant approach to technology from theologians. In order to classify them, I am borrowing some of Dulles’s own classifications of various
trends in theology. Three theological trends in particular contribute to an
initial skepticism where technology is concerned. They are: neotraditionalism, postliberalism, and liberationism. All three can be read as a response to
the secularization thesis. Neotraditionalists insist upon the institutional and
doctrinal authority of the Church as a countercultural force. While their critique can sometimes challenge modern political and economic systems, their
“smaller, purer” mentality can leave them devoting most of their energy to
perceived culture wars on the level of individual morality. By contrast, postliberals more regularly critique nationalism for its idolatrous place in the modern
world, sometimes, though rarely, extending their critique of the nation-state
to its economic counterparts. The third more fully turns its critique to economics. Liberationist trends in theology critique capitalist logic within modern society, engaging critical theory with theological presuppositions. They
also employ critical theory to critique the instersectional issues of race, gender, and sexuality.
These three trends have had great effect on the assumptions many theologians carry into discussions of media and technology. Digital culture is an easy
target for all three groups. It represents the worst of what each trend perceives
as the problem in the modern world. For neotraditionalists, the internet indulges
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every individualistic and hedonistic impulse. For postliberals, it provides the
infrastructure for the hegemony of the nation-state, replete with its logic of
violence and power. For liberationists, it is the latest and most efficient purveyor of oppression of all kinds. It is no wonder, then, why most theological
discourse comes with a heavy dose of skepticism, to say the least.
And perhaps they’re all right, at least to a degree. It’s hard to argue with
many of the critiques of digital culture from a theological perspective as one
encounters the utter horror of humanity on Twitter sometimes. Or, more seriously, when one sees the effects of online communities in a woman dying on
the pavement in Charlottesville, the elderly faithful dying in churches in
Charleston and synagogues in Pittsburgh, young people losing their lives on a
Saturday night out in Dayton, Ohio.
In response to this skepticism, I first want to insist on common assumptions
with the skeptical: I believe in the transformative power of the Resurrection,
so I share some of the countercultural impulses with the neotraditionalists, as
well as their appreciation for the sacramental life of the Church. This Church
is called to be what Avery Dulles calls a “contrast society,” and the sacraments
are the organizing logic of that society. I believe in the King of Kings, so I
share postliberal critique of the modern nation-state, as well as the idolatry of
nationalism, which is rampant in my country. And I believe in the Gospel, so
I share the liberationist focus on a theology that ultimately serves to liberate
all people from all forms of oppression.
But I believe it’s possible to engage digital culture constructively because of
these theological presuppositions, not despite them. Not only is it possible; it
is also necessary. To all three kinds of skeptics, I would argue that digital culture provides the necessary social spaces for the kind of resistance(s) toward
which their theologies gesture. Indeed, neotraditionalists at least have discovered the power of digital space, for better and worse, in strengthening their
countercultural discourse. But digital culture also glimpses the kind of extension of community beyond space and time on which the Church has insisted
and on which the doctrine of the Communion of Saints relies. There is a congruity in the logic of virtuality and sacramentality, and this congruity should
form the basis for a more constructive evaluation of digital culture.
While we cannot overlook the military history of the internet, or its use in
surveillance and other projects of statecraft, there are ample examples of digital culture’s resources for challenging the idolatry of the nation-state. Especially in a country as large as the United States, the connective possibilities of
virtual space open the imagination to new forms human community. Paradoxically, virtual space also ushers in new local voices as alternatives to the
overarching narrative of the national ones.
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The question, then, would be whether these connective possibilities can
ever be harnessed toward the liberation of people as much as it has been put
toward their oppression. Positive evidence is scarce, but one wonders if this is
the mark of sin in general or the mark of late capitalism in particular.
With regard for the specific question of the Church, I submit that these
three theological projects, and any others concerned with a meaningful ecclesiology, must demonstrate how the Church penetrates the lives of the baptized. How is the Church meant to be a counterculture, a true community
based on love not violence, or a transformative mediator of liberation if it holds
no relevance in the daily lives of its believers? Even the most democratic models of the Church require that process of interiorization suggested by Dulles,
and this process happens, the reader will recall, within “interpersonal relations.” For better or worse, interpersonal relations in the United States and in
many other contexts are being mediated more and more, sometimes even
primarily, by digital means. These are the social spaces of the members of the
Church. They are the places where the sacramental logic gets interiorized and
practiced as a way of life—or not.
Dulles writes that Catholics have received an “assignment from the popes,”
specifically John Paul II and Paul VI, “to evangelize their cultures.” Dulles
believed in this assignment and had deep faith in the Church’s ability to bring
Christ to the modern world. He recognized, however, that “Catholics must
first of all become firmly rooted in their own religious tradition.”21 Faith must
take root in the spaces, digital or otherwise, where we actually live our lives.
For Dulles’s vision of the Church to come to fruition—a vision, incidentally,
that is reflected in the ecclesiology of Vatican II—it must do so in light of the
social realities in which people find themselves.
Cardinal Dulles had deep faith in the ability of the Church to shape, form,
and nurture the lives of the baptized with its timeless truths. He realized, however, that the Church is always a community in history, subject to its challenges
and possibilities new reflections on the revelation of God. Dulles recognized
these challenges and possibilities in the American context better than most. As
the American Church continues to struggle with the challenges of fracture,
suburbanization, and disaffiliation, I believe that Cardinal Dulles would
understand the vital role of digital life in the life of faith in the modern world.
Notes

1. For example, in Models of the Church (New York: Doubleday, 2002), Dulles
writes, “The mass culture purveyed by the popular press and the electronic media
is preponderantly based on the pursuit of pleasure, wealth, and power” (210).
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Evangelization in the Theology
of Avery Dulles
Vincent L. Strand, S.J.

This volume contains personal reflections on Avery Dulles from his former
students and colleagues, and so I, too, am emboldened to begin with a story.
In the spring of 2005, I participated in a conference on evangelization hosted
by the St. Paul’s Institute of Evangelical Catholic Ministry in Madison, Wisconsin. The attendees were college students and the campus-ministry types
one might expect to find in the vicinity of young Catholics. Just one person
looked out of place, a black-suited octogenarian professor of theology, who
also was a cardinal of the Roman Catholic Church: Avery Dulles. It was not
unusual for Dulles to attend such an event in those years, as he had become,
in the vivid words of Patrick Carey, “something of an itinerant Evangelical
Catholic theologian,” promoting the new evangelization in dozens of talks
and articles.1 Indeed, during the final decades of his life, evangelization
became a primary focus of Dulles’s theological labors, one to which he dedicated his last days of work.2 Nevertheless, like the aged Dulles’s presence at a
gathering of university students, his work on evangelization can seem out of
place—an incongruous add-on to his massive and sophisticated theological
oeuvre, a pious hobby in which he engaged alongside his academically rigorous work in ecclesiology and fundamental theology. Such a view would be
mistaken. Dulles’s explicit interest in evangelization late in his life was the
flowering of a long-active impulse. As this article demonstrates, evangelization
stands at the center of Dulles’s theology. To illustrate this, I take two tacks.
First, I trace the course of Dulles’s life in light of his interest in evangelization, suggesting that this reading helps frame the continuity and discontinuity present in his long career. Second, I show how evangelization links
together key aspects of Dulles’s theology, particularly his ecclesiology and
130
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fundamental theology. The article concludes with criticism of Dulles’s theology of evangelization.

The Arc of an Evangelical Catholic Theologian
Given the length, productivity, and theologically contentious era of Avery
Dulles’s life, it is unsurprising that diverse narratives have been offered to
articulate the course of his theological career. Richard McBrien describes it
as a “lurch to the right,” claiming that Dulles “significantly changed theological directions” early in Pope John Paul II’s papacy, for which he was awarded
the red hat.3 J. Matthew Ashley thinks this starboard shift happened because
Dulles increasingly experienced an “alienation from the larger culture” that
rendered him unable to find God in America and in the academy.4 A more
perceptive narrative is offered by Carey, who structures his biography of
Dulles around the belief that Dulles always held continuity and development
in a dialectical tension, even as the early Dulles emphasized development and
the late Dulles continuity.5 Other accounts align with Carey’s basic framework.6 While this narrative is accurate, it can be brought into sharper focus by
considering Dulles’s life through the lens of evangelization.
Two events of Dulles’s early life fomented his interest in evangelization.
The first was the experience Dulles underwent in his conversion to Catholicism. In coming to know Christ in the Catholic Church, Dulles had found
the “pearl of great price.”7 He knew this experience was also available to others, and he wanted to share it with them. While Dulles says he began writing
the account of his conversion, A Testimonial to Grace, to articulate for himself
the processes that led him to enter the Catholic Church, the book has an apologetic tone, not in the sense of attempting to convince through intellectual
arguments (although they are present in the work), but rather through what
Dulles would later call an apologetics based on the “testimony of transformed
lives,” in this case, his own.8 Dulles’s experience of conversion from agnosticism
to Roman Catholicism never faded from his purview; indeed, one has the
sense that his later treatments of faith, conversion, and religious epistemology
continued the attempt begun in A Testimonial to Grace to understand the
action of grace in his own life. Even as he approached his ninetieth year,
Dulles would speak of his conversion before groups of college students, believing that they were fundamentally in the same situation, facing the same the
same existential choices, that he had been seventy years earlier.9
A second event of Dulles’s early life that contributed to his evangelical
vision was his election to enter the Society of Jesus. Commentators frequently
interpret Dulles through one or another Ignatian principle: agere contra (the
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counsel to “work against” temptations of the soul),10 the presupposition to
save another’s position rather than to condemn it,11 or the call to find God in
all things.12 Even more fundamental to the Ignatian vision, however, are the
themes of personal relationship with Jesus Christ and evangelization. These
two principles lie at the center of Dulles’s conception of the Ignatian charism.
In a 2006 lecture, for example, he remarked, “the Society of Jesus is primarily
about a person: Jesus the redeemer of the world,” and he asserted that “evangelization is at the heart of all Jesuit apostolates.”13 Dulles’s theology cannot be
properly understood apart from his adhesion to these Ignatian principles. His
theology expressed his life of faith, which itself was structured by his being, as
the Jesuits’ foundational document puts it, “a member of a Society founded
chiefly for this purpose: to strive especially for the defense and propagation of
the faith and for the progress of souls in Christian life and doctrine, by means
of public preaching, lectures and any other ministration whatsoever of the
Word of God.”14 As Dulles’s bibliography attests, he carried out this “ministry
of the Word” to an exceptional degree, as a missionary drive propelled by the
vision of St. Ignatius motivated his theology.
If Dulles’s entrance into the Society of Jesus was the most formative event
of his religious life, the Second Vatican Council was the decisive event of his
theological life. It set him, in the immediate postconciliar years, on what we
might call a search for a new Catholicism. Representative of this period is
Dulles’s 1971 The Survival of Dogma, where he argues that the cultural setting
of modernity requires of the Church not a gradual evolution, but a “quantum
leap.”15 According to Dulles, the Church’s doctrines, institutions, and ceremonies are mere “vessels of clay” that must be “overhauled in order to correspond
with the presuppositions, concerns, thought-forms, [and] patterns of life” of
the modern world.16 By the mid-1970s, however, Dulles found himself disillusioned by some of the overhauls that had actually taken place. He felt acutely
the turbulence in—and mass exodus from—the priesthood and religious life
through his experience in the Society of Jesus.17 He thought lay associations
had atrophied rather than been renewed.18 As for certain new directions in
theology, Dulles made his criticisms public when he signed the Hartford
Appeal in 1975.19 Amid these manifold disappointments, however, Dulles’s
fundamental concern—one that remained for decades—was that the Church
lacked evangelical zeal. If the preconciliar Church had been turned in on
itself on account of a defensive mindset, the postconciliar Church, in his judgment, remained introverted, mired in its own internal problems.20
Nevertheless, Dulles had no interest in returning to a preconciliar form of
Catholicism. While he had tempered his calls for radical change by the late
1970s, this was mostly due to a change in his perception of context rather than
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in principle: immediately after Vatican II, he thought adaptation should be
emphasized in the face of traditionalism; later he perceived relativism as a
greater threat, one to be countered by underscoring continuity.21 What Dulles
did not alter were the formal theological principles he had established concerning the reformability of doctrine and Church structures; these remained
essentially intact until the end of his career.22 Nor did he return to a neo-
scholastic method or a propositionalist and static view of revelation and faith;
on the contrary, he gave greater development to his pluralist models methodology and enriched his account of symbolic mediation.23 In fact, Dulles bases
his criticism of errant postconciliar trends precisely on their failure to admit
the pluralism proper to Catholicism: in his judgment, they too narrowly
equated the good with the culture of modern liberalism.24 With such an outlook, Dulles consciously positioned himself in the late 1970s between, in his
words, “conservatives” and “liberals”: against the former, Dulles thought adaptation of the Church was necessary; against the latter, he argued that reform
should not be a mere imitation of the fashions of the world.25
As Dulles lingered in this in-between space, a document was published
that proved monumental for shaping his vision of postconciliar Catholicism,
Pope Paul VI’s 1975 apostolic exhortation Evangelii nuntiandi.26 Though now
it is commonplace to see evangelization at the core of Vatican II,27 Dulles
notes that early commentators on the council tended to overlook evangelization, focusing on issues such as liturgy, collegiality, ecumenism and interfaith
dialogue, and social teaching. He believed Paul VI’s choice of evangelization
as the theme for the 1974 synod and the subsequent publication of Evangelii
nuntiandi on the tenth anniversary of the close of the council were pivotal in
shaping a hermeneutic that understood evangelization to be at the heart of
Vatican II’s message—a hermeneutic Dulles enthusiastically embraced and
retained for the remainder of his career.28 The Jesuit theologian frequently
quoted the opening paragraphs of Evangelii nuntiandi, where Paul VI states
that the objectives of the Second Vatican Council “are definitively summed
up in this single one: to make the Church of the twentieth century ever better
fitted for proclaiming the Gospel to the people of the twentieth century.”29
Prompted by Evangelii nuntiandi, Dulles began to take up the topic of evangelization in a number of his writings.30
This trajectory was given further impulse by John Paul II’s pontificate,
which Dulles saw as being in continuity with that of Paul VI: both were evangelizing popes who understood evangelization as the key to harvesting the
fruits of Vatican II and to shaping correctly the Church’s relation to the world.31
Dulles regarded John Paul II as a religious thinker equal to any of the day, saying of him, “perhaps more than any other single individual he has succeeded
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in comprehensively restating the contours of Catholic faith in the light of
Vatican II and in relation to postconciliar developments in the Church and in
the world.”32 John Paul II’s restatement of the Catholic faith had an enormous
impact on Dulles: the Pope’s interests became Dulles’s interests; the many and
meaty ecclesial documents penned under John Paul’s watch unfailingly elicited lectures and articles from Dulles commenting on them. That Dulles
embraced John Paul II’s pontificate is obvious; the relevant question is why he
did so, especially given the cold reception John Paul’s papacy found among
Dulles’s colleagues in the theological academy. Answers framed in political
categories such as Dulles’s “lurch to the right” or becoming more “conservative” are brittle and superficial. A more illuminating explanation is found
in John Paul II’s promotion of the new evangelization. Here Dulles found a
call from the Church’s chief shepherd that resonated with his convert and
Jesuit spiritual core, with his assessment of the greatest exigency facing the
Church as it approached the third millennium, and with his appraisal of how
the Church should respond to this challenge in light of the Second Vatican
Council.
Yet one might wonder: What, precisely, is the “new evangelization”?
Despite the prevalence of the term, the answer is not obvious—as even the
President of the Pontifical Council for the Promotion of the New Evangelization, Archbishop Rino Fisichella, has admitted.33 On several occasions, Dulles
attempted to distinguish what is new in the new evangelization, listing the
following traits: its emphasis on the centrality of Christ and of bringing believers into a personal relationship with Jesus Christ; its embrace of ecumenism
and interreligious dialogue; its eschewal of coercion and its respect of religious
freedom; its encompassing both the initial proclamation of the faith and the
continuing pastoral care of the faithful; its inclusion of the Church’s social
mission; its aim at the evangelization of cultures, not just of individuals; its use
of the new media; its viewing the task of evangelization as belonging to all
Christians, not only to a select few; its underscoring the role of the Holy Spirit;
and finally, its seeking not only intellectual persuasion but also the transformation of the whole of one’s life.34
As emerges from this list, Dulles considered the new evangelization to concern the whole mission of the Church. It might be said, therefore, that for
Dulles, the new evangelization is best understood as a form of Catholicism,
rather than an element of it; a particular style by which the Church lives out
her total evangelical mission, rather than a single component of that mission.
In a passage that best captures his idea of the new evangelization, Dulles writes:
In my judgment the evangelical turn in the ecclesial vision of Popes
Paul VI and John Paul II is one of the most surprising and important
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developments in the Catholic Church since Vatican II. . . . While both
popes notably broadened the concept of evangelization, they have
retained the main emphasis of the kerygmatic concept. For them, as
for the kerygmatic theologians, the heart and center of evangelization
is the proclamation of God’s saving love as shown forth in Jesus Christ.
Where the name of Jesus is not spoken, there can be no evangelization
in the true sense. But it is not enough to speak the name. Christian
initiation is incomplete without catechesis, which is a moment in the
whole process of evangelization. Evangelization must take account of
the full implications of the gospel for individual and social existence.
All of this constitutes a remarkable shift in the Catholic tradition.
For centuries evangelization had been a poor stepchild. . . . Today we
seem to be witnessing the birth of a new Catholicism that, without loss
of its institutional, sacramental, and social dimensions is authentically
evangelical.35
In this evangelical turn, Dulles found the new Catholicism he was seeking in
the years after Vatican II: a form of Catholicism obtained through the reforms
called for by the council that would lead to an effective proclamation of the
faith in the modern world.36
But what does Dulles mean by “new Catholicism”? An insight from Walter
Kasper is illuminating: the new evangelization does not aim at “a new Church,”
but rather “a new way of being a missionary Church.”37 Such an opinion
accords with Dulles’s idea of Catholicism, which he says may be considered
as “a particular type or style of Christianity.”38 Understood in this way, Dulles
believes there are a plurality of Catholicisms. This pluralism is grounded in
the etymology of the word, since catholicity means not “a monotonous repetition of identical elements” but rather “reconciled diversity.”39 Dulles explains
that catholicity is extensive, inclusive, and expansive. This applies not just in
terms of “breadth,” (i.e., in spatial, linguistic, and ethnic terms), but also in
terms of “length” (i.e., in terms of time).40 Hence the existence of a plurality
of Catholicisms should not be understood as a less-than-ideal acquiescence to
the historical and cultural exigencies of diversity, but rather as belonging to
the very nature of the Church in her Spirit-propelled dynamism that seeks
ever greater catholicity.
The Catholicism to which Dulles believed the Holy Spirit was summoning
the Church at the dawn of third millennium was to an evangelical Catholicism. Having called for radical changes after Vatican II, he came to see that the
main adaptation the Church had to make was to a world in which the Christian
faith—and the handing on of that faith—no longer could be presupposed. The
enclaves of Catholic culture that existed were dissipating. Religious affiliation
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had become a matter of voluntary association in societies in which both belief
and unbelief were now viable options.41 A defensive response to this new climate was inadequate. So was a mimicking of the zeitgeist. Instead, the Church
had to respond to this epochal shift by assuming a comprehensively kerygmatic
form, in which the proclamation of Jesus Christ was both her primary task and
the one animating all of her activity. This, Dulles believed, was the form of
Catholicism called for by Vatican II. As his career progressed, this form increasingly imprinted itself on Dulles’s theology.

Dulles’s Evangelical Catholic Theology
There is a congruence, therefore, between Dulles’s 2005 self-assessment that
his life’s work “was centered on Vatican II,” with the fact that he had become,
by the end of his career, an evangelical Catholic theologian.42 A target audience of Dulles’s promotion of the new evangelization was the theological
academy, which he judged was lagging behind—and sometimes impeding—
the evangelical shift that had occurred in the Church’s pastoral leadership.
Catholic theology, he averred, must be renewed in an evangelical mode.43
What would such a renewal look like? Dulles’s own theology provides an example. An evangelical watermark is present formally in the topics that elicited
Dulles’s interest, such as apologetics, faith, theology and culture, ecumenism
(especially with evangelicals), John Paul II’s papacy, as well as evangelization
itself. It is also present materially throughout Dulles’s corpus. Indeed, evangelization serves as a thread linking together key aspects of Dulles’s ecclesiology
and fundamental theology. Here we will consider six of these.
The first is Dulles’s adoption of “community of disciples” in the 1980s as his
preferred model of the Church, displacing his earlier preference for Church
as sacrament.44 This ecclesiological shift should be read as part of Dulles’s
broader embrace of the new evangelization, since the community of disciples
model fits better with an evangelical Catholic Church than any of the other
models Dulles had formerly proposed. Its distinguishing evangelical feature
is its employing the category of discipleship, thus providing a balance and
dynamism between the Church understood as a collective whole (“community”) and one that is made up of individuals (“disciples”). In contrast, the other
models (institution, mystical communion, sacrament, herald, and servant) all
express the Church only as a singular, collective entity, thereby leaving little
theological space for the individual disciple. Put differently, the model of community of disciples shows a personalist turn.
The model’s interplay between community and individual accords with
a second evangelical element of Dulles’s theology, namely his description of
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coming to faith as a “logic of discovery.”45 If the new evangelization focuses on
making and forming Christian disciples, here Dulles has provided a theological grammar for how this occurs. The logic of discovery is a three-phased
movement: it begins with radical openness, moves to contemplation, and in
the end points not to a solution but rather a person.46 Positing an encounter
with a person as the climax of the logic of discovery is consonant with the
prominent place the new evangelization gives to the believer’s personal relationship with Christ. Dulles borrows from John Henry Newman and Michael
Polanyi to construct this logic: from Newman, Dulles culls the notion of the
illative sense and the role played by antecedent possibilities; from Polanyi, an
understanding of the tacit dimension of knowledge and the role played by the
subject’s affections and heuristic desires.47
While the logic of discovery is the journey of an individual, it occurs in
community and leads to community. Here we arrive at a third dimension of
Dulles’s theology characteristic of the new evangelization: his notion of
belonging to the Church as being a participative “indwelling” in a community. This concept serves as a link between his ecclesiology and his theological
epistemology, in which the community plays an indispensable role. For
Dulles, revelation is mediated through symbol, what he describes as “an externally perceived sign that works mysteriously on the human consciousness so
as to suggest more than it can clearly describe or define.”48 Symbols confer a
participatory rather than objective knowledge, transforming not only their
recipients’ thought, but also their commitments and behavior.49 Hence participation in the life and worship of a community, what Dulles calls indwelling
in the community and its symbolic world, is essential for learning how to
interpret the shared religious symbols of the community and thereby for experiencing God’s self-revelation.50 It follows for Dulles that religious knowledge,
and subsequently, the discipline of theology, cannot be arrived at or carried
out from an “objective,” disinterested vantage point, but instead is a process in
which the believing subject is personally involved. And so Dulles calls his
theological approach “ecclesial transformative,” a phrase that might be extended to describe his theological epistemology in general.51
Dulles’s theology of faith follows accordingly: since revelation and the type
of knowledge one gains through indwelling in a community are not, in the
first place, propositional, neither is faith exclusively or primarily a matter of
intellectual assent. In Dulles’s description of faith as “a complex act in which
assent, trust, obedience, and loving self-commitment are interwoven,” we
have a fourth evangelical characteristic of his theology.52 This account of
faith is harmonious with two aspects Dulles sees as “new” in the new evangelization. First, it is more relational than an intellectualist account of faith, and
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thus provides a theological foundation for the new evangelization’s emphasis
on the believer’s relationship with Jesus Christ. Second, it resonates with the
transformation of the whole of one’s life Dulles sees as a “new” aspect of the
new evangelization.
A final dimension, which is a leitmotif in Dulles’s corpus, is related: witness.
Since the commitment of faith includes the task of sharing the good news of
Jesus Christ, faith is the nexus where the disciple’s subjective reception of revelation flows into the proclamation of Jesus Christ who is the center of this
revelation. As Dulles puts it, “Because faith flowers into testimony, the theology of faith is inseparable from a theology of witness.”53 Consonant with his
preferred model of the Church, both the “community” and the “disciple” are
to be witnesses of Christ. The Church as a whole is called to witness to the
good news of Jesus Christ, not just by what she says but by what she is and
does, being a sign of Christ whom she proclaims.54 Insofar as the Church is a
witness by credibly proposing and mediating the contents of revelation, she is
not just one of many objects of faith, but rather the principal organ by which
one discerns what to believe, therefore belonging in an instrumental way to
the formal object of faith.55 For this reason, Dulles argues that the most
important thing the Church can bring to the world is herself as “an authentic
symbolic presence of Christ in the world.”56 Here we see why it is fitting that
the Church take on an “evangelical” form.
The task of giving witness, of course, also belongs to individual disciples.
Dulles believed that the effectiveness of the papal call to evangelization was
dependent on Catholics becoming fervently convinced of the need to witness
to their faith. He frequently lamented how lukewarm many Catholics were in
this regard, especially compared to evangelical Protestants.57 In concert with
his whole epistemology, Dulles judged that people are convinced most by the
personal witness of believers, what he calls “the testimony of transformed
lives,” a gentle form of communication that “has a spontaneous persuasive
power” inviting others into a community of loving trust.58 It comes as no surprise, therefore, that Dulles’s lifelong interest in apologetics culminated in an
apologetics structured on personal testimony and witness.59

Concluding Criticism
As this survey has demonstrated, Dulles’s writings on evangelization are not a
quarantined annex to the rest of his theological edifice but rather are integrally connected to his ecclesiology and fundamental theology. This comprehensively evangelical Catholic theology is a significant achievement.
Nevertheless, Dulles’s theology of evangelization is not above criticism. A first
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weakness is its inattention to liturgy.60 Despite Dulles’s capacious sense of the
new evangelization encompassing the total mission of the Church, he rarely
proposes liturgy as a dimension of evangelization, even as he includes things
such as social involvement and interreligious dialogue. On one occasion, he
lists “Christian worship” as a model of evangelization, but the model is superficially developed, the bulk of it being examples of people being drawn to the
Catholic Church through encounters with its liturgy.61 Scant attention to
liturgical involvement would be crippling to any theologian’s account of
evangelization, yet it is especially damaging to Dulles’s given his religious
epistemology centered upon indwelling in the symbolic world of a religious
community. His theology of evangelization tends to remain at the idea of symbol, rather than being an immersion in the symbols themselves. In the words
of Philip Caldwell, “Dulles stands outside liturgy and, though he draws from
it in theological argument, he does not enter into liturgical ways of thinking
as he does into theology.”62 There is a further incongruity here: Dulles’s theological life was centered on Vatican II, and yet he rarely addressed the most
contested issue of the postconciliar era, namely, the Church’s worship.63
Second, Dulles’s zeal for the new evangelization led him to exaggerate its
superiority over previous forms of Catholicism, which he sometimes depicted
with broad and disparaging generalizations. One wonders, for example, what
specifically Dulles has in mind when he accuses earlier missionary endeavors
of “crypto-Pelagianism” that saw evangelization as a merely human activity.64
His claim that earlier missionaries “were more concerned with gaining new
adherents for the Church than with proclaiming the good news of Jesus
Christ” is somewhat crass, and denigrates the lives of countless men and
women (one thinks of a multitude of his deceased Jesuit confreres) who underwent heroic sufferings to proclaim Christ to those who did not know him.65
Similarly, one might ask how the “centrality of Christ” is unique to the new
evangelization: from the apse mosaic of the ancient Roman basilica of Santa
Pudenziana, through the theology of St. Bonaventure, to modern devotion to
the Sacred Heart of Jesus, Roman Catholicism is replete with Christocentric
art, theology, and devotional practices from the patristic, medieval, and modern periods.66 In extolling religious freedom, Dulles notes that in the past
moral and physical coercion were sometimes used to bring people to the
faith.67 Undoubtedly and regrettably this occurred, but Dulles does not mention that such coercion violated Catholic doctrine, which has always excluded
evangelization by means of force.68 Finally, Dulles criticizes the Christianity
of “past centuries” (he does not identify which ones) for sharply demarcating
between the spiritual realm of the Church and the temporal realm of the
state.69 This is puzzling. Vatican II’s development of the Church’s traditional
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teaching on Church and state, forwarded enthusiastically under the pontificates Dulles associates with the new evangelization, inaugurated a sharper
distinction between spiritual and temporal institutions than was present in the
Church’s earlier teaching, whether medieval or that of the nineteenth-and
early twentieth-century popes.70 The vaunting of the superiority of the “new”
over the “old” in Dulles’s theology of evangelization is unexpected coming
from a theologian who remarked in his final public lecture, “Very few new
ideas, I suspect, are true.”71
A third criticism more directly concerns Paul VI’s and John Paul II’s vision
of the new evangelization, but inasmuch as Dulles embraced this proposal, it
also touches his notion of the new evangelization being the genesis of a new
Catholicism. As we saw, this new form came about through a widening of the
concept of “evangelization” from direct proclamation of the faith to unbelievers to encompassing the total mission of the Church. The problem is that this
widening of the term also leads to a dilution of its meaning. When activities
such as social development, interreligious and ecumenical dialogue, and catechesis are considered evangelization, the core meaning of the term is
eclipsed. Dulles notes that this was a criticism of Evangelii nuntiandi, but it
was not one he shared.72 Time, however, has vindicated this criticism. Dulles
often lamented that the papal call to evangelization was unheeded and that
few Catholics felt responsibility to share their faith. Decades later, something
more curious has happened. The term “new evangelization” has spread across
the ecclesial landscape, becoming a moniker tagged to countless Vatican,
diocesan, and parish initiatives and offices, and yet the Catholic lethargy in
proclaiming Jesus Christ to non-Catholics in large measure remains. Most
“new evangelization” undertakings are aimed at catechesis and ongoing formation, not at evangelization in the strict sense.
A final point is not a criticism but a question that arises from Dulles’s theology of evangelization, one which relates to a much-discussed issue among
Catholics today: in post-Christian societies, how does one “indwell” in a
Christian community without becoming isolated and sectarian? If, as Dulles
believed, faith is handed on through indwelling within a Christian symbolic
world, culturally Catholic societies will bolster the transmission of the faith.
Such societies, however, have vanished from the West, and are not likely soon
to be resurrected. One strategy in the face of this de-Christianization is that
of withdrawal into small, Christian communities, as advocated, for example,
by proponents of the “Benedict Option.”73 This proposal has gained momentum since Dulles’s death, yet he was aware of earlier forms of it, which he
labeled “traditionalist.” Dulles had some sympathy for this strategy, as he
thought inhabiting the symbolic world of a Catholic community is necessary
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to pass on the faith in a morally and spiritually vacuous, consumerist culture.
At the same time, Dulles criticizes traditionalists for being antiquarian, disengaged from civic life, and even schizophrenic, inasmuch as they work in regular secular professions and then return to devout private enclaves.74 Were
Dulles alive today, he would likely issue the same criticisms to adherents of
the Benedict Option. They, in turn, might respond to Dulles: the larger culture has so degraded that the concept of symbolic indwelling is now realizable
only in small, countercultural communities—indeed, it is this vision of being
both uncompromisingly Catholic and actively engaged in American civic life
that produces schizophrenia.
This debate stems from a deeper fissure. Dulles could be scathing in his
criticism of contemporary American culture, but he did not think of Catholicism and liberalism as incompatible—as a burgeoning chorus of American
Catholics now do.75 Dulles spoke of an “uneasy dialogue” between Catholicism and American culture, but was fundamentally optimistic about this relation, believing in the soundness of the United States’ founding and its “civil
religion.”76 This belief, in harmony with John Paul II’s confidence in Christianity’s ability to absorb and purify the best of modern thought, was integral to
Dulles’s vision of what the Church of the new evangelization should look like.
Whether it is a salutary one is likely to be debated among traditional and evangelical Catholics for the foreseeable future. How this argument is ultimately
settled will involve a judgment not only on these parties’ respective positions
on the relation of Christianity and liberalism, but also, more broadly, on the
new-evangelization form of Catholicism proposed by the postconciliar popes.
Insofar as Dulles tirelessly promoted the new evangelization and developed
his ecclesiology and fundamental theology in accord with it, the outcome of
this debate will also involve a verdict on Dulles’s theological project and its
lasting value.
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41. Dulles, The New World of Faith, 13–24; see also Charles Taylor, A Secular Age
(Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2007), 3.
42. Dulles, “The Faith of a Theologian,” 156. Dulles would not object to the
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term.” Dulles, Evangelization for the Third Millennium, 50–51.
43. Dulles, Evangelization for the Third Millennium, 78, v–vi.
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on “Apostolic Perspectives for the 1980s,” held by his New York Province of the Society
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“Community of Disciples as a Model of the Church,” Philosophy and Theology 1, no. 2
(Winter 1986): 99–120, which was included as a new chapter in an expanded edition of
Models of the Church. See Avery Dulles, Models of the Church (Garden City, NY:
Image Books, 1987), 204–226.
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49. Ibid., 61–64.
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51. Dulles, The Craft of Theology, 17–18. Ross Schecterle argues the “ecclesial
transformative” approach to revelation is central to Dulles’s thought. Dulles himself,
in the preface to Schecterle’s book, concurs with this assessment. Ross A. Shecterle,
The Theology of Revelation of Avery Dulles, 1980–1994: Symbolic Mediation
(Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 1996), 155–193, xvii.
52. Avery Dulles, The Assurance of Things Hoped for: A Theology of Christian
Faith (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 274. See also Dulles, Church and
Society, 43.
53. Dulles, Evangelization for the Third Millennium, 79.
54. Thus Dulles’s preference for the model of Church as sacrament over that of
herald. Dulles, A Church to Believe In, 41–52.
55. Dulles, The Assurance of Things Hoped For, 190–191.
56. Dulles, The Resilient Church, 1.
57. Dulles, The New World of Faith, 165.
58. Dulles, The Craft of Theology, 64; Dulles, “Seven Essentials of Evangelization,”
398; Avery Dulles, John Henry Newman (London: Continuum, 2002), 61.
59. Here Newman is a key influence. Dulles, Church and Society, 435–441; Dulles,
Evangelization for the Third Millennium, 126–127; Dulles, John Henry Newman, 61.
Dulles’s decades of work in ecumenism also culminated in the category of testimony,
what he describes as “an ecumenism of mutual enrichment by means of testimony.”
See Avery Dulles, “Saving Ecumenism from Itself,” First Things 178 (December
2007): 26.
60. A deficient liturgical dimension also plagues Dulles’s theology of revelation
and understanding of theology, as reviewers of his books have long noted; see, e.g.,
Bernard Cooke, “Review of Models of Revelation,” Commonweal 110 (May 20, 1983):
308–309; Gerald O’Collins, “Review of Models of Revelation,” Gregorianum 65
(1984): 181; Bernard Cooke, “Review of The Craft of Theology: From Symbol to
System,” America 168 (January 16, 1993): 21; Peter J. Casarella, “Review of The Craft
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Revelation: Re-Sourcing a Theme in Twentieth-Century Catholic Theology
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2014), 189–266.
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61. Dulles, Evangelization for the Third Millennium, 94–95.
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community of disciples as his favored model of the Church weakened the place
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207–208, 448.
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and gender, the death penalty, and religious freedom. Dulles, Church and Society,
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65. Dulles, Church and Society, 97.
66. Dulles, Evangelization for the Third Millennium, 31–32.
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70. For a study of the issue in the medieval period, see Andrew Willard Jones,
Before Church and State: A Study of Social Order in the Sacramental Kingdom of St.
Louis IX (Steubenville, OH: Emmaus Academic, 2017).
71. Avery Dulles, “Farewell Address as McGinley Professor—April 1, 2008,” in The
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Christian Nation (New York: Sentinel, 2017).
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Retrospective: Vir Probatus
Avery Dulles and the Forbearance of Things Not Seen
Michael M. Canaris

I wish to begin by acknowledging what an incredible honor it has been to
organize and edit this volume of remarkable contributors. A decade after his
death, it still nearly buckles my knees and leaves me with a sort of spiritual
vertigo when I ponder the gifts and opportunities that my time with Cardinal
Dulles provided to my academic development as a theologian, my journey of
faith as a Christian, and my relationship to the world around me, and all of
the people in it. It is a profound blessing that I continue to reflect upon and
live into—with each subsequent phase of my personal and professional life.
The title of this chapter, while perhaps at first blush appearing somewhat
disjointed or disorienting, is drawn from two independent sources, which I
wish to explain at the outset.
First to the Latin. In 2008, Fordham University Press published the collection of Laurence J. McGinley lectures that Dulles gave as a volume titled
Church and Society—a book I was flattered to help collate and proofread, and
so my copy contains a scrawled inscription on the inside cover where the
author encouraged me to cherish this “treasury of truths” in one of the last few
things ever penned by the cardinal’s own hand. What appeared as a likely
facetious and playful jest in his mind contained rather a statement of truth to
many others, myself included.
The foreword to that book, written by another former professor of mine,
Fr. Robert Imbelli, refers to the cardinal as an example of a “vir ecclesiasticus”:
an ecclesial man. And that is an exceedingly appropriate title, for thinking
with the Church (sentire cum ecclesia), or better thinking in the Church (sentire
in ecclesia), remains one of the best descriptions for the intellectual and spiritual contributions that Avery made over the course of his long and ridiculously
147
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productive life. I offer no critique here of Fr. Imbelli’s tribute, merely a complementary coda to it.
If vir ecclesiasticus, an ecclesial man, truly chronicled Avery’s service to us
in this volume and to the broader Church community, so also, I believe, could
the phrase vir probatus: a tested or proven man. Today viri probati (we usually
hear it in the plural) is most associated as one among many shifting faces of
innovative or rediscovered approaches to ecclesial ministry in contexts that are
rapidly changing around us: in terms of demographics, institutional shortcomings, pluralist interreligious societies, and a growing awareness of privilege
and its deforming and corrosive impact on the transmission and reception of
the gospel message. That is to say, for those readers who may not recognize
the term, one provisional strategy put forward by some to guarantee access to
the sacramental life of the Church in places where there are insufficient numbers of celibate Catholic priests, is for the community to “nominate” married
men who have proven themselves worthy through lives of faith and/or service
and/or study to serve ministerial or sacerdotal roles, including confecting the
Eucharist where necessary. Discussions of this proposal were percolating even
before 2019’s Synod on the Amazon, when they exploded into public consciousness. But as of this writing, various ecclesial voices continue to weigh
its potential advantages and shortcomings. Truth be told, the analogy I am
drawing here may be easier to tease out without having the cardinal’s explicit
opinion on the idea found anywhere in his writings. However, that is beside
the point.
I am arguing that never has there been a more transformative and stirring
example of a “proven man,” than what I witnessed firsthand in the cardinal’s
last year on this earth, a purification by unimaginable suffering that touched
and changed all those who came into close contact with it.
And that leads me to the significance of the second half of my title: “Avery
Dulles and the Forbearance of Things Not Seen.” One of the cardinal’s most
noteworthy book titles, referenced frequently in this volume, is taken from the
New Testament text today referred to as the Letter to the Hebrews: The Assurance of Things Hoped For. But if this allusion to faith is true, and I believe that
it is, namely, that religious faith is the assurance or conviction of those things
we most long for in this world and beyond it, then so, too, does its complementary phrase—“the evidence of things not seen”—ring true to those of us who
seek to understand life and ourselves through the eyes of Christian discipleship. And it is precisely here that I want to focus the remainder of these reflections, on the forbearance and endurance and sanctity in the face of almost
unfathomable anguish, that largely went unseen by the eyes of all but a select
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few, but which served as evidence and a capstone of the extraordinary life we
celebrate in this centenary anniversary volume.
In his ninth decade, as the cardinal’s physical health weakened, his spiritual
vibrancy and mental acuity did not waver. We were living then in the immediate wake of the much more public suffering and deterioration of Pope John
Paul II, though I am consistently surprised when I meet former colleagues and
students of the cardinal who are still completely unaware that Avery’s last days
were marked by many similar trials, albeit in the privacy of the Murray Weigel
infirmary on the campus of Fordham University. As he lost the ability to walk,
speak, eat, and worse, the cardinal was not prone to swings of emotion or self-
pity, but his temperament and legendary wit obviously were weighed down by
the gravity of the situation. And compared to John Paul II and other intellectual, mass media, or political figures who undergo such afflictions engendering worldwide fascination and support, there was relatively little public
commentary on his condition, which is what he preferred.
In his last McGinley lecture, he made clear that he was more and more
empathetic in regard to and finding himself in communion with the vast array
of paralytic and mute persons who encountered the Anointed One in the
scriptures. After a lifetime of academic presentations and class lectures and
USCCB meetings and shared meals, he was, in the end, while on feeding
tubes and withered with curled hands and feet, “more than ever . . . entirely
in the hands of God,” to cite a prayer commonly attributed to Pedro Arrupe.
This is not the proper forum to debate the differences I had (and still have)
with some of the cardinal’s ecclesiological leanings or defenses of particular
Church practices, but I will say that after being one of the leading voices of
Catholic thought in the twentieth century, he handled with grace, and I
would like to believe solidarity, the profound and traumatic experience of
involuntary silencing, which in some ways mirrored that which still marks our
Church and our human condition in so many ways. I cannot claim to know,
or to believe in the depths of my heart, that his visions of the ordained male
priesthood or sacramental definition of marriage between those born with
male and female sexual genitalia or defense of executing criminals or other
places where some claim exclusion or oppression at the hands of the Church
underwent some sort of dramatic binary change in these last long months,
which melted like wax as he inched closer to that ultimate veil that separates
all time-bound human beings from the fullness of Absolute Mystery. He likely
maintained his opinions on most theological doctrines and controversies,
despite losing the ability to vocalize them orally or write exceedingly clear
but beautiful prose about them. But I will say with confidence that he knew
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perhaps more intimately than ever before in his life the frustration of being
rendered mute and powerless and vulnerable, and that he embraced the divine
presence in such painful experiences better than many of us who were serving
roles as caregivers to him did.
I often used to hold newspapers or theological journals for him to read,
when he could no longer physically do so himself, turning the pages when he
signaled for me to do so with a nod. For the rest of my life, I will remember
the day that he motioned for me to get the keyboard that we used for him to
communicate with us via a series of blinks and small motions. I was stunned
when in that eminently pitiable condition, he asked me, a letter at a time,
whether my arms were getting tired. To this day, I continue to interpret that
moment fondly as one of grandfatherly and truly ministerial affection, and I
hold out hope that it was not due to my arms trembling like Moses without the
help of Aaron and Hur, thus making it simply impossible for him to read the
gyrating lines of text!
The Psalmist says: “Though the wicked bind me with ropes, I will not forget your law. At midnight I rise to give you thanks, because of your righteous
judgments.”1 As the tendons and ligaments in Avery’s body increasingly bound
his frail figure to wheelchairs and hospital beds, as we were left to wonder what
thoughts flooded into his mind when he would awaken alone in the night with
only the glowing light and whirr of medical equipment to accompany him on
this penultimate camino—at least the seeds of doubt, which always grow commingled with the wheat of faith, sprung tendrils into some of our minds. Could
the abundance of goodness and joy that we claim exists at the very heart of our
faith, expressed in Christmas carols and Easter exultations, really permit, or
direct, or watch this happen? Were there more than pious platitudes to the
subsequent lines of the Psalm? “It was good for me to be afflicted, that I might
learn your decrees.”2 We have both as a community and individually prayed
repeatedly in the Lord’s own prayer, that we not be forced to undergo the test,
and here was one of our own, of unassailable reputation and unquestioned
virtue, being obliged to prove himself as worthy of such a via dolorosa, with
only the seemingly distant hope for the victory that is to follow it, in such a
degrading closing fashion.
But I suppose the same Hebrew scriptures also make clear through the
mouth of the prophet Isaiah that “as far above the earth as are the Heavens,
are his ways above ours.”3 No one can know with immediacy the mind of God
or the fullness of the mystery of suffering, only their aftereffects in our sensory
world. As his father Ignatius made clear, pro-bation and formation are intimately
connected.4
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And this forbearance of things unseen by Avery Dulles, what has it ultimately contributed to the life of the Church in the United States of America
and beyond? Recently, theologian Roger Haight wrote an article in Theological Studies that argued that such a thing as a distinct school of American
Catholicism exists, in content and method; that its development, contours, and
major trends could be traced in a systematic and heuristic manner; and that it
both “depends on Church authority and shares in it with a distinct constructive
role of critically interpreting it.”5
One cannot authentically claim that some of the directions of inculturation into this new, theologically literate, non-Eurocentric cultural setting—
one with particular attunement to contextual/practical, liberationist, and
narrative appropriation of black, Latinx, feminist, womanist, and social justice
concerns—blossomed fully in the cardinal’s ecclesiological vision. That would
not be accurate or intellectually honest.
Yet, Dulles’s commitment to historical consciousness, rooted in sources as
varied as Aquinas, Newman, Murray, and Rahner, cannot but be seen as one
of the sines quibus non that proved indispensable to this eventual Americanist
theological project. It is then not without merit that the Times of London
called Dulles “the most important American Catholic theologian of the twentieth century.” And that importance, with its concomitant assertion that historicity and faith mutually mold and interpenetrate one another, needs to be
read though the particularities and exigencies of the closing years of Dulles’s
life, where the “dialectical synthesis,” as Patrick Carey has named his hallmark characteristic,6 took on a lived reality, in a matrix where scholarly genius,
personal loss and pain, and the existential hope of Christian witness all reinforced and challenged one another in a state of simultaneous physical paralysis and dynamic transformative journeying.
Explicitly recognizing the layers of privilege—be it male, white, clerical,
familial, educational, or otherwise—that such a statement glosses over, I
emphatically believe that Cardinal Dulles was in fact a “vir probatus,” a quintessentially proven man. I imagine that the dross and alloy of his limitations
and sins, undoubtedly a worrisome quantity when I reflect upon my own
much more considerable shortcomings, were in fact purified in the crucible
of torture that he underwent in the evening twilight of his life. “The forbearance of things unseen” indubitably marked the denouement of the cardinal’s
days on earth. He didn’t just pray Ignatius’s Suscipe, he lived, and died it. And
the reverberations of this experience, when read in continuity with his entire
existence, have drawn us together from parts unknown to commemorate his
life in these anniversary events and this volume, with the aim of arguing that
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his relevance perdures, even as theology moves into radically uncharted areas
and applications, particularly in dialogue with heretofore excluded voices of
women, young adults, people of color, and attunement to the global south,
where the face of the global Church is increasingly young, female, poor, and
brown. So I can offer little more by way of conclusion than giving sincere
thanks to God for Avery Dulles, which I do and will do for as long as the Lord
permits me to pray at the close of each day, and end this Retrospective with
these words from the Epistle of James: “Blessed is the man who perseveres
under trial; for once he has been approved, he will receive the crown of life
which the Lord has promised to those who love Him.”7
Notes

1. Ps 119:61–62.
2. Ps 119:71.
3. Is 55:9.
4. See The Constitutions of the Society of Jesus, and Their Complementary
Norms: A Complete English Translation of the Official Latin Texts (St. Louis, MO:
The Institute of Jesuit Sources, 1996), ch. 4, [71]16.
5. Roger Haight, S.J., “The Birth of American Catholic Theology,” Theological
Studies 80 (2019): 7–36, at 8.
6. Patrick Carey, “Avery Dulles, S.J.: On American Culture,” American Catholic
Studies 122 (2011): 95–112. Of course, Carey’s monumental biography further
illumines his interpretation on this and related analyses of the cardinal’s method
and contributions. See Avery Cardinal Dulles, S.J.: A Model Theologian (New York:
Paulist Press, 2010).
7. Jas 1:12.
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Afterword
The Good Faith of Avery Cardinal Dulles, S.J.
Michael C. McCarthy, S.J.

The Roman goddess Fides embodied a virtue held to be essential in ancient
society. Often depicted as wearing a laurel wreath and holding a turtle dove,
her function was to oversee the integrity of citizens. Perhaps better translated
as “good faith” than as simply “faith,” fides pointed to a quality of reliability,
honesty, and trustworthiness in an individual. But it was not merely a private,
personal virtue. Society depended on persons who exhibited fides: they
grounded positive social interaction, mutual responsibilities, and a care for the
common good. In the later Republic, the goddess was called “Fides Publica”
and guarded treaties and state documents in her temple. Roman contracts
often included some form of testimony to the bona fides of the parties involved,
and thus the notion of “good faith” has a long history in European and American law until this day. But good faith is best understood as a core virtue
rather than a legal term. In his treatise De Officiis Cicero emphasizes its
necessity if a society as a whole is not to become unglued, and Seneca
observes that “Good faith is praised and held to be among the greatest goods
of the human race.”1
Classical scholars sometimes argue that what ancient Romans called “fides”
bears no relation to what Christians call “faith.” I doubt Avery Dulles would
agree. Christian theology acknowledges that, in its basic sense, faith means
the acceptance of what another says on account of one’s confidence in that
person. It involves “implicit trust in another person or other persons [and] . . .
is closely connected with love and loyalty.”2 In a specifically Christian sense,
faith is a “trustful commitment to God as he reveals himself,”3 and it was central to who Dulles was. As both Lienhard and Ryan note in their contributions
to this volume, the motto on Cardinal Dulles’s coat of arms speaks to the man
153
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himself: Scio cui credidi, “I know the one in whom I have put my faith” (2 Tm
1:12). Ryan’s expansive interpretation via the traditional Scottish ballad is especially suggestive. The speaker has confidence in what is to come, because she
knows well the one with whom she travels:
I know where I’m going
I know who’s going with me
I know whom I love.
As Ryan says, “That is what faith, in its deepest sense, is all about: intimate
knowing and trusting faith/faithful trust.”
Again, though, as in the case of Roman fides, the relationship between
individual and communal faith is dynamic in Christianity. In her own contribution to this volume, Stephanie Ann Y. Puen stresses the ecclesial nature of
faith: “Dulles points to the importance of the Church as the community
through which people’s faith commitments are deepened and strengthened,
through communion with God.” Especially in his model of “Church as Sacrament,” Dulles emphasizes that it is through the visible social bonds of the
Church, in worship and in the witnessing activity of Christians, that the grace
of Christ becomes operative and the Church, in effect, becomes Church.4
I have been emphasizing a certain continuity between ancient Roman virtue of fides and Christian faith because Avery Dulles was a man of bona fides
in both senses. Years ago, when lecturing on one of Dulles’s books in a class
at the Jesuit School of Theology in Berkeley, one of his former students (I
cannot remember which one!) told us that at Woodstock College his nickname was “Honest Ave.” The remark was made almost as an apology for his
dry style, though it underscored as well the Lincolnesque impression of his
frame. Unlike other books we read, in Dulles’s work every argument, every
author he considered was treated with such consummate fairness and painstaking effort to understand what the writer was actually saying. As Elizabeth
Johnson remarks in her contribution, Avery Dulles was indeed a careful, complex, and critical thinker, whose fluency in interpretation “enabled his thought
to avoid fundamentalism not only of scripture but also of doctrine on the one
hand, while generating a powerful impetus for fidelity to tradition on the
other.” It is for this reason that Dulles is so difficult to pigeonhole.
At the daylong conference that generated many of the papers that have
become chapters in this book, it was impressive to see how people of such
different concerns could come together to consider the legacy of this central
North American figure in the theological history of the twentieth century.
And although the twenty-first century offers many new challenges, new voices,
and new venues for practicing theology, we will continue to look at Dulles as
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a model for theologians. It is not just his own good faith, however, but his
example of presuming good faith on the part of others that will be especially
important.
For we find ourselves today in a context where presuming good faith is not
the norm—in the Church, in the academy, in society at large. The ancient
bonds of fides seem close to breaking. A higher education columnist writing
recently on campus politics has pointed out that good faith is demanding:
“Assuming good faith means that we expect that our conversation partner is
interested in learning from us and is seeking to understand our point of view.”5
If we are even willing to converse with people who may disagree with us, we
should assume their intent is not to deceive or offend. If we expose errors in
their arguments, it should be done with the intention of making the conversation better rather than closing it down.6
The good faith of Avery Cardinal Dulles, S.J. seems to have been conatural
to him. In a world where there are too few public examples of bona fides, in
the Roman or Christian sense, let us hope that in studying his work, we are
not only learning about theology but also carrying forth his deeper legacy.
Notes

1. See Cicero, De Officiis 3.29.104; Seneca, De Beneficiis 5.10.4.
2. Avery Dulles, S.J., The Assurance of Things Hoped For (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1994), 185.
3. Ibid., 204.
4. Avery Dulles, S.J., Models of the Church (Garden City, NY: Image Books,
1974), 73.
5. Emily Chamlee-Wright, “The Presumption of Good Faith in Campus
Conversation” (August 13, 2019), https://www.insidehighered.com/views/2019/08/13/
need-presume-good-faith-campus-conversations-and-debates-opinion.
6. Ibid.
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“This book rightly celebrates the superlative theological
contribution of Avery Dulles. As the title indicates and as many
of the essays show, Dulles’s theology continues to shed bright
light on the journey of the pilgrim Church. As one who learned
much from him but also had some disagreements, my response
to the thesis of this book is simply—Amen, amen! Alleluia!”
Charles E. Curran, Elizabeth Scurlock University Professor
of Human Values, Southern Methodist University

Nicholas Rademacher, Cabrini University
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“The essays in The Survival of Dulles provide a cogent and
compelling reflection on the development of one theologian’s
craft over a long and productive lifetime and offer insight
into the meaning and significance of his work for today. The
contributors to this volume extend Dulles’s project to the
present moment by creatively engaging both the Christian
tradition and contemporary culture to shed light on such
pressing topics as migration, ecumenism, and the Church
in the digital age. This volume will introduce Dulles to an
emerging generation of scholars and deepen the appreciation
of Dulles for those who are familiar with his work.”
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Michael M. Canaris
E D I TO R

This collection, marking the centenary of
Avery Dulles’s birth, makes an entirely
distinctive contribution to contemporary
theological discourse as we approach the
second century of the cardinal’s influence
and the twenty-first of Christian witness
in the world. Moving beyond a festschrift,
the volume offers both historical analyses
of Dulles’s contributions and applications
of his insights and methodologies to current issues like immigration, exclusion,
and digital culture. It includes essays by
Dulles’s students, colleagues, and peers,
as well as by emerging scholars who have
been and continue to be indebted to his
theological vision and encyclopedic fluency in the ecclesiological developments
of the post-conciliar Church. Though focused more on Catholic and ecumenical
affairs than interreligious ones, the volume is intentionally outward-facing and
strives to make clear the diverse and pluralistic contours of the cardinal’s nearly
unrivaled impact on the North American
Church, which truly crossed ideological, denominational, and generational
boundaries. While critically recognizing
the limits and lacunae of his historical
moment, it serves as one among a multitude of testaments to the notion that
the ripples of Avery Dulles’s influence
continue to widen toward intellectually
distant shores.
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